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BRITISH CRUISER ARRIVES AT
15 VICTIMS OF

ZR-- 2

DISASTER

Vessel Is Met Far Out at Sea By a Destroyer
Division of the United States Navy; As the
Ship Comes Up the Harbor the Forts Thunder a Salute and Bells Toll.

ENGLISH

AaiociaUd rresn.)
Now York, Sept. 16. Resting in

caskets, covered with
masses of flowers and guarded by
men
of
a friendly, foreign
armed
nation, the bodies of Commander
Louis H. Maxfield and fourteen of
his comrades victims of the ZIl-- 2
disaster arrived home today on
the British cruiser Dauntless.
It was a far ' different home- -coming than the victims had antlwhen thev sailed some,
months ago for Kngland to prepare
and bring back the monster dirigion a
ble, the disaster to which
heroic
trial flight sent forty-tw- o
men of two nations to their un'
timely death.
Far out at sea, the Dauntless
was met by a destroyer division of
the United States navy. .As it
neared port, the escort was augmented by a fleet of seaplanes,
representing the arm of the service for which the victims gave
their lives. As the funeral ship
came up the harbor, the forts
thundered a salute, church bells
tolled on the Brooklyn and Staten
Island shores and passing craft
dipped their colors in reverential
salutes.
Bodies Carried From Deck.
'
The Dauntless prooeeded directto
the navy yard in Brooklyn,
ly
where British sailors tenderly carried the bodies from the dock of
their craft and delivered them to
the keeping of, their former comrades-in-arms
on the pier. Tonight,
d
caskets were unthe
der the watchful eyes of a guard
of honor in the ynrd chapel, from
which tomorrow they will he rendered the honor that the navy pays
to Us heroic dead.
The fifteen caskets, each draped
In an American flag, were"' carried
on what la known as the after superstructure deck of the Dauntless.
A monster gun, its muzzle shrouded in funeral colors, stretched over
the bodies, arranged In three rows
on the war craft's deck.
Sentry Wltli Head Bowed.
At each corner of the deck as
the vessel wag warpd into Its pier
stood an armed sentry with head
bowed and arms reversed.
Forward of the platform was a
officer, and aft
an officer in full dress uniform
having a rank equal to that of
Both of
Commander
Maxfield.
these officers stood at attention
with head uncovered, until the caskets were removed from the ship.
On the deck of the cruiser the
entire crew of 400 men with the
: exception .of those ion 'duty, were
On1 the
'"'drawn up at attention.
quarter deck was a guard of the
Tloyal marine light infantry, standing rigid with reversed
Hangs Over Ship.
A silence, almost sepulchural In
effort, hung over the funeral ship
as she proceeded up the harbor.
Except for the barking of her
guns, as they spoke twenty-on- e
times In the usual salute of courtesy given by war craft entering a
foreign port, the onlynoiso was
the swish of water at her bow, the
occasional clanking of a. chain or
a command given in muffled tones.
As the Dauntless passed quarantine, a navy tug carrying Capt. C.
M. Tozer, representing the secretary of the navy, and Commander
C. R. Robinson, representing the
commandant of the New York
navy yard, went alongside and the
American-officerclimbed aboard.
Crew Stands at Attention.
At the navy yard the Dauntless
was berthed opposite the Brazilian
battleship Minas Geras, whose entire crew was standing at attention
on deck. A company of blue jackets and a company of marines acted as escort to Commandant
sang and his staff who were in
waiting; to receive the bodies. Rear
Admiral H. P. Jones, commanding
the Atlantlo fleet, and Rear Admiral A. T. Long, chief of staff,
were also present.
When the Dauntless was made
fast, her commander, Cant. Gilbert
Stenhenson, and his staff, together
with the American officers on
board, took their places near the
ship end of the gangway. A whis- (Contlnued on Page Two.)
,
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Oklahoma City, Okla., Sept.
An order
forbidding alleged discrimination by the Frei
and the
Harvey corporation
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
men
who
railroad against
to cat in their shirt sleeves,
was Issued here by the stafe
corporation commission, It was
learned today. The order followed a complaint made before
the commission by Campbell
Russell, its chairman, who declared he had been denied the
privilege of eating in a Harvey
dining room at Purcefl, Okla.,
without donning his coat.
18.

e

BOOZE CONSUMED
AT HOTEL PARTY
A

GUEST ADMITS

(Bf The Asuni'lnted Treu.)
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 16.
Federal investigation here into tin
source of the liquor reported to
have been in evidence at the Ros
coe (Fatty) Arbuckle party in a
hotel
following
San Francisco
which the death of Miss Virginia
continued
was
occurred,
Happe
United States
here today under
District Attorney Robert O'Connor
federal
K.
Mitchell,
and
Forrest
prohibition director for California.
Lowell Sherman, actor, was
ami. ncnordlni to United
States Attorney O'Connor, admit
ted that liquor was consumeu ii
the hotel party, but denied knowledge ofthe transportation of any
liquor from Los Angeles.federal ofIt was announced by
ficials' that every individual in attendance at the party who can be
located here, will be examined, and
that later the federal grand jury
.Mil lir, mimmnned to hear the ve- c,
aunn
..!, f V,a InvoaHrrnllon.
Sherman told tne teaerai ouiram
the
that iHnlior was furnished to who
hotel,
pnWby"the chef ef the
he said was Known an

JUDGE SMITH GRANTS
LEN SMALL A CHANGE
TO ANOTHER COURT
(By Th Aumicialed

Prew.)

Springfield, 111., Judge E. S
D.iih hatnm whnm wpra present
cd petitions for a change of venue
in wnicn uovernor uenof the case.harD-Pil
with P.TTlbpZZleD.ll ment of state funds, today granted
a chango of venue from his court
as the latost formal move in me
sensational case involving alleged
irregularities in conduct of the
state treasury.
Argwrhents on the governor's pe- tltlnn nt a ..hrinora nt VPTUIA from
Sangamon county wilf not be made
before September 26, according to
an agreement today when the case
was continued until tnai aate.

DAVID McCREARY, 17,
CHARGED WITH MURDER

FN

De

Vatera's- Telegram to
Lloyd George Taken As
Indicating a Desire to
Continr. Negotiations,
-

o--

V?

&

M

IJ

tf

of

(By Tli

of the Opinion
Lorn.,(Sentiment
in Both
Aries Is in Favor of

.

7jhing Settlement.

,(By Tta Anoclnttd Treu.)
ndon, Sept. 16. In a telegram
sem. this evening to Premier Lloyd
Scotland,
George at Gairloch,
Eammon de Valera is considered
to
London
in high quarters In
have indicated a desire for a continuation of the negotiations looking to peace in Ireland which were
terminated, momentarily, at least,
by Mr. de Valera's communication
of earlier In the week Insisting
of Ireland
on the independence
and Mr. Lloyd George's cancella
tion of the conference with dele
gates of the Sinn Fein which he
had proposed for next Tuesday.
Io Valera's Telegram.
The telegram of Mr. Valera was
as follows:
"I received your telegram last
night and am surprised that you
do not see that if we on our side
accepted a conference on the ba
sis of your letter of September 7
without making our position quite
Ireland's representatives
clear,
would enter the conference with
their position misunderstood and
the cause of Ireland's right irrep
arably prejudiced. Throughout the
that has taken
correspondence
place you have defined your
position, We have de
fined ours.
"If the positions were not so dcf.
Initely opposed there would in
deed be no problem to be discussed. It should be obvious that
In a case like ours if there Is to be
any result the negotiator must
meet without prejudice and un- trammeled by any conditions what- ever except those Imposed by the
facta as they know them.'
Late tonight Mr. Lloyd George
had made no response, but the
was that
consensus of opinion
since neither side to the argument
seemingly is desirous of a rupture.
there doubtless wouM be a further
exchange of messages.
London's View.
The general view in London Is
that the hitch has arisen because
both Mr. Lloyd George and Mr. de
Valera are compelled to keep ,nn
eye on the extremists In their respective cabinets, but that behind
both there also Is strong public
opinion In favor of peace, this
feeling being as strong in England
as In Ireland,
From advices received In Lon
don, the Sinn Fein leaders were
surprised by the effect of Mr. de
Valera's letter which induced Mr.
Lloyd George to cancel the proposed conference. From these advices It would seem that the Sinn
Fein leaders In Dublin hold view
that their letter was unfortunately
phrased, and that it is advisable
to make a further attempt to
bring about a conference. It appears to be realized, however, that
some weeks will be lost In the process of attempting to clarify the
situation. There Is some talk of
holding a conference in London In
October.
Meeting Not Called!.
Premier Lloyd George has not
yet called the. meeting of his cabinet, but it Is expected this will be
held early next week at Inverness,
or Gairloch. It Is expected that
there will be an early session of
the dall elreann to consider the
new aspects of the situation.
t's
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MISSING SINCE JULY, FOUND AT
BOTTOM OF CLIFF III COLORADO
T

Indications Are That the Boy Had Fallen a
Feet to His Death; Disappeared
tance of
While Touring Through Estes Park With
His Parents; Rangers Make Find.

ot

WEATHER

........:
..........

Eskl-Sheh-

the Senate.
AuMiclntfd

Pre.)

Washington. Sent. 11!. Revision)
of the house tax bill virtually wai!
completed today by the senate fi
nance committee, which undor the
nrpsnnt mrreement will rennrt. to
the senate a measure having these
outstanoing proposals.
Repeal of the excess profits tax
as of next January 1, as proposed
by the house.
TtoHnpHnn nf th tnenmft mirfflv
rates from a maximum of 65 per
cent to 32 per cent, enecuve next

MES''i IS

'

AS

Revision of House Revenue
Bill Virtually Is Completed
By the Finance Committee

OF
FURTH. .CHANGE
EXPECTED

7

j

OF JANUARY 1ST

(By The Auncialrd rreaf.)
Phoenix.
Ariz., Sept. 16. A
David Mc
charging
complaint
boy, with the
Creary,
murdor of J. M. Dunn, rancher, on
the night of March 10 last, was
flled-- bv
County Attorney R. B. L.
The boy's NEITHER RIPE DESIRES
Shepherd here today.
father, Albert M. McCreary, now
A BREAK, IS BELIEF
awaiting sentence for second de- groe arson, is also charged witn
Dublin,
Sept. IB (by the AssoDunn's murder.
ciated
Press). Men closely In
touch with the leaders on both
sides of the Irish- question In conversations tonight expressed
the
opinion that the telegram sent to
Premier Lloyd George by Eamonn
de Valera seemed greatly to' Improve the situation. They thought
that If the Irish leader's position
had been so stated In his letter to
the premier, Mr. Lloyd George
probably would not have cancelled
the proposed conference.
It Is clearly evident here that
Dis- neither side to the controversy desires a break, but both factions
seem unwilling to waive points of
2,800
or. make
admissions
principle
which possibly might afterwards
prove embarrassing.
It la consid
ered here that Mr. de Valera's tel
egram to the premier withdraws
has
nothing that he previously
contended for, but that It Is In(B7 TUB ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
to
tended
a
facilitate
decision
by
Fort Collins, Colo., Sept. 16
disappeared while touring through
the British cabinet In favor of a
The body of Gregory Aubuchon, 18, Estes Park, Colo., with his parents further
conference.
was
found
of
the
latter
July,
part
Ind... youth who
Michlgantown,
Two leading Sinn Felners, not
today by forest rangers at the foot members
of the dall elreann cabiof a 2.800-focliff on Long s peak,
The Indications were, according net but nevertheless In close touch
to L. C. Way, superintendent of with it, eal.l tonight that the
the Rocky Mountain national park, phrasing of Mr, de Valera's letter
to Mr. Lloyd George was unfortuthat the boy had fallen from the
I
nate, since the Intention was to
.
top of the cliff. '
a conference without
his
Following
disappearance bring about
FORECAST.
to the convictions
of
leaving his parents in Estes prejudice
Denver, Colo., Sept. 16. New after
side
the controversy.
to
either
Mexico: Generally fair west, un- Park withtothe declaration that hea
Intended
scale Long's peak,
settled east portion Saturday, pos- search
was conducted for the misssibly showers; Sunday
generally ing youtn by park officials
and GREEK CROWN PRINCE
northeast
fair, except unsettled
-- NARROWLY
rangers. His parents bewarmer extreme south forest
ESCAPES
portion;
lieved that he had lost his way and
portion Saturday.
would
not
dead.
him
for
CAPTURE BY'TUBXS
up
give
Arizona:
Fair Saturday and
The faot
body was
Sunday; not much change In tem- " burled In a that the
deep snow drift pre(By The Aimelaled Pren.)
,,
perature.
vented; discovery, but with recent
Brusa. Asia Minor. Rent. 1 ft Chv
rains and melting of the snows, a the . Associated
Press.) Crown
LOCAL REPORT.
black spot appeared on the surface Prince George of Greece
narrowly
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
of the drift and caused two forest
escaped capture by a band of
hours ended at 6 "p. rft. yesterday, rangers to Investigate.
mounted
Turkish
Irregulars while
recorded by the university:
They again buried the body ' In en route to this city from the bat79 the snow and returned
Highest temperature
Tohere.
tle front early this week. The mo66 morrow
Lowest , , ,
morning they will return tor car Injwhich the crown nrlnoe.
u;
to
Range
the body, which, will be brought General Stratigos and other offi
Mean'
67 here by the aid of burroa.
r,
cers were coming toward
68
Humidity at 6 a. m.......,.,:
The boy's parents, who returned
was attapked by a band of
86 to Michlgantown
Humidity at 6 p. m
after
searchers
who
a
Turks,
fire
from
opened
. .Trace had failed to discover the where
Precipitation
hillside. The bullets came close
Maximum wind velocity. . ,i . . 16 abouts of their missing son, have to the
hut the driver speedprince,
J
Direction of wind..,.
South oeen nounca or tne
es
finding ol tne ed un the car and the party
.
Crjtrflter nf Aav
,
,Cloudy body.
caped.

BODY OF MICHIGAN YOUTH OF

PROFITS TAX

4

THOUGHJ LIKELY

MAY EAT IN HARVEY

HOUSES MINUS COAT
COMMISSION RULES

IRISH

PEACE .MAKING.

,

(By Tli

--

January

NEW MEXICO RANCHER
HAD NEVER HEARD OF
THE 18TH AMENDMENT
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 16.
Miguel Alvarez, a ranchma-.- i
living nenr Alamogordo, N, M.,
told tho United States commissioner here today he had never
heard of the eighteenth amendment or the Volstead act. Ho
seldom left his ranch, ho said,
and when he wanted liquor h
found no difficulty In having it
delivered there. Yesterday he
visited Kl I'aso and had two
quarts ef tequila when polica
stopped him. He pleaded sullty
and was held under $500 bond.
Tomasa Hernandez, a Mexican woman, found In possession
of ten gallons of alchol and
thirteen quarts or tequila, wisf
held under $750 bond.

BIG JOHN GETS
60 YEARS FOR

KILL1NGW0MAN
taPtCUL OltPAlCH

lO

Santa Fe, Sept.

MOMNIN9

16.

JOURNAL!

H0HENZ0LLERNS
FLEEING

ARE
TO HOLLAND

(By The Aiaorinttd

TreM.)

Doorn, Sept. 16. Tho strong
feeling against the
In Germany, which has manifested itself since the recent murder of Mathias Erzberger Is believed here to be the cause of several members of the Hohenzollcrn
family leaving Germany and coming to Doorn, whore they are expected to remain with former Em
peror William until they consider
that conditions in Germany are
favorable to their return. The ex
emperor's daughter, formerly Princess Victoria Louise, now the
Duchess
of Brunswick, accom
panled by the duke and their
children, arrived here yesterday.
With them also was former Prince
Adalbert, third son of the
Former Princes Eitel Frederick
and Oscar are expected here shortly, it Is understood.

Big John,
Navajo Indian, pleaded guilty to
second degree murder for killing
Big Man's wife, whose name he
did not know, in the United States
court and was given sixty years at
Fort Leavenworth.
Big John said he worked for Big
Man, whose other name he didn't
know, as sheep herder, but couldn't
get his pay, and, as Big Man was
cross, and, he knew, carried a gun,
he feared he was golnu to kill him.
One night when he saw Big Man
pass his hogan, he mounted his pony
and rode to his home. He saw Big
Man's wife and her five children
sleeping on the floor, found an axe
and hit the woman on the head.
She made no outcry but, he said,
began to "wiggle." He then got on 400 EASTERN BANKERS
his pony and rode away. The murLEAVE FOR CONVENTION
.
der occurred on nc Navajo
vation. Big' John, said he hd no
New York, Sept, 16. More than
motive except to injure" his em400 bankers from
the Atlantic
ployer,
coast states started for Los Angeles
CANCEL AllBl CKLE FILMS.
today in special trains to attend
the convention of the American
Melbourne, Australia, Sept. 16.
Theaters throughout Australia Bankers' association, October
have withdrawn all Roscoe Ar- The trip will be made
leisurely
buckle films, pending the result of and stops will be made at points of
his trial in California.
interest along the route.
--

r.

$34,-00-

tnrougn increases exemptions to heads of families on account of dependents.
Senator Smoot, of Utah, a rcpub-ilpo- n
uuu.uuu

TviAmhar nf thA finance com
mittee, plans to offer in the sen
a
ate
substitute tor tne wnoio
measure his bill in which Is
a manufacturers' .tax
plan. Thle measure has the supof manufacturers'
number
of
a
port
associations,
representatives of
which were In conference here this
week.
The final vote on the bill was
deferred today until next WednesThe Journal wishes to address the women voters. We liavc con.
day, but tho committee will hold
another session tomorrow to gather
template doing so before but have hesitated because we would much
loose ends. At that time Senaprefer not to emphasize the sex lino In political matters. We arc all up
tor Smoot will offer his substitute
citizens and the less we draw the line of sex tho bolter off wo will be.
bill and Senator Calder, republican
The Journal lias pointed out tho fact repeatedly, thit the ento introduce his
trance of vt'omcii Into politics Introduces a new moral element Into New York, plans
proposal Tor a tax or o on a uui-rpolitical affairs. Tho ethics of things weighs more heavily with
beer.
cent
on 2.75 per
women than with men. Most. women will give more weight to
The committee
morals than to parties. This Is very wholesome.
rioxuinn to include in the
We believe that ninety er cent of tho women of New Mexico
per
are with us in the fight for civic righteousness and decency which tho bill a manufacturers' tax of two bum
medicines,
Journal has steadfastly conducted for eighteen months. In season cent on proprietary
reto
house
the
proposal
and out of season we have steadily pressed for a program of progress adopted
all taxes on these articles.
and decency In the state. The outcome of this program to make New move
tax
Its proposal for a four per cent
Mexico a better place in which to live, Is the first thought of tho
on cosmetics, perfumes and toilet
Journal. All considerations of politics are secondary.
nresent
N
.....Hiinni in Hon nf the
Up to tho time tho Journal took up the gauge of battle for the
next Jan
common people, no voice was heard In their behalf In New Mexico. stamp taxes, effective
stands, nowever.
When we attacked the ruling powers, tho state was aghast at our uary 1, house
The
proposal for taxing
audacity.. Wo have fought on In tho face of seemingly insurmountut.
inanmnpA comoanles was ap
able difficulties.
'
that they would be
If you will cast back in your mind only a brief clgthcen months proved except
to pay a l per ceni in
you will recall that nothing fuvoraole to the people or unfavorable to required
Income, efon their investment
the special lnbcrcsU could get into print in New Mexico. A politico-financiof-- last January 1, Inas
fective
too
to
bo
had
the
group,
conibattcd,
powerful apparently
stead of a 12 ft per cent rate. The
state by the throat.
naaanf tiva on premiums would1.
The Journal has moved steadily forward In this battle In spite ibe
repealed as of next January
of poison gases and hand grenades. You may not have been able
and other insurance
to understand onr stragety all of the time.
You may have felt that we Fire, marinewould De taxea a ai
companies
went to tho right when we shonld liave gone to the left. You disexcept that the higher coragreed with our methods. But the wisdom of tho plan of battle is to present,
income tax would be imbe determined always by the outcome of the struggle. This buttle Is poration
posed.
not yet won. It will not be won for some time to come. The enemy
Besides these changes, the comhad "dug in" and was thoroughly entrenched.
But we have routed
mittee has made these revisions In
them out of first ono position and then another. Great progress has
the house bill:
been made.. Their solid front Is broken. The rest will be easy if
Restored the three per cent tax
g
there are not too many plans of battle.
people should
on toilet soaps and powders.
act as nearly in concert as possible.
Restored the ten per cent rates
It was tho mature judgment of the Journal that tho next big
motorboats and
on fur articles,
could be made by supporting Senator Bursum this year.' Wo yachts, portable electric fans, and
have recounted our reasons from day to day. Wo have not space to works of art which the house prothem now. Tho Journal took this advance position.
cent.
posed to cut to five percent
We know that Senator Bursum is with us, but a bunch of special-Interetax on
Imposed a ten per
for
not.
wholesale
We
arc
of
his
followers
so
went
forward
fast that candy selling at
camp
wo bod enemies all around us who were presumably on our side. more than 40 cents a pound and acto destroy us from the rear. In the last week we cepted the house reduction from
They set upon-uhave been forced to "mop up" on tho positions we had' taken. Wc five per cent to three per cent on
t
liave been successful.
all other candies.
This created some confusion among the people. Because we
Rejected the house proposal to
were attacking certain Influences which apparently were also supexclude from the reduced tax of
a few people have tho Impression thul
five per cent on sporting goods
porting Senator Bursum,
Bursum is against us. ' Do not be deceived. Senator Bursum Is standsuch articles as baseballs, footballs
d
wltli
His
old
decent
associates are not with
ing
people.
and basket ball equipment. skiU,
hliu. He must look to the people for support.
skates and toboggans.
Tho Journal thinks it knows exactly where it stands in this batRejected the house proposal tti
tle and thinks that the people will win a complete victory within a exempt from Income tax the salwe
are
our
aries of the president and Judges
year, if
position.
supported in
of the federal courts and the firs;
Judge Hanna Is a good man. He Is our personal and professional
friend. Wo have no word to speak against him. But In his effort to
$500 of Income from Investments
divide progressive people lie Is weakening the cause. He means well
by individuals in building and loan
, , .
associations.
but ho Is mistaken. We should stand together.
i
At great sacrifice and under great hardships we have fought
this battle day by day. Wo have never wavered. We appeal to yon
to lend your support to Senator Bursum. Time' will prove, and that CHIEF OF AIR SERVICE'
soon, that the Journal is right in the advice It gives you. We would
ASKS TO BE RELIEVED
hesitate were wo not sure of our position and that time will prove
.
'
us to lie right.
(By The Auoclflted Pren.)
The big reactionaries are against Senator Bursum, Tho little
After
Washington, Sept. 16.
band wagon reactionaries, who frantically try to hold him with them,
of service,
nearly three years
do not count. Pay no attention to them. ,
Malor General Charles T. Menoher
With these big Influences none; with big corruption funds gone;
to be relieved as
with a progressive platform and a useful candidate, the welfare of the (has requested
or xne air serviuo.
cniet
be
Bursum
elected
that
demands
an
people
by
overwhelming proThis became known today. Secgressive vote.
In response to InWe trust that tho moral sense of tho women will lead them to retary Weeks
quiries announcing that General
see this situation and to work and vote for Senr.tor Bursum,
Menoher had asked formally to be
Do not allow little things to upset you. Tho Journal opposed
as air service head and to
the new text book adoption. It was unwise. Senator Bursum had no released
to command of
be transferred
moro to do with it than you did. The Journal bitterly resented the
troops In the field. The secretary
removal of Dr. Roberts as president at Las Vegas. Bursum had nothno
action had been
added that
ing to do with it. The appointment of Romero as marshal was a taken on the request, but it was inImbad mistake. But It Is not a reason for Bursum's defeat. More
dicated that the general's desires
vase
portant questions are at stake. You would not break a
would be granted.
,
to kill
'
fly.
deneral Menoher dec'lned to disLet us get as great solidarity as possible among decent people
cuss his renuest.
but Secretary
by deciding to vote for Bursum, Jn this recommendation we aro very
Weeks and air service officers demuch in earnest.
clared It was based on a desire to
return to the work of a Una officer.

TO THE WOMEN
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BY KNOCKOUT III
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ADDITIONAL

IN

GET

ARBUCKLE CASE
Supervisors Vote the District
Attorney This Amount, In
Addition to His Regular
Budget Allowance.

SEVENTH
St. Paul Boxer Defeats Battling Ortega of San Francisco; Winner Boxes Johnson Wednesday.
By The. Aanorlutrd Prens.)

Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept. 16.
Mike Gibbons of St. Faul removed
another contender in his race for
the middleweight
championship
when he defeated Battling Ortega
of San Francisco,
Pacific coast
champion, by a technical knockout
in tho seventh round of a scheduled twelve round bout here tonight. Just before the end a
hard right to tho kidney drove Ortega down for the count of seven.
He camo up dazed and was at Gibbons' mercy when the coast boy's
seconds throw a towel into the
ring.
Gibbons administered a terrible
lacing to Ortega from the first boll.
Early In the fight he closed Ortega's right eye and thereafter clouted him unmercifully about th
head with a bewildering mixture of
lefts and rights, Ortega took the
punishment gamely, fighting back
viciously when half blinded. Only
In the second round, however, did
he show anything Ilko championship caliber, In every other round
ending a poor second.
It was announced at the ringside that Gibbons will meet Eddie
Johnson of Pueblo at Mineral Palace park in that city next Wednesday night. The bout will be sponsored by the Pueblo Athletlo club.
The fight by rounds:
Round one Ortega led to bodv,
but Gibbons' speed was too much
for him. Gibbons round.
Round two At opening of round.
Gibbons led with left to face, cutting Ortega below the left eye and
closing it. Just before the bell,
Ortega landed a hard right to tho
wind. Gibbons' round.
Hound three Gibbons and Ortfi- ga exchanged right body punches.
The battler drove Gibbons to a
neutral corner, but the St. Paul
boxer covered up. Gibbons landed
a number of hard lefts and -- ights
to the body. Round even.
Round foui-- Gibbons battered
the
during
Ortega unmercifully
round, hitting his with hard lefts
cover.
to
took
to tho face. Ortega
Gibbons' round.
Round five Ortega's right eye
The St. Paul
Is completely closed.
with
boxer played
Ortega and
danced away from his attacks.
Gibbons was breathing hard at the
end of round. Gibbons' round.
Round six Ortega showed a
burst of speed. Gibbons stood at
ropes and let the Battler hit him
Gibbons' round.
Round Seven
Early In the
round Gibbons landed a smashing
right to tho kidneys. Ortega wpnt
down for the count of seven. When
he arose. Gibbons hammered him
around the ring and in less than a
minute his seconds threw In the
towel.

TO
REACH THE ESTIMATED
SAY OFFICIALS
, TOTAL,

TAX COLLECTIONS

Washington, Sept. 16. Collections of the September 15 installment ot income and profits taxes
are expected on the basis of preliminary reports to reach easily the
of $525,000,000,
estimated total
said tonight.
treasury officials
Final reports, they added, would
not be received for a few days but
It was not believed the number of
delinquents this quarter would be
much greater than usual.

IFHE NEEDS IT

Faces Four
Charges; Murder Will Be
the One on Which He Will

Movie Comedian

Be

al

Right-thinkin-

SI,

TO

LATER

GIBBONS

1.

increase in the corporation
income tax from 10 per cent to 15
per cent, effective next January 1,
Instead of 12
per cent as proposed by tho house.
Repeal of the corpofatlon capital stock tax as of noxt year.
Retention of present rates on
express packages and oil by pipe
lines; and retention of the taxes
on freight and passengers for the
calendar year 1922, only at half
the present rates of 3 per cent and
S per cent, respectively.
The house
proposed repeal of all of these
taxes as of next January 1.
In agreeing to tho houso maximum nnrtnv rntpa nf 32 rpr cent
the senate committee adopted to
day a rearrangea scneauie or rates
under which Individuals having incomes of from JB.000 to $6,000
would be relieved of the present
surtax of 1 per cent.
of
Beginning with Incomes
Sft.OOO
and ending with those ot
each
bracket
$20,000, the rate in
would be reduced 1 per cent. In
0
the brackets from $20,000 to
the existing rates would be Inbrack1
the
and
cent
creased
per
ets from $34,000 to $66,000 the
present rates would stand. Incomes
of $66.Q00 or more would be taxed
at the Tnaximum rate.
Members of the committee explained that through this plan and
the increased exemptions allowed
to heads of families and on account
of dependents there would be a reduction of the Income taxes all
along the lino except In the case
of single men having Incomes of
$5,000 or less.
The loss In revenue through the
nf thn NurtAY rates
was estimated by treasury experts
at $ 1 5,UUU,UVU, IUHK1US LUC LUlttl
Income
annual loss In Individual
vn. iisnnnnnn inninHinfr too.
of the
reduction
000,000 through
maximum surtax rates ana

PROSECUTOR IS

CAN HAVE MORE MONEY

.

An

Left to right, above: Z. T. Vinson, W. D. Ord and A. I G reeves. Belowi
Harry Olmstead, Albert Belcher and J. D. Francis.
These Logan and Mingo county They asserted that the miners
coal operators called upon Presi- would resume the war as soon as
dent Harding a few days ago and all federal troops were withdrawn,
requested him to keep the federal and that state authorities were untroops In the mine war district. able to cope with the situation.
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WEST VIRGINIA COAL OPERATORS
PROTEST WITHDRAWAL OF TROOPS REPEAL EXCESS

HESUMFTIOM OF

BROOKLYN BEARING BODIES OF

17, 1921.

CITY

Brought to Trial,

-

!.)

(tlj The Auoalatrd
San Francisco, Calif., Sent.
16. The finance committee of
tho hoard of supervisors told
District
Matthew
Attorney
Itrady that ho might have
SI, 000 at once in addition to
his regular budget allowance,
for tho prosecution of Roseoo
(Fatty) Arbuckle, and that
moro money would lie sup- piled hlni as ho needed it.
"Wo will bo under great
expenso."
Brady
explained.
"Tho defendant is reputed to
bo wealthy, and there will no
a great deal of money spent
defending him. If wo do not
got sufficient funds we may
meet with disaster."

,

SUI5POFNAS ISSUED FOR
TWO LOS ANGELES MEN
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 16.
Subpoenas were Issued today summoning Lowell Sherman and Fred
Fishback, declared to have been
guests at the Labor day party In
the rooms of Roscoe C. (Fatty)
Arbuckle, in a San Francisco hotel, which was followed by the
death of Miss Virginia Rappe. to
appear before the United States
grand Jury here. The subpoenas
were signed by United States District Attorney J. Robert O'Connor.
Sherman
were
and Fishback
questioned yesterday concerning
liquor alleged to have been consumed at the Arbuckle party. According to Robert Camarillo, assistant United States district attorney, Fishback said more than
forty quarts of liquor were consumed in three days at the Arbuckle apartments.
WAY IS CLEARED

FOR

TRIAL OF ARBUCKLE
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 16.
The way was cleared today for the
trial of Roscoe C. (Fatty) Arbuckle, motion picture comedian,
on a charge of murder resulting
from the death of Miss Virginia
Rappe. motion picture actress in a
sanitarium here Friday, September
9, after she is alleged to have beetl
attacked at a party given by Arbuckle at his rooms In the St.
Francis hotel Monday, September
6. The returning of four charges
against Arbuckle, two for murder
and two for manslaughter, necessitated conferences during the week
between District Attorney Brady
and police officials as to tho exact
charge on which he shall bo tried.
It was decided today that the
charge should be murder, and the
police court in which Arbuckle's
case is pending, was so advised.
The undertaking establishment
having the body of Miss Rappe,
announced that it would be sent to
Los Angeles tonight for interment
in the Hollywood cemetery.
A new development today was fha
announcement
that Dr. Arthur
Beardsley, house physician at the
St. Franclf, and the physician who
first attended Miss Rappe, Is being
sought by the authorities. Milton
T. U'Ren, assistant district attorney, announced late today that tho
police detectives had been unabht
to locate him, and asked the newspapers to assist In the search. Dr.
Beardsley Is wanted for the purpose of giving tostimony beforo
the grand Jury regarding certain
phases of the medical attention,
given Miss Rappe, U'Ren (aid.
Bigger crowds than usual greeted Arbuckle's appearances today.
A few moments
before his case
was called in Police Judge Sylvaln
J. Lazarus' court for a preliminary
hearing on one of the murder
charges, the crowd, mostly men.
attempted to rush through the
doors. They were held back by police. Members
of the women's
for
vigilante committee, formed
(Continued on Page Two.)

PRESIDENT HARDIIIG'S POWER TO

st

MAKE RECESS APPOINTMENTS IS
UPHELD BY ATTORNEY GENERAL'

,

hard-boile-

.

cut-gla-

Daugherty Dissents From a Ruling Made By
Knox in 1901; Chief Executive Has Author
ity to Fill Vacancies During the Present Adjournment of Congress, Is Ruling.
.

.in
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Washington, Sept. 16. President tended euch a catastrophe to hap
Harding's power to make access pen."
Mr. Daugherty adds, however-- ,
appointments during the present
adjournment of congress has been that he does not think the power
affirmed by Attorney
General would exist in the case ot an adDaugherty In a formal
opinion journment of five or even ten days,
as such a
made public tonight by the lepart. instead of twenty-eigh- t,
ment of Justice. Mr. Daugherty period would not constitute there
dissents from a ruling of former cess Intended by the constitution
Knox handed In vesting the president with the.
Attorney General
down in 1901 and holds that where power to make recess appointthe senate has adjourned for a ments, although a line ot demarcaspecified date the president must tion could not be accurately drawn..
"In this connection
determine In his discretion "wheth
he con- er In a practical sense" that body tinues, "I think the
esldent is
with
is In session so that Its consent can necessarily vested
large, al- be given to appointments requir- though not unlimited.? iscretion to
determine when theref. a real and
ing confirmation.
"If the president's power ot ap- genuine recess making It lmpoa-sibl- e
befor him to receive the advice
pointment is to be defeated
cause the senate takes an adjourn- and consent of the senate. Every
ment to a specified
date," Mr. presumption Is to be Indulged in
Daugherty says, "the painful and favor of the validity of whatever
Inevitable result will be measur- action he may take. But there, ia
ably to prevent the exercise of a point necessarily hard of definiI cannot tion, where palpable abuse of disgovernmental functions.
bring myself to the belief that cretion might subject his appoint
framers of the constitution ever in- - ment to review,' ,
,
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BILLY LOUDON, NOW
MRS. LYCKMAN, RETURNS
TO THE U. FOR DEGREE

IE
I

i

PEOPLE

SHOULD

KEEP UP FIGHT

Mrs. Billy Loudon Lyckman, New
Mexico's famous cowgirl, who stopped school to manage her father's
ranch in order that he might enlist
In the world war, has returned to
the university to earn her bachelor's degree. She was scheduled to
graduate with the class o 1918,
but was set back four years on
account of her war work.
As "Billy" Loudon, the daughter
n
of "Cob' Loudon, a
rancher south of town, she entered
the preparatory department at the
state university in Itli!. She completed her preparatory work and
entered the lett s and arts college
with the class of 1918, with which
She was
she stayed until 1917,
prominently identified with student affairs, taking part in all women's athletics, working in the
student Y. W, C. A. and becoming
charter member of a now sorority
then organizing.
When the war cams atong ; nd
her older brothers enlisted and her
father went away to become the
oldest private In the army, "Billy"
left the university, donned khak),
cropped her hair and went at the
business of managing their big
cattle raiy:h. This she did with
considerable success, until at the
close of the war the men folks of
th& family returned home. Over a
c- - ago Billy was secretly married
to a young cattloman. She has boer.
living out of the city but recentlyat
returned to take up her studies
iha Ht.ntA unlvnrfilt V.
"Billy" first received national
tirominence as a girl scout when a
series of articles describing her in by tnteresting life were carried
Olrl seout masnzine. She has also
appeared in the American magazine
in the Interesting i'eopie gerijoiv in
an article wrltted by Miss Florence
Seder. During the war the story
of her sacrifice of college to tend
v,.. tnthor'x ranch was spread
broadcast In the campaign for Lib.
crty bonds,
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RURAL SCHOOLS

Editor of Morning Journal:
County schools In Bernalillo
Meeting
In Thursday's Herald appeared Attempt to Disturb
- .
county will observe a holiday on
i
an
"A
editorial headed
didate Addresses, 500
Square
day, September 10, in conraiis; apeaKer snows sen- election with
Deal." It endeavored to explain
a proclamation issued
Former Service Men, Paator Has Been True Friend formity
Bursum's vote on the adjusted
School Superintendent
State
by
V.
compensation act, and appealed for
The holiday will
John
Conway.
tients at Ft. Bayard.
of Soldier.
man for
the vote of tho
be held in order to give the teachtheir
who
the
candidate
been
had
ers
an opportunity to b present it
SPICIAk DI.P.TCM TO MOMNIN4 JOURNALj
consistent advocate in Washing'
Every soldier in tha United the polls
and personally work
Silver City, N. M., Sept. 16.
ton." This editorial then wraps States is Interested in the. return against the adoption of the pro
Judge Richard H. Hanna nddrrssed
the flag around a Captain Victor of Holm O, Bursum to ths senate," posed eighth amendment, which if
00
men. now natients
Heints, formerly of ths army and said Capt. Victor Heints in his passed, will practically
aparllyzo
fat Fort Bayard, early this evening
still wearing his title and a meta
the publio school system, according
and was cheored and anplRUded as
and therefore speech at tha high school audito- to the proclamation issued by the
phorical uniform,
lie told them that this talk of
fullv equipped to tell the former rium last night. "They are not In- state acnoot neaa.
passing a bonus bill next
doughboy who isn't paid to think. terested because he Is a democrat
When Interviewed last night, Su
to
Ha
is
snid:
him.
year nauseating
how to cast ballot.
or a republican but they wish to perintendent John Milne stated that
"It the service man is entitled to
Tha Herald also reflects seriously see him returned In a positive way the holiday would probably not ne
it next year he is entitled to it this
on one of our national
in order that every senator may observed
In , the Albuquerque
year. The government has plenty
organizations, whose consti- feel that the cau-;of tha soldier
'of million to give to the railroads.
tution forbids its taking part In has been weighed in tha balance schools,
AVhlle millions are being wasted la
politics. To quote: "The. National and that the peopl are with us."
no time to talk economy about i
Council of tha American legion is
in aanroKs or tne former rep PROSECUTOR IS TO GET
EOldier bonus bill."
fullv informed as to Bursjm's rec resentative In congress and former
Hanna said ho asked for sup
$1,000 ADDITIONAL
ord In th? snate. Captain Victor captain In th army was enthusiasport at tho polls Tuesday because
the National Counell of tically received by the audience
of
IN ARBUCKLE CASE
Heints,
h believed the people should keep
tr.e American bglon, is now in Jew present, In spite of tho fact that
up tho fleht which has been
Mexico aotivey campaigning
Jar
an attempt was made to disturb
(Continued from Far One.)
waged tn this state for seventeen
Bursum.'
the meeting. A man said to ba
years to put tho state on a higher
or named
is a
The
who
wrltor,
to
and
have
Stacey
th
of assisting tha police
It
claiming
ha? been. He said:
plane than
the legion, oiinted Mi accuracy been in the, service was seated in and purpose
prosecuting officials of tha
''If you wish to endorse those
to
as
htatement
of
the
Herald's
the balcony and sought to take city in maintaining law end order,
things we have known for scveen-tee- n
Heintz's position In tho legion and charge of tha meeting
for tha pur- were present at the court hearing.
or eiuhteen years then vote
on Mr. Honing,
called
therefore
of maligning the services and
pose
for Dursum's party and keep in
Following th court session, Dis
confirma
for
a
of
the
Herald,
work of Mr, Heints.
trict Attorney Brady gave out a
)power those little bosses like Sec.
that
stated
Mr.
of
It,
tion
Henlnjr
After the captain had finished statement in which h explained
Romero and Frank Hubhell. If I
the information esme to him from a list ot th organizations which th reasons for his determination
could tell their history here toat
Santa had endorsed the work of Senator to press the murder charge. Later
headquarter
republican,
I
feel
leave
would
the
you
night
Fe, and admitted that he had slnep Bursum, the heckler cried: "It's a in tha day he appeared before the
party.
found out that Helnta was not a lie." lis then proceeded to insert finance committee of the county
Hanna spoke to several hundred
member of tha national council, a few remarks with reference to board of supervisors
and asked
people in Silver City later In the
and that the use 9( thu American prganlzations which were, not in that a special fund be provided for
evening, f laying the republican
n
In
a
name
political
.
legion'
him with which to prosecute the
politics.
party for what he termed its Inac
was without authority.
"I am not talking polities," said Arbuekle case.
tivity for two years and a half to
that
then
The
writer
requested
"This defendant is reputed to be
oetter conditions throughout the
tha captain. "I am concerned with
he publlth a retraction of tha
nation.
soldier relief."
wealthy," he said, "He has influthe
of
issin
" today's
We must spend
you drew mor money than I ential friends.
HarnlH, as HelnU's speech was
did when you war in th
money If we want to prosecute this
we
tised foi tonight, 8nt 'he le- continued th hecklar. "How army,"
PRESIDENT HILL IS
BRITISH CRUISER HAS
otherwise
case
successful,,
much
1
gion's name had been use to boost money do you draw now for your may meet with disaster.
INVITED TO ATTEND
ARRIVED WITH BODIES
This
n
Honing
thl
itit'i g.
"We may have to go to all parts
n sen M do
Hs said ha "wsold work?"
COLLEGE CEREMONIES
Th former congressman testi of the United States for evidence."
.
OF VICTIMS OR ZR-- 2 orrcct U't misstatement lij nls
commutes voted him an ImThe
fied to the fact that he was not
own t id tlrne and in ht own iij,
mediate $1,000 for this fund and
a
from
penny
any
receiving
single
One.)
President David S. Hill is in retn
Pag
from
was
not
say
he
anrt that
(Continued
golnr
source for hia services In the in- told him that more weuld be forth
ceipt of a formal invitation from
anything that would put his Ids In terests of Senator Bursum's re coming when it Is needed.
the government of the Philippine tie sounded and the British marine the
hole."
Arbuekle must appear In the
lie stated that he was
election,
islands and the board of regents
Into "present
snapped
If thl Is the Herald's Interprehis own expenses iand that) court of Superior Judga Harold
end faculty of the university of the guard
arms." Every member of the arew tation ot the "Square. Deal," the paying
be ar
purpose was to neiu in Inuderback tomorrow to
Philippines to be present at the far from Captain Btepnenson nown sooner the publio gets wise to the nis soie Mr.
Bursum back to the raigned on one of the two maneastern educational congress and .Imiiltanenuslv came to salute dishonest policy that inspires U sending
him.
against
by such a plurality that slaughter charges
the Inauguration of Guy Potter Ben- Eight husky ttniisn piue jaunn. editorial utterances,
ths cleaner senate
realise that the Tha charga is that voted by the
congress would
ton as president during December then
lifted the casket containing the atmosphere will beeoms in our "fair
and square state of New Mex grand Jury Wednesday. The arof this year,
body pf Commander Maxfleld
uimniunlty.
had appraised the soldier's raignment is merely a formal pro-If
ico"
President Hill has replied ex- the
fol
to their shoulders, and, closely
p, P. WOODSON, JR.
cause
and decided that Justice ceeding, however, but Arbuekle,
pressing appreciation of the Invi- lowed by a Dareneaaea cnum
(Adv.)
h
September 1, 1981
desires, may plead on the
snouia d done.
tation and regnet that the great
it was slowly carried down
attorney
He invited the heckler down to ofarge, or the district
distant will prevent his
As the bony len tne
th
iinmiv.
PART TIME
th platform to speak when he had may make a motion to have it
tion in the congress of the tar east
tho murine guard on the pier fPECIAL
murder
the
in
held
until
ship
abeyance
finished, but the man refused.
at that time,
SCHOOL WILL BEGIN
presented arms ana in" iienup u.
He 'asked him what his name charge Is disposed of.
President Hill has received frgm hundreds
or spectators wer
on
Arbuckle's next appearance
state college covered.
the Pennsylvania
ON MONDAY MORNING aas. but th heckler declined to the murder charge has been sot for
answer.
invitations
handsomely prepared
i lnuvm rover casurts.
next Thursday at 1 p. m. In Judge
"What division wer you with?" Lazarus'
requesting representation of the
Each casket, as it was carried
court, at which time It U
Part time school work will paasked
Heints.
University of New Mexico at the down th enneway. was covereii
Lithe
at
on
that he will be given h
morning
Monday
expected
gin
Martin
refused
to
Th
hecklar
of
John
specify
inauguration
with a wreath of violets and other brary building for pupilP over 14
examination.
preliminary
as
DLItt.
LL,
EU
didn't
D.,
P.,
it
one,
officers
any
Thomas,
saying
particular
flowers, the gift of British
Mrs. Bamblna Maude Delmont
of age who ara employed matter.
,
president of the Pennsylvania state and organisations and trienos or years
rinrtna a eart of the day, It was an
who swore to the murder charg
college on Friday, October 14.
th deceased. The flowers were nounced. yesterday by John MHns hisWith that Mr. Heint continued
on which he ap
address without further inter- against InArbuekle
In connection with the Inaugurain eold storage during superintendent of eity schools. Anv
court today, viewed Mir
preserved
peared
tion of President Thomas, Presi- the voyage and brought out today
ruption.
body and Is reported
employed etitld who desires to
dent" Hill Is Invited to attend the for the first time.
Answering the charge that Bur- Bappe's
af
part time may arrange sum
"ducked his vote'' on til ter sufferedthaa partial collapse
had
educational conferences to be held
Two officers, who were to nave study
undertaking estab
leaving
then,
. ....
Heintz
ot Thursday, October 1$, beginning made the trip home on tne 1&H-- 4 classes
Captain
r
c- - soldier bonus bill,
m
over-neof
the
Th
manager
A new
nuiaing,
"If there is no more truth llshment.
with an opening address at 11 a,
but who were not on board when jnent block store room
beic m said:
tabllshment said that the bod'
him
other
in
the
against
by luncheon, and in the th
riimtitAr overtook the airship,
charges
building, was than in the one that Bursum according to present plans, will b
afternoon by seotional conferences accompanied the bodies, They the high school house ny
to Los Angeles on the LarV
wis
occupied yesieroey
his vote on the soldier ataken
on agriculture, financing education, were Lleuts. C, A. TinKer ana
nunlls
from
erode
Southern Pacifio company
central ducked
oivth
In
industrial
Is
no
any
there
truth
bonus
and
industry,
bill,
engineering
torA B jjuij.
press train tonight.
school and from the Fourth ward
chemistry, mining, and education
Public .nomorial service will te
movs in ths charge.'1senator
Robert H. McCormack, assistan
has a more slncro United
"No
for women in Pennsylvania,. closing heM t tho naw yard at 2 O clock This was ths latest
'
States attorney general li
with a general conference at p. m. tomorrow afternoon. Th body of process ot relieving scnooi
for the soldiers than has charge of Hauor prohibition pros
sympathy
pupi Senator Bursum," he declared.
publlo
Cornell university sent an invita nn. nf the victims. J. T. HanoocU among the
said that h expected ti
is caused by lad
He then instanced now tn sen ecutiona,
tion to President Hill requesting of Shields. Mioh., was delivered to which room.
th federal grand Jury
The greatest conges- ator
the present toevidence
to
take
up
had
representation of the University of his father and burled In England oient
happened
Second
that liquor win
in tb
cause of the disabled soldiers and Tuesday
New Mexico at the inauguration of and the body of another brought tion has occurred
anne
of
served
consumed, at the St
and
number
a
where
ward,
of
as
wtucn
Farrand
had
bill
a
drafted
Commander
how
president
ha
Emery
home today,
Livingston
tempoFrancis hotel party
by Ar
on Thursday, Coll, will later be burled at sea In rooms ars pecesssry. Four
was Just what they wanted, al buckle, In which Missgiven,
Cornell university,
Rappe war
class buildings are in use on
In com
been
had
not
October 20, 19U.
accordance with his oft expressed rary rear
they
fata'
received
her
to
though
have
of tha high school grounds munication witn mm. tie torn now alleged
tha
desire.
Injuries.
winter.
this
and
It
Introduced
had
Bursum
MAN CHARGED WITH
At the office of the district at
Th Kchoot budget whlon ws ap
1
asked that it be referred to the torney tonight it was stated thn
I
it
at.
board
school
the
of
proved by
committee
RUNNING BIG STILL
Arbuekle Is held to answei
in
bsen military affaire
night meeting has audiwhich ha Is a member, in order to case
J Thursday to
the superior court on the murIt
tha state school
forwarded
SURRENDERS HIMSELF J
When
see
It
through.
that h might
der charge when he appears
tor for approval. The board
that committee ordered him to
police court Thursday next for
"B" Tliwvtor The Realart pre- numerous bill and transacted conOt
their
the
with
accordance
operating
in
Charged with
the man
hearing,
business
routlna
preliminary
with
othet
stderable
of
Chorus,"
sents
"Out
tha
and
soldiers
largest illicit still ever captured in
he called in the
automatically
idea,
charge
week.
slaughter
The
Its
meetln
as
star.
tt)l
ths
play
do.
Bradv
Alios
He
not
New Mexico, Sabastino
would
it
Carmigfound that
the prose
would be cast aside
wham the prohibition is adapted from a story written by
drafted it strain as the soldleis cution. If the policebycourt failed
3ani, for
have been searching for al- Marv Chandler and William u. DEATHS AND FUNERALS
It and insisted that no other to hold blm on the murder charge
wanted
most twp weeks, yesterday walked Lauh; also presenting an episode
form would be suitable.
to answer to a high court the maninto the office of United States of "The Son of Tarsian."
HAAVEDRA-Funer- al
ofCarmel
In opening his address, Captain slaughter charge would be pressed
a
local
newspaper
Commissioner McDonald and gave
Lyric Theater Lionel Parry-morafthat
said
Heints
who died Thursday
stars In a First Natl mil pro- Saavedra,
t himself up.
ternoon, will b held this morning had made an unfortunate mistak
Carmlgnanl was placed nder a duction, "The Oreat Adventure"! from the family residence. Burial in leaving th Inference that he
Mermaid comedy win be at Santa Barbara cemetery. represented the American legion
11,000 appearance
bond, ml the also two-padate of his preliminary hearing High and Dry."
He stated clearly that he had not
Mareln Crollott will have chare.
Pastime
set for September 2$. He furnlsh- attended legion meetings during
comeay-dramAI
an
AND
Christie
in
i the bond and was released until stars
LOPES The funeral of Juanlta the past election In order that ne
alsq Lopezs,
"Sea My Lawyer";
that date.
not Infuse politics, Into his
who
died
evening
might
Friday
The still which Carmlgnanl Is Jlmmle Aubrey in the com4y- at her residence, will be held this
B. S.
legion should
charged with operating was of 50-- i Xhe Decorator.
o'clock from the P"The American
morning at
"but
aald,
h
Address The
Will
of
at
b
out
will
Burial
gallon capacity and had a copper
residence.
politics,"
Stay
family
coil more than thirty feot long.
INDEPENDENT
should not alt Idly by
CONFERENCE ADJOCTWS.
San Jose cemetery, Crollott is n soldier
Is
en.
More than 750 gallons of raisin,
KliTUBMCANS
while a campaign
London, Sept. Is. The world's charge.
t corn and potato mash was found conference
'I am not In New Mexico at th
of
Methodists
"
ad
nd Voters at ARMORY, at
; In the house in Los Gringos, where journed tonight after a final sym
ANAYA
Ernesto
Anaya died request of any politician or politl
ortioenoine
the still was located.
j'clock tonightComo and Hem
posium on "The Lessons of th last night at his ranch at Alameda cal party. I am pot an
Why Bursum Should be Defeated
Conference," and the pronouncing after aix month Of Illness. Ha U and never expect to vo nsnin,I w
n i Of the total
number of 1,177 of the benediction bv Bishop
Bursum did not know
J. W survived by thre brothers, all of
(Political Advertisement.)
characters in Shakespeare's plays, Hamilton of the Methodist Epis- wham were with him at the and. coming. I am here merely as a
to
1ST are females.
Bursum
Senator
for
Funeral
be
will
witness
arrangements
church.
copal
i
made today. Crollott is In charge. tell some of th things that I saw

Democratic Senatorial

e

AST-

E A

To tell a Plggly Wlggly as
far as yon can see one by
tho blue, yellow and brown
front, tllicre la ono In your
Ylclnlty.

-E

r-

ror

A S

Y-

-

enm-palg-

4

ft S

E

Y-- n

To select from the 1000
Piggly Wiggly items
An ordinary store carries about 400.

-E-

h

Lies the head

that does
not worry about that

tell the prices on the
swinging price tags.

ASY-

To set a good table.
Piggly Wiggly "every-dav- "
nrices r eav nn
the pocketbook.

unpaid grocery bill.

PRICES
MILK

SOAP

Tall Hebe, can
Baby Hebe, can
ie.il Armours, can.
Baby Artnours, can......
lall Carnation, can...,
Baby Carnation, can. .
Eagle Milk, can. . . . . .

.9c
,5c

t...6Vc

.

LOOK

Crystal White, per bar:...,.
bodate. Der bar
bite Nabtha. ."''!

NORTH

.

,..6c
!

!"''

PIGGLY-WIGGL-

FIRST

Y

STREET

-f

w

nn

M JRRO. SPECIAL
FOR TODAY ONLY
Mirro Aluminum
3-Pi-

Pre-

ece

S

fl

$3.25 Genuine

w
1-

-

98

'X- -

serving Outfit

cb"--

Theaters Today

P'

rt

Hon. O. A. Larrazola

a,

Hon.

-

Rodey

'

--

c-ato-

firsthand."

at the Ladies Specialty

Shop
K85

Another Shipment of SLEEVELESS
DRESSES and we will sell them at the
remarkable low price of
,,

Think of it, All Wool Jersey Jumper Dresses. The
and misses; very economical and practical for Bchool wear"
brown, navy and red. Misses' sizes 12 to 18;
Ladies sizeg 36 to 44.

Special sale only.

.f

.

for ladles
Colors, black '

pD.o5

ALL WOOL JERSEY TUXEDO SPORT COATS
These are excellent values and were
made to sell at from $12 to $15. We ad
vise that you make your selections earlv
as our stock will be exhausted in ,a day
mm
' or two

ONLY

$1.98

SEE

THEM

TODAY

WHILE

THEY

I. he Ladies Sp
Central Avenue.

LAST

-

r

,,.......
uiv fwind
tviu

C. M. Botts presiueo at in
Wii t rat intrOQUcea nr.

iv
Ross

Boyd, president of the state
the
Bursum clubs, who discussed
Issues ot the campaign, no rv
ped th lclc of constructs pro
in th democratic campaign
h was an amateur
Admitting that ald
U waa time for
politician, h
to se battr
pecpla who wished
a mhu tu
comics to l

thm

tetter.

MASONIciGRAND LODGE
TO LAY CORNERSTONE
OF HOSPITAL TODAY
.

The erand lodge. A. F. and A, M
of New Mexico, will have charge
of th ceremony of laying tha cor
neretona of th new children's ho
oital on East Grand avenue at
Ma
o'clock this afternoon.
sons from Las Cruces, Santa F
and Belen will be present for th
Grand Master Francis)
occasion.
E. Lester will have charge of th
ceremony.
Th procession will start from
the Masonic temple at 2 o'olock,
marching to th sKe ot the new
hospital In the highlands. The
adgrand master will make an The
dress at the hospital, grounds
ot
has
th
building
foundation
been completed and work ha begun on the walls. It 1 expected
that th building will he ready for
The
dedication by Thanksgiving.
hospital when finished will represent an expenditure ot about 1100,-00-

.

Near Sixth.

4SI

a

Shield

you

eth fin!

AWMIHUH

airucrt
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MQUSiMfsma

A.

e.V
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1

Mirro

1

Mirro Fruit

Ladle

Jar

Filler-Funn- el

E5AABB
"IF

IT'S. HARDWARE WE HAVE IT"
First and Copper JPfione 74

er

luuhkh co
fhoo.

Street,

J

"Another Pair

Please- "-

m

ana ecind-btLargest stock of
Bloyale I th sit?. Bloyol. tires so
smMft nralrlns. LoWMt prlert

ItuppM.s.
BROAD

tt

BIOVOLB

Reutb

TKADINO

fMad.

Phase

CO

11.

New Mexico Steel Co.lno.
IhillcrmiiHrrt and Weldtn
lien a. woods
i.l. !

b,

Kolla Developed
racKs ueveiopea.

Printing

rh

loo

,

each.,...,,.

I

J

REDUCED PRICE LIST
Better KoUak Finishing
,13c

So to So

BARNUM STUDIO

SlVWest Central

And very likely the gentleman will have on a pair of soft kid shoes
Blucher style. For this is a shoe that a man calls for again, and
again, once he has learned how absolutely comfortable they' are.
It's a mightv GOOD SHOE for, you to try if you have anv foot'
troublesThe style illustrated comes in brown and black and is
:
a PACKARD SHOE. '
,
v

....

v

CHAPLIN'S

MIMEOUKAI'H
rVPUWKITKK
CARBON PAPERS

fd

'

209 West Central

Albright

t'

&
Anderson
--

North First street.

We were tagged on the streets
yesterday, to rate, fundi . to buy
school books. See advertisement
elsewhere showing why. (Adv.) (

There is no better aluminum made than MIRRO. This is! acknowledged. It is guaranteed in every way, The factory stands
behind itwe stand behind it. The Mirro people have made it
possible for us to sell a few $3.25 preserving outfits for $1.98.
It's a special introductory offer. It's their way of advertising. The
quantity is. limited. There won't be enough to go around. Come
''
early as you can this morning.

Like These,

at

SOT

Glass-Lumb-

BAi.DHiima

poultry without using
International Poultry Food Tonic
every day your feed bills ar
larger than they should be. It
fsed bill and increases
Sold by Valo Bros.,
production.

If

ecialty Shop

I

j.

i.",e

0.

E. MAHARAM & SON,

8 Quart Mirro Preserving Kettle

re-w-

e

UST ARRIVED

t.

Lava, per bar
Palm nliv no

........22c

FOR THE NAME

ad-v- et

W

E A S Y

r

a child to

even

r--

ihelve.

'

t

S,Y

To find the brand you
want, always in the
name place on the

mmtr

i-

mass

PRINTERS
BINObJtS

STATIlEnM
.

SOS

West Gold

Ac

'

LUMBER

GLASS. PAINT.
CCMENT. PLASTER
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
m NUlttU FlltS! 8TKKKT

C H.

CARNES

PSKJlALim
-

101 S.

IH (NTVIJIR

RKnUOTlOM.

Fourth

Phone

105J--
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HEINTZCORREGTS
MISTAKE

o

IS 10

Announces Both in Speech
and in Wire to National
Headquarters That He Has
Not Posed as Official.

'

who
Victor Heintz,
spoke In the high school auditorium last evening in the interests of
Senator Bursum, announced In his
meeting and in a wire to national
headquarters of the American legion that he was not representing
the legion nnd that he had so stated
In all of his addresses.
His wire to the national adjutant, sent soon after his arrival
here vestery, follows:
N. SI., Sept. 16,
Albinnri'diie,
-Tli National Adjutant, Na1921
tional Headquarters, the American
Legion, Indianapolis, Ind.: I have
heen In New Mexico for several weeks working for Senator
is up for elecRursum, who
tion. In nil my speeches anl
exstatements I have without not
ception stated that I do anl
represent the American legion
should
that the American legion
I have be.'n
keep out of politics.
individual
an
as
working solely
obwho has had opportunities of for
serving Senator Bursum's work
the soldiers. I arrived here today
and find a controversy between a
and
Herald
the Albuquerque
men because
number of
of a statement In the Herald to the
effect that I am a member of the
Nations Council of the American
In
lnglon and am representing It
New Mexico. It was an unfortucorI
shall
which
nate statement
rect In my speech tonight and shall
esk the editor to correct. Am wirmay know tiie
ing you so that you case
any echo
exact situation In
of the controversy reaches you..
(Signed) "VICTOR HEINTZ.

REPUBLICAN

LEAGUE

PLEDGES SITPORT TO
?.URSUM

SENATOR

Deal, republican
t f) Senator
Unfflia n.atf TllPfrPrl
Bursum last night, at a meeting of
the league held in Moose nan. i
were made
number of speeches
n.ii,in Mia ivnrli which Senator
in
short time
his
Bursum has done
In congress.
.
Another rneeifng of the same
nitiin otiu he hold Mondav night
for the purpose of Instructing the
votrt as to tne amendments 10 ue
voted upon Tuesday.
0. II. Byns presided over the
meeting as chairman, and Dr. J. A.
T.ewts acted as
secretary.
'eshments were served.
The

Square

.

OF

BURSUM TO

Members of the Masonic
Grand Lodge Have Charge
of Ceremonies: to Build
'Temple of Babies' Smiles'

by-th-

T.ovlnir nt thn primer atone of
the new children' .hospital at the
Elm and East Grand avenues was
VAStnrdflV
.Under th
pAlphratarl
grand lodge of the Masonic order
In New Mexico. Impressive services were held, featured by the address of Francis E. Lester, grand
master. It was appropriately styled
th nnrner stone for
ih. lavln c
the "Temple of Babies' Smiles."
Master jjuciub
Deputy Grand
rtni rt annta ff.' flrnnd Treasurer
S. Spitz, of Santa Fe; Earl T. Wiley,
pres- of Santa Fe, and- others were
ent irom oui or iown. ml. Ddn .
a V.ni1a.nnnl
rinltvered thft in
np , K.
, uiniv .
vocation and benediction, while Dr.
C. E. Lukens maae a tain oi ap
in behalt or nis warn.
preciation
K.fx.rln
ntpftirpa nf the event
were made for Pathe's weekly. The
structure is lo oe coiiipieiau
rrkani,.irivinff Uma nnd will repre
sent an investment of J100.000.
Mr. Lester a aaaress iohowb.
"We meet here today in the
cause of llttla children; to recognize the call and the claim of th
child.
and crippled
orphaned
our control have
Forces v.beyond
i
i
tn rtiit. miriftt: he is a
he did not
child of misfortune:
choose his lot. Measured by the
world.
a
husv
af
it.nnafiii
he is an Insignificant factor in our
life, neglected ana lorguiuw;
in reality he is a potential citizen
of our country whose very helpless
ncss is a challenge to the heart and
soul of Masonry.
nvia. tnAav to teach and 10
iitpractice certain moral truths which,
translated into turum construct ve
meaning, involve a As our
service to mankind.
erected building:.,
bo do we by symbolic teachings
seek to build character, develop
create a degotd citizenship, and
sire in th heart of man to servoa
Upn
God and his fellowman.
doctrine cf the Fatherhood of God
we effect a universal philosophyor
upon that
that unites mankind; Man,
a bI.M
the Brotherhood of
to
in rnt elfish and devoted service f,
human iy; and upon thatenofopen
a practice that holds
ear to Ihe cry of the needy and it.

BURSUMH0LD5
HUGE MEETING
HT-MICE-

Armory Is Packed to Hear
Senator: Grant County
Delegation Meets Him as
Escort to Si.vcr city

-

An overflow houso greeted Holm
Cruces last
O. Bursum at Lasr
HtvVif artinrri4nr tn n massacre re
ceived after the meeting at state
p
Tne senators
headquarters.
nosranna 4o rennrtoA t(l VlSlVe OCCa
aloned the biggest political gath
ever nem
Ana
ering
jona theft)
... Thala Tl'aa ainhand?
WOrt
was done
and
everything
banners,
to show the Dona Ana sentiment
in fnunr nt thn Socorro man.
A delegation from Grant county
met Senator Bursum and party at
Las Cruces and will escort them to
Silver. City today.
1 riiiovt a
fmtYi Tlntnn showed
'
that Congressman Philip P. Campbell of Kansas and Miss Adelaide
Thurston held an enormous meetThe
ing at Raton last night.
Shuler auditorium was packed and
the addresses were enthusiastically
received.

e

s

iw

'"The

layln of thll 0erri5n
of New Mextoday by the Masons
but
ico is not merely an incident,
the symbol of a vision and a that
The Spirit of Masonry men
hnn insDlred
our
to noble deeds Is a trust in
"- -"
hand today tnai irnvBi. u.
usefulvision of
template a broad not
alone to those
ness and service,
to humanity
but
of our fraternity
pur-nos-

...i. Ur

a
"There is founded here todayd
ior tne urpi.-..--con-.- ..
refuge and a horns chlld-the
and crippled
vears of
r.r fifteen
,
.- AvntAil
effort.
It is
the
J than an Institution;of an isIdeal
. T" odiment and symbol
cry
as" men breathe, the
iJVthS laughter of ""le children
men's hearts. It is good
will
.
.. touch
.okA tin hln hand tne
fallen child and sot him on his
-"
tear. w
feet; to turnin nis
ki. m mnmz. and the claim
of the little helpless child for pro
tection and care snan not
",;
swered so long as Masonry lives.

T

.it

School Book Prices
Parents Read This:

p

Telegraphic information from the State Superintendent of Public Instruction of the states of Texas,
Alabama and Tennesse quote the following prices
Compare them with ours:
EHson Reader

Texas, Alabama
nnd Tennessee

BRDNCD BUSTERS

40c
44c
44c
52c
World Speller, 1st Grade, ,28c
2nd Grade. .30c

4th Grade
5th Grade
6th Grade
7th Grade

,

5T RMPEDE FOR

84c
88c
88c
96c
68c
68c

round,
Reports that the
up, which starts here next Thurscowboy
day, is to be one of the big
events of the year have caused a
ol
the
knights
among
rush
general
the range to enter the contests.
The most famous cowboya of the
west are signing up and are on
their way to the Duke City to try
their luck.
,
of, wall bnnvn hovs VQfl nave
been making the eastern round-up- n
notified
Manager uarreu. yestertheir
day that they bad shipped
Tri-sta- te

WHY THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
TEXAS AND NEW MEXICO?
The wholesale distributors of these books are working for Bursum They know him. They know he
He legislates for the
is a special privilege man.
few against the many.
Bursum controlled legislature repeatedly killed the
bill for free school books introduced by Democratic,
WHY?
and Independent Republican members.
Who pays the difference in price Where does it
go? Why was the change of all the books necessary?' Why was the contract made for years at the
peak of high war prices?

horses from Saginaw, Mich.,e end
were on their way to the
meet. The boys are Leonard Stroud
Tt
vin.ni TtAt Ruhlette. Slim
Coakey, Bee .Klrman and Wayne
Stroud. They are expected to arrive here Monday or Tuesday.
tay.m .vin ,iriAat nt the old
scouts, will arrive this noon with a
carload of wild horses irom manager Garrett's ranch in the northern part of the state.
The El Paso & Southwestern railway notified the rodeo manageTri-stat-

MIL

MUHPHEY CASE

Approximately $500 Raised
for County School Children
Who Cannot Afford to Buy
Books.
atMore than 1,000
persons
tended the "school marm's baile"
given last night for the benefit of
county school children who are
unable to purchase the next text
books required by law. Although
a correct check of tickets was not
possible last night, as many ticket
sellers had not yet reported, it is
estimated that nearly J600 was
received for the poor kiddies of the
county.
Albuquerque entered Into the
spirit of the occasion with usual
enthusiasm and the school teachof
ers received the
many organizations In the county
and city. Practically all of the
court house officials assisted in
some manner, Sheriff Ortiz and
Deputies Fornoff and Banghart
taking an active part In the
of the undertaking.
Pop was served during the evening, the toachers from several of
the county schools taking turns as
The armory, lights,
saleswomen.
printing; and advertising were all
donated, tho orchestra being the
only expense.
Five per cent reductions will be
given on the school books, which
will be purchased for deserving
children through the teachers of
each of tho county schools. It Is
estimated that about seventy-fiv- e
children will be furnished text
books with the funds raised at the
dance.

Two hundred and fifty thousand
converts to the Baptist church is
the goal set by the Southern Baptists for the coming year, according to J. W. Bruner, secretary of
the New Mexico Baptist convention, who, has Just returned from
Nashville, Tentl., where he attended a meeting of the conservation
committee of the Southern Baptist
convention.
There were 175,000 new converts
baptized by the Southern Baptist
in the past year, it was announced
at the convention. There are now
about 8,000,000
Baptists in th
world, and 3,000,000 of this number are in the Southern Baptist
convention.
The growth of the church In New
Mexico In the past year has been
almost 26 per cent, Mr. Bruner told
the convention, while the averago
growth of the entire southern con
vention in the past ten years ha
been 32 per cent.
Seventeen states were represented at the meeting.

'

i

How To Get Relief

from Rheumatism

The blood is the means by which
all tissues, muscles, ligaments and
flesh of the body are directly or indirectly nourished. It Is also thru
tisthe blood stream that worn-ou- t
sues and waste products are cast
out of the system.
When waste products
they are a menace to life.
They; cause a lowered vitality,
many skin disorders and rheumatism. Genuine relief from the
agonies of rheumatism can be had
only by correcting the basic trouble
waste products.
Thousands and thousands ot men
and women during the past 50
years have cleared their blood of
waste products with S. S. S. It is
the Ideal remedy for rheumatism,
because it removes the poisonous
waste matter which is causing the
trouble.
There are no bad after
effects and the result is wonderful.
Begin taking S. S. S. today and
write for 68 page Illustrated booklet, "Facto About tiie Blood" free.
Personal medical advice, with
out charge, may also be had by
sending a complete description of
your case. Address Chief Medical
Director, Swift Specific Co., 732 S.
S. S. laboratory. Atlanta. Qa. All
drug stores sell S. S. S.

A

BUNGALOW APRONS

75c
They were actually made to sell at $1.25 Your
choice at only 75c.
They are made of good quality
percale in stripes and figures
on grounds of white and navy
blue, belted models neatly
trimmed with white Rick Rack

Chicago.
Yoomen

and their families are
invited to a watermelon feast at
1'.
Beckhams ranch south
the L.
of town tonight.
The party will
meet at the K. of P. hall at 7:30
o'clock. Old clothes will be the
order of the evening.
Miss Irene Flaher Is critically 111
at the Presbyterian hospital after
an operation for appendicitis yesterday. She is a teacher in the city
schools.
to
Raymond Baca returned
Winslow, Ariz., yesterday after vishere.
his
family
iting
Siegfried Kahn has returned
from New York and other eastern
markets, where he purchased goods
for the Fashion Shop and his First
stroet store.
Pay Poll Tax at H'gh School.sevM. Drcxel; who has lived for
eral years in Albuquerque and has
occasionally assisted in Chamber
of Commerce work here, has been
appointed assistant secretary of
the local chamber. He hps been
placed in charge of the rodeo
room buroau, which will be maintained by the chamber next week
in order to care
for the large
crowds which will be in the city to
attend tho rodeo, which starts next
Thursday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Jones,
a daughter, yesterday.
The Young Centrals defeated the
Highland Stars, 19 to 13, yesterday
In a game at Second ward school.
a
The Centrals' batteries were
and Lujan and for the Stars,
Stafford and Smith.
Beginning next week, the office
hours at the veterans' bureau will
be changed to the winter schedule,
opening at 9 o'clock and closing at
5 o'clock.
Four dollars, full wagon loan
amount
limited
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Harold Orr, a newspaper man of
Tulsa, Okla.. Is In Albuquerque as
a guest of the Carl C. Magee fam-

go-in- a:

Although the quantity is

ily.

.

George W. Savage, manager of
the truck lines of the City Electric,
has returned to Albuquerque after
spending two weeks In California
on business.
W.R. Johns, engineer forthe
federal good reads bureau returned
yesterday from the northern part
of the state, where he has been inspecting a number of federal road
projects.
Nelson Field, state land commissioner, was in Albuquerque
yesterday.
Tj. S. Gllpatrlck
ot Las Cruces
was In Albuquerque yesterday on
business.
J. R. McRlll of the biological
survey has left for Quay county,
the
where he will superintend
work of the survey's
campaign
forIs
going
against rodents which
ward In that county. Ha will be
away for several weeks.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western Union for A. A.
Peters, M. D. Scott and Joseph A.
i
Donaldson.
.

Of our greatest final shoe clearance in the history of the store.
Featuring two special prices in odd lots and broken sizes in
women's high and low shoes at

.95

You will be inspired to find how low the prices are and how
high the quality.
No Approvals, C. O. D.'s, Exchanges or Refunds.
soon, the rapid development of the
SUGAR BEET3 FROM
sugar beet industry in that section
is anticipated.
CUBA C0UN1RY ARE
DISPLACED IN CtTY
GENTRY'S EGGS.

Fine, large sugar beets grown In
the lands near Cuba, N. M., were
y
being displayed yesterday by
M. Well. They were secured
from the
by U. R. Armstrong
grower, a Mr. Llvermore, anfl were
ent to Walter M. Connell here.
With the beets also was a large
specimen of the turnips now being
crown In that vicinity.
Three years ago, land in the
Cuba country was difficult to sell
but with the announcement of the
prospective building of the Santa
Fe and Northwestern railroad by
Mr. Weil and associates,
people
have been rapidly settling up the
land to be found there. The route
of the railroad lies through the district where the sugar beets were
gruwn and as actual construction
of the road is expected to begin

0

BITTNEr" HOUSE
SI9M South First.

ROOMS
Phone 221 W

vntaha- - vli If a in the handf of
Mr. Emma Kay caused Mr, Kay.
of the Pullman care, coniiawnmj
annoyance yesterdayM. and landeda
Kav ran
va in
successful race through the cafe
a
an4 locating telephone, connected with Officer Carter, who
th rtnmAHtln water suf
ficiently to protect Kay frotn the
wife irflm wnom ne nw mru uh
aanrt fn
divorce, and to
- v.. tn 1ia nnllca station
a
fit of hysteria.
where ehe threw
She....ended the swoon euaaemy,
u
nhAn rm. the oolice
dog, started to lick her cheek.
mad
As a result of charge
police court
during the trial In case
wa
later in the day, the

The Hat Shop

could be made by the authorities.

$10.00

TODAY

Hats for High School and University Girls

Is a man of that caliber big enough to represent
you in the United States Senate?

con-..n-

furthn

tn

--

$1.50

Mascaml. the
a
famous Italian composer, wean
fob.
It conwatch
most curlou
tlver piece
sists of an Italian

$1.25
5J301
12 in.
M 50

70101
10
In.

$1.25
438$
10 In.
85a
4395
10 In.
85o
439S
10 In.
85o
4306
10 in.
850

Feather and Duvytine Hats at

!

rnn'nd holes. In
elx pearly first

teeth of her little daughter.

(Advertisement)

C1TT
'

rhoD

M1--

tit

fWO
gmrth

iHO
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Free Cell aad DetlTeir.

Mrs.

L H,' Chamberlin
109 South Fourth Street

:

Phone

8108--

Free Delivery

n.

PRE - WAR PRICES
TEN DAT SPECIAL.
Railroad Watches Cleaned.. .$2.5C
Commercial Watches Cleaned $1.50
Dependable Work. Factory Method
HERBERT C. SCHI'LTZ,
107 S. Fourth St.
Jeweler.

RECORDS

that broken window I
gluss. Alhuqucrqne Lumber Co,. I
I'houe 421.
423 North First I

We have got to Iiave 60 English
salespeople, also 60 Spanish
salespeople whe can speak good
English. Men, women boys and
girls; experience preferred but
not absolutely necessary. If you
think you can give goods away,
apply at once.

Weiller & Benjamin
212 West Central Ave.

WANTED

!

100 Salespeople

i

salespeople who can speak good
English. Men, women boys and
girls; experience preferred bu
not absolutely necessary. If yoij
think you can give goods away,
apply at once.

Weiller & Benjamin
213 West Central Ave.

KulJ-U- :

Serenade (Drdla) Violin Solo
Jan Kubetik

I

HEAR IIAIIIIA

Hear Ton Calling Me (Marshall) Tenor Solo
John McOormack

IF

f

La Travlata (Verdi) Soprano
Frieda Hempel
Ma Tenor
Molly on Trolley
Croonlngr Fox-TrOriola Fox-Trot

All By Myself
Prggy O'Nell

ot

.

.-

-.

The Moneyless Leader al
MUly

.

at 8 O'clock

Jones

. , . .Damon's Orchestra
.Rcga Dance Orchestra
t.
Groen Bros.' Novelty Band
Walts. .Green Bros Novelty Band
..,..

Armory,

.v. . .v. Billy Jones

MONDAY

NIGHT

.

(Political

Fox-Tro-

Advertisement)

Bring Back My Blushing Rose Fox-Tr.Rega Dance Orchestra
t.
Learn to Smile
.Reg Dance Orchestra
THIS IS A PARTIAL LIST
ot

t........

Fox-Tro-

IIE17 MEXICO PHOTOGRAPH CO.
402 West

WANTED
100 Salespeople

We have got to have 60 English
also 60 Spanish
salespeople,

(In Italian)

(Prologue) (Leoncavallo)
Rlccardo Stracclaii

Jan

In. )
SI. 15 )
$1.60

ooon t.rcK
jEi.Rfrs
OLEOMARGARINE

Mignon (Knowest Thou the Laud) (Thomas)
Emmy Destinn
e bella! (now Lovely)
L'Ellslr D'Amoro-Qiiart- o
Tenor (In Italian)
(louiietti)
Alessvndro lioncl
Cadensa from Concerto n D Major (l'aaiilnl)
Violin SdI-- j

10

m.at wifA nf nivnar

.....,,..j with
which are hung

I Psgliaccl

7i01

50001
12 in.

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

KEN OCTOBER

52101
12 in.

Extra Special

InveartiaatioB

At Champion, Hawkins, Ran .lose.
Skinner's, Ideal and Fappc's. Price
65 cents.

Let Us Send a Man")

To replace

Sld-ue-

Tag dance last night to buy
books for needy school children.
See advertisement on other page
telling why. (Adv.)

.

This Committee Knows Bursum

choice.

Last Day

, $1.50
72201
10
in.

SHOWING

We urge every woman in Albuquerque to make early

--

50401
12 in.

a

large they will go so fast that
we must limit two to a

Villa-nuev-

HUSBAND
SAFETY HUNTING

This is the size man Mr. Bursum's friends say
he is. We believe it is true For they know him.
A committee of Bursum's friends is calling on
ing to be erected and that if he does not get a
que and 13 telling thorn that Mr. Bursum is
tto be elected
that if he does not get a'
ri. and county he will be
biir vote in this
"peeved" at us and that he will vote and
work against Albuquerque's interests on all
matters including drainage.

Strong Special for Today

sue-ce-

LOCAL ITEMS

FOR COMING YEAR Al
250,000 CONVERTS

Stora

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW SPIR

SENDS

BUSHIESSMAH

rr

II

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MZX.

Behind barred doors, with even
the sheriff and his deputies prohibited from entering and remaining in the hall of justice at the
Bernalillo county court house, the
divorce case of Meta Murphey
against Dr. Walter T. Murphey, of
the Murphey Sanatorium, was resumed yesterday.
The trial was
started some time ago, but continued.
Charges and counter
charges
I
wera made by the parties to th-- ) I
is
suit and it
presumed that testimony attempting to substantiate
Coal Supply Co. Phone 4 and 6.
them Is being received at the priJames Lary and Henry Burnely,
vate hearing which Judge Hlckey
is conducting in the district court who visited their relatives, W. W.
Holder and family, have continued
at the. request of the attorneys in their
overland trip from Jones-borthe case. ',
Ark., to California.
Mrs. John Milne and son Jim-ml- e
will leave today for a visit in
BAPTISTS SET GOAL

Eskl-Sheh-

have free text 't books.

Vote for Ilanna and a Square
Deal for All Communities

BEING HELD III

. ,.a.u.a.
that thev had ' GREEKS MAY BETIltE.
for round
London, Sept. 16. According to
granted fare and a halfaunn
...
trips to Ainuquerque main linee In Information received In London
rcdeo on all of their
the Greek army is likely to retire
r.
on
New Mexico.
The. Turks are believe? to be trying to flank the
'from both the south and
BUTCHER KNIFE Greeks
the north.

THIS SCHOOL BOOK OUTRAGE IS
ONE OF THE MANY RESULTS OF
BURSUMISM' IN NEW MEXICO.
Arizona and California

A

PLAGE IN RQDEO

The above prices in jTew Mexico prevail for years
to come

PRIVATE TRIAL1

Scientists Agree That the
Cause Is Due to Waste
Products in the Blood

New Mexico

Price

with dry
tongues and thirsty throats were
crowded In front of the internal
revenue office when it opened for
business 'yesterday morning.- The menxwere in search of per
mits for the manufacture of wine
for home use, which they had understood from a newspaper article
could be obtained from the col
lector of internal revenue.
B. C. Hernandez, collector for
New Mexico, talked with the peti
tioners as they gained admittanc?
to his office, and explained that
while a federal ruling gave collectors the power to issue such permits in states where there was no
state prohibition law, the .'permit
would be or no use in New Mexico,
which has such a law. One by one
the men turned away with expressions of the deepest gloom on their
faces. .
The doors of the office closed
last night on a long line of enquirers, and the line was gathering recruits.

S POPULAR

0

men

A long line of

n

itu

G

LINES

UP FOR PERMITS

Li

Two Bursum meetings are to be
held today in towns bordering upon
Albuquerque, and five will be held
tomorrow, according to announcement which has been made
county headquarters here. A num.
ber of well known persons from
and
Albuaueraue
vicinity will
speak at each meeting.
The first meeting win oe nem
In Los Ranches de Albuquerque at
2 o'clock
this afternoon, at the
schoolhouse. Frank A. Hubbell
will be the principal speaker and
Jesus Romero, Atanacio Montoya
and A. A. Sedillo will also deliver
addresses.
Another meeting win Be neid in
Santa Barbara at 8 o'clock this
evening in Archuleta hall. Frank
Hubbell, Jesus Romero and Acaslo
Gallegos will be the principal
speakers, and there will be others
from Albuquerque wno win aiso
deliver addresses.
Meetings will be held tomorrow
at Barelas, Alameda. Ranchos de
Atrisco, Del Rio and In Old Albu
'
querque.

TEXT BOOK DANGE

BRIGADE

GHILDREMS'-H0SP1TA-

BE HELD TOOAY

LEGION OFFICE

THIRSTY-THROA- T

CORNER STONE
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Central Ave.

GEORGE GEAKE.

I'honc
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TONEY PITCHES

AND Gil

ITS

National League.
W. I
New York
...89 64

ill

...... . .70
....... ..64

Pittsburgh, Sept. 16. Toney held
the Pirates to two hits today and
New York shut out Pittsburgh.
The Giants scored all ot their five
runs In the third Inning on throe

Pittsburgh.
If

75(rhp.
Carey cf
Maranville, ss..
Robertson, rf . .
Cutshaw 2b

...

3b

Barnhart,

Grimm, lb .
Schmidt, o .
Hamilton, p
Glasner. P .

xRokner

A IS. K.
4
3
4
4
3

.

3

6
3

0
0

0
0

:

. . . .

Two-bas- e

.,...-..4-

9

62
62

.631
.629
.611
.493
.485
.483
.418
.345

70
71
70
74
81
89

66
69

-

....68
47

Philadelphia

MEN

006 000 000- -5
.

89

.88
-- .73
. .69

UUUN

1

E1T

ULUU

OPENS SUNDAY

(Special Correapondencs to The Journal.)
State College, N. M., Sept. 16.

Coach Arthur Bergman, of the New
Mexico college of agriculture and
mechanical arts, who last year took
hold of a string ot green men here
and turned out a team that "walked
off with the Btate championship,"
has returned from his home in
Peru, Indiana, where he spent the
summer and Is again actively at
A
work on his football squad.
number of the last year's men got
back before Coach Bergman arrived and with the aid of Edward
Ryan, a former army coach,
practice was begun at once. sevWith the old men back and
eral new men from the New Mexico military Institute, the backfield
should" be unusually strong and a
very good season Is expected.
Games have been scheduled with
the University of Arizona and the
New Mexico military institute, to
be played here this year and a
greater number to be played with
other minor teams of the state and
Texas.

BlANK

er

ticket-sellin-

29 0 2 27 13 0
Totata
x Batted for Gleaner In eighth.

PmsbSrgh

.64

three-bagg-

o

NewyYonrkES.:

Pet.

AMOt-iul-

-

0
0
6

L.

TAKEJTiE

0

3

........

W.

WASHINGTON

.. i
.. i

p.

Yellowhorse,

tt.

77
87
95

Cleveland
New York
St. Louis
Washington
Boston
Detroit
Chicago

IIS

...

12 27

9

.822
.600
.B60
.6SJ
504
.454
.483
.840

American League.

Sganrlnl-McCann-

singles, two doubles and a triple.
In the eighth inning Umpire
called Grimm out at
He ruled that the runnar Interfered with Rawlings, the Grants'
eccond baseman who was fielding a
ball. The decision was greeted by
the
a Bhower of pop bottles from
stands. One bottle struck McCir-tnac- k
on ftie head but he was not
seriously hurt. At the close of the
game he was escorted from the
policemen.
afield by twenty-fiv- e
Score:
New York.
AB, It. H. FO. A
Burns, cf
.
as
Bancroft,
Prlsch, 3b . . .
Young, rf . .
Kelly, lb
Meui.;l, If . . .
Bawlings, 2b
Snyder, e
Toney, p . . . .
5

56
62
65

Pet.

nnmiTnii ni'nn

HIGHLAND LADDIES
COACH BERGMAN IS
WIN CHAMPIONSHIP
AT WORK .TRAINING
OF JUNIOR LEAGUE
HIS FOOTBALL SQUAD

Eight teams are entered In the
preliminary tournament at the
Country club, which will deter
mine the team to represent Albu
,
Yesterday's Results.
yesterdays Kcsults.
St. Louis, 10; New York, S.
querque In the state tournament
New York, 6; Pittsburgh, 0.
8.
here this fall.
Bt. Ijouls, 4; Philadelphia,
Cleveland, 2; Washington, (
.
Drawings for matches were held
Detroit, 7; Philadelphia, 8,
Cincinnati, 6; Boston,-l4.
Boston, 10; Chicago,
yesterday and play In the first
postponed;
Chicago Brooklyn;
round will start tomorrow. It is
rain.
Where They Play.
expected that the tournament will
be completed before the end of
St. Louis at New York.
Where Ttief Plni.
next
week.
at
Cleveland
Washington.
Brooklyn at St. Louis.
a
team
The
Detroit at Philadelphia, two
Boston at Pittsburgh.
heads the list of drawings, and will
games.
New York at Cincinnati.
In
Burton
two
Wltten
and
the
first
play
games.
Chicago at Boston,
Philadelphia at Chicago.
round. Horgan and McArthur are
scheduled to play Cooper and
Lavan. Base on balls Off Walker,
Cooper tomorrow. Hayes and Giles
out
1.
will meet Cotton and Crumley, and
By
Struck
2; Iieehan,
Nunllst and Barber will play
3,
Walker, 6; Beehan,
Luthy and Giles.
Teams desiring to enter the
Cincinnati, 5; Boston, 1.
tournament may do so still by ATHLETIC ASS'N. AT
Cincinnati. Sept. 16. Donohue
their names to Mr. Mc
the
AND
after
scoreless
handing
held Boston
HIGH SCHOOIf ELECTS
Arthur.
and
first Inning. Both Oeschger fault-ion
OFFICERS FOR YEAR
McQuillan were hit In timely
GEORGES CARPENTIER
and two passes given by Oeschwere
both
ger in the first inning
LEAD AND TOMMY GIBBONS
The Albuquerque
high school
converted Into runs.
athletic association held their first
R. H. E.
Score:
MEET IN FEBRUARY meeting of the year Friday evening,
100 000 0001 8 0
Boston
unanimously electing Joe BenjaCincinnati .. .201 020 OOx 5 11 0
class of 1922, as president,
All
Aoclnl
Th.
min,
Is
rmO
at
Effective
Uhle
(Br
McQuillan
Stages
Oeschger,
Batteries:
Goodrich, class of
New York. Sent. 16. Georges and William
and Gibson; Donohue and Wlngo.
and Cleveland Wins; Babe Carpentler will meet Tommy Gib- 1923, as vice president. Nathan
was
elected secretary.
St. Paul, for the world's Glassman
Ruth Registers His 56th bons, of
GRAHAM TO RESIGN AS
chamCoach Moore spoke to the meetlight heavyweight boxing Madison
ing, setting forth the reasons why
pionship next February at
Circuit Drive.
SAN FRANCISCO PILOT
Tex Rlckard, the students should buy the seaSquare Garden.
The new price for
promoter, received today a radio son tickets.
(Br Tbe Aanocluted Freu.)
rreil.)
rtj Tlq
from Manager Descamps tickets was adopted.
Cn
Washington, Sept. 16 Cleveland message
l.Vnr,r.lHnn PHlif.. KeDt. 16.
the
Coach Moore
promised
In which the latter stated that Car
Charles Uraham, for three years can
students five or six home games to?
wvu.
league by aeieaiing wasning-- j that time
that
stated
and
manager of the san iTanciscu tiuu ton as
to defend
title he the football season,
New York lost to St. Louis,
of the Pacific coast baseball league,
although It was imposslblo to seBattling Levinsky.
Uhle was effective at all stages. won fromno
is to resign at the close or me
urencn cure a Thanksgiving
day game
doubt
that
the
I
had
to
Jamleson
a
O'Neill's
here
pass
single,
announced
was
It
be proseason,
account- Idol would return here and meet here, the local fans wouldArmistice
and Wood's
for
the contract vided with a game
runs in the Gibbons, according toEarn
Graham, who Is one ot me own- ed for Cleveland's
have with him,"
uicara. day. Van Busklrk was elected by
ers of the club, will handle the eighth. Score:
Mr.
I have no date set for the match,
Cleveland.
hnslness end of the organization
it
the
first acclamation to assist Mr. Moore as
stage
will
but
likely
A.
B.
AB. R. H. PO.
after this season. His BuocessDr
manager of athletics. At the close
8. 1 1 5 0 0 week In February."
as manager has not been selected. Jamleson, If ...
of the meeting a call' was Issued
1
2
0
0
0
8
2b
Wambsganss,
g
for captains to head the
1
0
0
1
0
4
Wood, cf
0
squads.
0
6
Smith, rf
Gardner, 3b ... 3 0 2 23 8 1
0
8
Eighteen years old and three
3 0 0
F QQTBALL
Sewell. bs
times married Is the record of
Johnston, lb .. 4 0 0 8 1 0
Eliza Thomas of Virden, 111.
0
4
1
2
0
3
O'Neill, o
0
2
1
0
1
8
Uhle,
GIVES OUT

(By The Aasoclnted Trent.)

36

84
70

St. Louis
Boston ....-.....- ..
Brooklyn v.
Cincinnati
Chicago

Defeat, 5 to 0; Umpire
McCormick Is Struck on
the Head By a Pop Bottle.

Totals

....

Pittsburgh

to Philadelphia

Down

Pittsburgh Goes

"1E1SIETAT

THE DOPE COLUMN

BALD

HT

AIR-TIG-
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Summary:
Three-bas- e
der, Frisch, Cutshaw. on balls
Bancroft. Base
2, Glazner 1. Innings pitched By Hamilton 2
Yellowhorse 1. Hit by pitc5
Struck
herBy Glazner 6,(Rawllngs).
out By Toney Glazner 1.

hit

AT H. S. STILL

.....

NEED PRACTICE

3,

Results of the tryouts held yesterday for positions on the high
school football team were rather
"

St. Louis, 4; Philadelphia, 8.douBt. Louis, Mo., Sept. 16. A
ble by John Smith In the aninth
unsatisfactory,
vicwith one out gave St. Louis

according

to Coach

Rader. Addison Moore, who states that the
Philadelphia. Orlean
tory
men-'hanot yet mastered the
the New
iomerly with Phillies
here today, rudiments of the game.
club. Joined the
Next week Coach Moore will bewhile Beehan, of the Hamilton,
first major gin work anew on training the
Ont., club, pitched his
In the
form.
forty men still remaining
league game In good
squad. Most of the men are exPhiladelphia pQ A E hibiting
a willingness to work, how
,. Bith. 2b.... 4 ) 0 0 3 0 ever, and are learning last. Alany
of the men, are just getting Into
the spirit of the game, and the
over

ve

G1EF OPERATOR

30

8

Wnshfneton.
AB. R. H. PO

Bush, ss
Harris, 2b
Judge, lb
Rice, cf
Goslln. rf ..
B. Miller. If.
Shanks, 3b .
Plclnlch, o .
Erlckson, p
zMllan ,
R. Miller, p.

3
4
4

Miss Leah A. Helm, residing at
8438 16th St.. Ban Francisco, chief
operator for the Paclfio Telephone
Co.,

28 0 4 27 I I
Totals
Batted for Erlckson In eighth.
By Innings:
ooo ooo ozo z
Cleveland .
000 000 000 0
Wnshlnirton
Tnree-oas- e
mi. Rummarv:
Sacrifices
wnnd.
Wambsganss,
Swel . vt. Miller. DOUDie piays
s.woil to Johnston: Plclnlch to
i
to
do
i
Is
TnHirn
week
Base on balls uir unie i
expected
coming
Williams, cf....
10
1
much for these.
Erlckson 2. innings pucnea cy
Konetchy, lb. . .
1
2
Nathan Glassman, M. Long and Erlckson 8. R. Miller 1. Struck out
Wrightstone, If.
3
1
H. Daly are working at the quarBy Uhle 4, Erlckson 3.
Rader,
1 6
terback post and are showing up
Peters, c
0 0
St. Louis, 10; New York, 8.
very well. Coen is looking fine for
Beehan, p
New York. Sept. 16. The New
a guard or tackle position, and
12 1 Koken
9x26
8
do
t6
Is
Totals ......33
good Yjrk American sluggers could do
continuing
St. Louis.
little with Urban Shocker.a former
work on the end.
E.
A.
PO.
AB. R. H.
The line Is looking fine, and Is team mate and were defeated by
0
0
3
0
0
6
said to bo one of the best that has St. Louis. In the ninth Sisler hit
John Smith, rf.. 4 0 0 11
turned out for practice.at Wash o. hnm run with h the bases run
Fournler, lb
1 1
2
4
homer off
ington park for several years. As Ruth hit his
Stock, 3b
0
dui
yet the backfield is very uncertain, Shocker In the fourth inning,
Hornsby, 2b....
his oth
out
in
but with hard work It Is expected Shocker struck him
Mueller, cf
was
0
0
Gerber
..
bat.
at
times
er
be
three
that several good backs may
Heathcote, cf.
knocked unconscious In the sixth
developed.
MoHenry, If.... J u
Is out of the game for Inntnewhen he collided With MC'
Dinelli
Lavan, ss
2 o
some time, and Wilson Is also out Manus while going after Peckln- Clemons, c
1
2
with a strain in his side. Both paugh's fly.
Alnsmlth,
2
0
men are expected to be back In the
Walker, p
AB. R. H. PO. A. B.
however.
next week.
lineuD
J J
rMann
0
0
0
Hhnttnn
Thatcher, who strained both ankles Tobtn, rf3b . . .. ..
0
Is back with the squad Ellerbe,
recently.
1
9
.35 4 10 27 16
Totals
and his presence bolsters up its Sisler, lb
1
run
Williams, If ..
x two out when winning
strength considerably.
5
.
No punters have as yet been Jacobson, cf
8C
10
Ran for Clemons In fifth,
found, but II. James and J. en Severeid, asc .. .. ..
1
In
eighth.
Mueller
for
Ran
zz
able may be developed Into some Gerber,
1
form. Some men who are not do McManus, 2b.
0
Phiiyad"lphiBa8:
000 200 001- -3
In the backfield will Austin, ss
so
well
lng
0
000 110 911 4
Shocker, P . . .
to the line.
be
shifted
St Louis
probably
hits ClemSummary: Two-ba10 0
27
14
10
88
Totals
ASSOCIATION.
AMERICA
ons. John Smith, 2; LeBourveau,
New York.
hit Mueller.
At Louisville, 6; Indianapolis, 4
Rader. Three-bas- e
AB. R. H. PO. A. B.
At Columbus, 8; Toledo, 0.
Home run Konetchy. Stolen base
2
1
1
4
J
Miller, cf
Rsder,
Sacrifices
At St. Paul, 2; Minneapolis, 1.
LeBourveau.
0
4
4
At Kansas City, 0; Milwaukee, 4, PontHnnaneh. as 4 0 1
Walker. Double play Alnsmlth to
Ruth, if

t

ss.....

....

fifty-sixt-

p"

c...

....

se

HAWKINS
THE SERVICE STORE
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relates a remarkable

experl- -
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LEGAL NOTICE

executrix's
notice. .
Probate Court of Bernalillo

In the

13
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Senator Fall,
a vacancy caused by the resignation
in the cabinet of President Harding. The state is normally Republican. Hence, the acute interest in the election is entirely out of proportion to its importance. The
Democrats have put up a candidate and sent three moneyless
orators into the state. But neither the state or the
WESTERN LKAGTJE.
National Democratic Committee have a dollar to even
Wichita,
Joplin,
Oklahoma City,
Tulsa,
organize a campaign.
12.
The president greatly refreshed from his recent trip
No others scheduled.
on the Mayflower, has taken an active interest in the
Miss Helen Porter, 20 years old,
Omaha's campaign and the Washington Star, the evening organ
la rental manager ot
largest and most fashionable apart- of the administration, devotes a whole column discussing
ment house.
the election. President Harding has addressed a carefully prepared letter ta the millionaire Illinoia Senator
POUND SALE
the rare and valuable accomplishOn Saturday, the 17th day of McCormick, .stating
September, 1821, at 10:00 a. m., in ments of his administration to promote prosperity and
front of the city hall on North economy.
,
Second street, I will sell one bay
ARE ACTIVE
WOMEN
mare 8 years old, 15 hands high,
The newly elected United States senator, Nicholson,
weight 700 pounds, all feet white,
white star In forehead, branded on of Colorado, a millionaire mine owner of Leadville, ac'
left shoulder.
companies Senator McCormick to New Mexico, together
J. R. GALUSHA. City Marshal
with a big array of political orators from the House of
Representatives. The National Republican Committee
will also send from New York and Indiana and Iowa, a
Hon. O. A. Larrazola group of appealing women orators.
AND
The state is normally Republican by about 5,000.
Hence this tremendous movement is entirely unpreceHon. B. S. Rodey
dented. It is stated here that Senator McCormick, who
Will Address The
carries the president's letter to New Mexico, will take a
INDEPENDENT
consoling campaign fund, ample for every emergency.
REPUBLICANS
is thought $100,000 will be ample. Michigan has a
It
ind Voters at ARMORY, at 8
population of nearly 3,000,000, or over nine times a3
j'clock tonight Come and Hear
much as New Mexico. If a campaign fund of $600,000
Why BurBum Should be Defeated
was ample to elect Senator Newberry in Michigan, surely
(Political Advertisement.)
$100,000 should be more than enough to win a great
moral victory in New Mexico.
Michigan ranks as one of the highest states in the
union in education and intelligence.
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION.
At Atlanta, 6; Chattanooga, 4.
At New Orleans, 8; Mobile, 1.
At Birmingham, 3; Nashville, 6.
At Little Rock, 14) Memphis, 8.
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clothes are built to fit
is the
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Green Corn, Okrea, Egg Plant, Celery, Green Beans,
Fancy Sweet Potatoes, New Beets, Turnips, etc.
Distributors for Chase & Sanborn Coffee and Tea,
and Red Star Flour the best obtainable.

NEW

ARRIVALS

Pure Maple Syrup, Batavia Brand.
Pint Bottle
60c; Quarts
.,...$1.10
12 Gallon Tins
..........$2.00
. . . . . . ,20c
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour. . . .
Salt Almonds, lb..;
$1.35
Shelled Walnut Halves, lb
'.$1.20
. .,.$1.75
Shelled Pecan Halves, lb
Shelled Almonds, lb
$1.00
Batavia Macaroni, 12 oz. package..... ... m.,.. . .20c
Batavia Spaghetti, 12 oz. package...
20c
Junket Tablets...
15c'
65c
Batavia Cry8talized Ginger, VHb. tins
Batavia Fancy Red Salmon,
.. 35c
tins.....
"Jumbo Ripe Olives, No. 1 tins
,45c
Jumbo Ripe Olives, No. 2V2 tins
.85c
Fancy Blackberries, No. 2 tins, 3 tins for. (l. $1.00
Fancy Sliced Peaches, No. 212 tins, 3 tins for. .$1.00
Fancy Green Gage Plums, No. 2i2 tins, 3 tins $1.00
Derby Brand Peanut Butter, large jar. ........ 50c ,
b.
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7. L. Hawkins

Ideal Grocery

Phones 393, 394, 395

o. l. McMillan
616 E. Central
Phono 156

A BUSINESS INSURANCE POLICY.

1.

No matter
will keep

It

Western Ic and
Bottling Coo
PURE DISTILLED WATER FOR SALE -I- OC. A GALLON

'

Prompt Cure for Diarrhoea.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic
and Diarrhoea Remedy a number
of times during the past ten years
and am pleased to say that It has
never failed to efftot a prompt
cure," writes B. T. Blddleman,
Macedon, N. T. Try it when In
need of such a remedy. Tou &
urs iq ge$ results, ,
,

At Plant Fruit Avenue and
.,

Railroad

PHONE 57.
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COAST LEAGUE.
Los Angeles, 6; Vernon, Si
(sixteen innings).
Seattle,
Portland,
Sacramento, 4; Salt Lake, 2.
Oakland, 8; Ban Francisco, S.

Jl

.

'

"

t'

? &ri-- l

...
.......

Boston, 10; Chicago, 4.
Boston, Mass., Bept 16. Boston
profited by Chicago' poor infield
olav and won, with John Collins
and Menosky featuring.
H. xi. a.
Score:
4 12 4l
Chicaao ...100 001 020
Boston ....000 848 OOx 10 11 2
Batteries: Wilkinson, Hodge and
Schalk, Lee; Bush and Walters. -

;;V V;'1';--

Are Flow

:
County, New Mexico,
In the Matter ot the Estate of J. P.
Girard. Deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that the
undersigned was, on the 6th day of
MeuseJ, rf
September, 1921, duly appointed
4
Executrix ot the estate of J. P.
PIPP, lb
Girard. deceased, by the Probate
Ward, 21)
8
...
Sb
of Bernalillo
Court
County, and
McNally,
qualified as such Executrix,
Schang, 0 . ...
having
1
all persona having claims against
Shawkey, p
1
xHawka
the estate of said decedent are
0
Quinn, p
hereby notified and required to.
1
xxBaker
present the same to the undersign-0
ed m the manner and within the
Rogers, p
time prescribed by law.
12 S 7 27 14
Tntnln
JULIA M. GIRARD,
(Seal)
x Batted for Shawkey in sixth,
Executrix,
xx Batted for Qulnn in eighth.
Dated September 7th, 1921.
Bv Innlnes;
000 402 00410
fit. Louis
S
000 102 000
New Torte
e
nits ja- Summary:
Millar.
robinn.
Fecklnpaugn
Schang. Home runt Kutn, siaier.
Sacrifice
Stolen base Williams.
McManus. Base on Bans Jir
2.
Innings
Qulnn, 1; Rogers,
pitched By Shawkey, 6; Qulnn,
1.
Struck out By
2; Rogers,
. Passed
Shawkey, 2; Shocker,
ball Schang.
Detroit, 7; Philadelphia, 8.
Pa.. Sent. 16.
Phllnriftlnhla.
Where will you be in five years in ten yea.rs? What will you be doing?
Detroit won the first game f the
where you are, a thorough course In this school will have a ready market value.
final series with Philadelphia by
you on the payroll and Insure you against adversity.
bunching hits off Moore in me
R"itember enrollments.
DAY and NIGHT SESSIONS. We are still
fifth and sixth innings. Dykes had
a home run In the fourth Inning.
Score;
0

Detroit ....001 128 0007 12
Philadelphla.000 110 0018 8 8
Batteries: Ehmke and Bassler;
Moore and Myatt.
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the latest thing
all desirable English
Tweeds, Worsteds, Herring

Bill

We are informed that it is impossible for Senator
McCormick to come here as intended, but that Frank
Hitchcock, well known former Chairman of the Republican National Committee, will arrive in Albuquerque
Saturday night with a "Message from President Harding."
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The best 'dressed man
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over my condition.
"une day after father read a
Tanlac statement that so impressed
him be went down to the drug
store and got a bottle of the medicine and Insisted on my taking it.
l nave been thankful a thousand
times that he did, for that proved
the turning point In my suffering,
and since taking five bottles I am
feeling like an altogether different
person. I eat hearty and enjoy
every mouthful of my food and
have actually gained fifteon pounds
in weight My sleep is sound and
refreshing, and I am enjoying the
very best of health. It is Just wonderful what Tanlac has done for
me and I can never praise it
enough."
Tanlac Is sold In Albuquerque by
the Alvarado Pharmacy and by all
leading druggists everywhere.
Adv.

play-grou-

the

lii'iwwiwwwitiif

1

I

eno. with Tnnlnn. TTaWi 1m Viftr
fSSI
statement ip her own words;
"For fully a year and a half be
fore I took Tanlac I was as run
down as a person could be not to
give up entirely. I had no appetite at all, was so nervous and rest
less I could scarcely sleep at night.
and felt so miserable I could hard
ly attend to my duties. I kept try
ing one thing and another but
seemed to be getting worse all the
time. I was even advised to make
a change In climate, and I was raj
greatly discouraged and worried

(Genernl Sherwood is one of, if not the last Brigadier Generals of
and served in the halls of our Nntiounl Congress with
credit to himself and country, fur thirty-si- x
years from the
Highland Laddies won the City signal
state of Ohio.)
Junior league championship yesBy GENERAL I. R. SHERWOOD
terday by defeating the Young Aqs
6 to 4.
The Laddies and Young
Washington Letter to Toledo New Bee, under date
Aqs fought oft their tie during the of
September 12th, he says:
past few days and the victory of
the Laddies yesterday gave them
EYES ON NEW MEXICO.
the necessary advantage.
There is an unusual interest developed in official
Santa Fe and Belen Junior league
the circles in Washington over a matter of minor importance
champions have challenged
Duke City champion team and
the election of a United States Senator in New Mexico
for
are
a
made
plans
being
game
to fill a vacancy. New' Mexico has a population of only
here with Belen September 24.
A welner roast is to be given the
330,000. The state has an area of over 122,000
Laddies by Mr. Bently, of the cen- abojit
miles three times as big as Ohio.
square
who
had
has
tral school,
charge
ot
Hence, she has only three persons of all sexes and
sports during the
summer. He also presented them
sizes, to the square mile. Thi3 election is only to fill
,
with two baseballa,
now
of

n
thiiad nunc M
a
I

FACTS

Totals

y

aner

12.

SHERWOOD'S IVASHIHGTOn LETTER

$:
r- -

-

i1
i

,
.

.

HAfUIA

A supreme court justice who served on the bench
A . .
with honor and distinction.
An attorney of recognized attainments, an nis career
a resident of New Mexico. .
A citizen who has been personally interested in the
development of the resources of New Mexico.
For two decades a standard bearer of the struggle
of the common people of New Mexico against a small
them.
group of powerful men who have long exploited
ims
A man upon whose personal integrity no
ever been able to throw, the snadow of a suspicion.
A leading champion of the principle of equitable
taxation and a fair distribution of the cost of government.
An exponent of the principle tnat a pudiic omce is
a public trust and must be administered in the behalf
of the people and not ot a cuqu
national landslide
A man who even in an i
jrcent of the voters
election was backed by nearly i
is platform and his
of the state of New Mexico i.
--

A man of independent and unusually forceful charstrong and
acter, of tried and proven moral courage, of able
and
most
effective
public
a
attractive personality,
abman
a
and
affairs
of
student
close
public
a
speaker,
virile
his
in
demands
for
efficiency
Rooseveltian
solutely
and resolute honesty in public service.
The accepted leader of the progressive, aggressive,

d
, popular government
element of New Mexico citizenship ; ot tne independent
voter, of the men who demand business methods in gov
ernment ana entorcement 01 majority ruie.
An outstanding" political leader who cannot be
into
bribed, bought, intimidated, deceived or coerced
his
Into
his
convictions
c
abandoning
fight
abandoning
fm tk mirilir welfare.
A man who would become an outstanding figure m
United
States Senate by reason of the compelling
the
force of his character and personality.
A man in every way fitted to represent the best
that is in New Mexico in the national congress; a man
who may be relied upon absolutely to show in national
questions the same conscientious honesty, aggressive
courage and constructive abilities that have marked his

f orward-lookin-

g,

broad-visione-

:

,

public life in New Mexico,

New Mexican.
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Social Calendar

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED

By LAURA A. EIRKMAN.

Br JANE P HELPS.

Saturday,
Luncheon at Alvarado at 1 p. m.
derllness of arrangement, draw a
THE LIVING
DICK LEAVES IJT SEARCH OF allow yourself to have any foolish for Miss Kathleen Long, Mrs. Ed- ARRANGINGROOM
IXRNITCRE. map o fit on a sheet of paper. Innotions about it. My business la ward L. Morgan and Mrs, A. Q.
HEALTH
established. I am a success in a
the furniture and rugs by
hostesses.
Sometimes I go Into the home ot dicating
small way in it. You know that, Miller,
CHAPTER 89.
mall
and oblongs. Then
squares
a friend and long to rearrange experiment
trying
The doctor came that evening so need not think of me assurby drawing a socond
without
her living room furniture! Either map of the room, this time putting
and had a long talk with Dick. soma new notion
success. I shall come COLOR SCHEME IS
I find all the heavy pieces of fur- in the rugs and furniture so that
He was very encouraging, told him ance of its soon
as I can. But,
as
it would be only a short time be- to youwhen
niture on one side of the room, or their lines are always parallel
MAKING OF THIS
I do, it will be to find
with one of the four sides of the
fore he picked up In a different dear,
I find the rugs placed askew, or room.
almost well and ready to come
The restfulness of this secFALL FROCK the
NEW
climate, while It would take you
said
doctor
Even
the
curtains
or
some
you
home.
back
looped
ond map in contrast to the restmonths where we were.
a
sure
to
up
be
good
would
put
arof
mistake
other
furniture
"You will go, won't you, Dick?"
lessness of the first may will confight for yourme."health because of
vince you that the second plan Is
I begged after the doctor left.
rangement.
and
There are definite laws in the the better.
"I'd be glad to do anything to Junior
"And because of you two Iwlll!"
Is the room well balanced?
get well quickly for your sake,
placing of furniture. But a great
of
bit
with
first
the
declared
he
west.
We
Nan, but we can't go
many women do not seem to be This is the third test ot a well aranimation he had shown since I
aware
of these laws.
haven't the money."
So
shall
ranged living room. Are the large
I
must go alone.
enumerate some ot them here; "The money will be had some had told him he would
pieces of furniture well separated,
when
knew
you
"I
you
way," I replied, then said no more. understood what it meant to us,
Unity should be the first aim In and the small pieces equally well
and
For
so
so
white
Dick looked
tired,
arranging a living room (or any distributed over the room?
Dick. It means more to me than
Wan I feared that even the docroom, for that matter). The room example, heavy features such as a
can
even
understand, perhaps.
you
should be made a perfect whole. fireplace on one side of the room
tor's call had hurt him.
is because of my love and beBut the next morning when he It
For Instance there should be noth- Should be balanced by a massive
don't
of my remorse.
cause
I
I
felt a little better and brighter
ing in it that "jumps out at you" piece of furniture (such as a davknow which Is the stronger reamore than any of the other ob- enport, large bookcase, piano, or
said:
)
son.
feel
that
I
"Dick, you must go to Califorjects. No one object should signal library table) on the opposite side.
dear."
"Please,
was
nia the last of the week." It
the eye and compel attention be- Otherwise a room gives one the
"But, Dick, I can't help feeling
with all
cause ot its conspicuous size, dec- Impression of a
then Tuesday.
been
I
the
had
do
if
that
as I
oration or color. When you step the heavy objects weighting It
"But, Nan, how "
never
wife
sort
a
of
you
to the door of your living room down at one end and the other
"Don't ak any questions, dear. right have been
here, never been
I have enough for your fare, and would
you should be able to see it as an end left without weight or Interest.
Convenience and health should
harmonious whole.
for the first weeks ot your Btay 111."
If you can
was
as
I
weak, just
"Nan,
just
sweep your eye over It without be- also be taken into consideration
coming in."
bara
Us
Let
make
wicked.
as
ar,
"My fare!"
ing forced to rest It upon any par- when planning the furnitureroom.
gain, never to speak of it again.
of the living
"Yes."
room
ticular
then
rangement
has
object,
your
Is
over
and
happy, the past
Pieces of furniture should not be
"What about your's? I suppose We areWith,
passed the test of unity.
remaps, aear, i am a
Orderliness of arrangement Is stood In paths of travel so that
you will leave Junior with mother done
woman
a
better
man,
better
you
If we do go."
the thing to be achieved next to one will have to step around them
can
"You must go without me, Dick. because of It.it." Even if not we
unity. The distribution of the fur or accidentally knock Into them
too not chance
I will come on later. I have honnishings should be adjusted to the when going through the room (as
realize
I
And
dear.
"I
know,
much work promised to leave
structural lines of the room. That from a door on one sldo to a door
fumust
the
we
make
But
that.
mind
Bookcases, cabiIs, rugs should be parallel with on the other).
orably." I had made up my
I
know
that
ours.
must
I
ture
would
one
that
was
and small tables or tabour-ette- s
nets
the
should
this
plea
the
walls,
hang
draperies
woman
been the
you thought
In straight folds, table runners
have weight with him, and It was have
may be stood In locations
ma when you married me, Instead
and books on a table should be where it Is not comfortable for
really true. The work had plied
been."
woman
have
I
of
the
alor a
up while Dick had been sick,
straight with the edges of the ta one to sit. A Urge chair,near
"You are, always have been the
a
ble, etc For, one 9 sense of order davenport, may be placed
though my girls had been wonderfor
In
world
'me,
woman
the
only
window so as to provide plenty of
is unconsciously disturbed by diagful.
If
it.
know
think
and
I
you
Nan,
out
for someone who wishes
"You mean I am to go way
onal lines Introduced by curtains
have made mistakes they are
there alone?" amazement In his we
looped back, rugs askew on tho to read or sew In the daytime; a
ours, they belong to both of us, I
or
a piano should likewise
cordesk
across
voice and face.
floor, furniture placed
let you take all the blame ns
be near enough a window to re"For a time, yes. I'll come just won't
ners, and everything
I
do
what
will
ask,
do.
vou
you
In this fashion.
as soon as I can."
If you wish to ceive strone daylight. Care should
fight to get well for
"I can't do it, Nan. I'd die of dear. I will
determine
how
your also be taken that chairs are not
successfully
you and Junior."
''-loneliness."
living room passes this test of or- - placed in a draughty position.
this.
little
after
We
talked
very
"You must go, Dick." I think
0
busy all the week
there was something In my face I was terribly
to thlr.k
for
Dick,
trying
I
packing
htm.
Something
that startled
COW TESTING ASS'N.
little thing I could do to
St
had not meant to show, but that of every
On Saturday
to his comfort.
FORMED BY FARMERS
proved my fears, i for ha said add
Ana only
he left for California.
i
milntlv
did I allow mywas
IN MESILLA VALLEY
he
gone
after
Then
I'll
go."
Nan,
"Very well,
the pleasure of weeping for
"It seems dreadful to have you self
him, the giving way to my, tears.
(Special Corresnondnnr to The JonmnU
work for me."
to beLas Cruces, N. M., Sept., 16.
I folt like saying that It was be- For hours I agonized, trying
The Mesilla Valley
cause of my wrong doing that lieve I had done the right thing,
out
he
pass
that
fearful
might
Cow Testing association, which will
things were as they were, but re- yet
in
alone for I Knew ne was very in.
I only asked:
frained.
begin operations with 600 cows
Dona Ana county early in Octo- r,
"Wouldn't you work for me?"
FARMERS MAY FORM A
"Of course."
ber, has engaged John P. BeRling-e"There Is no difference, Dick.
formerly of Bozeman, Mont.,
ASSOCIATION
LOAN
If
you
as tester.
And it will break my heart
H.
16.
Mr.
Begllnger, wbo was selected
Las Cruces. N. M., Sept.
from a large number of applicants,
H Brook, resident of the Elc
He
Switzerland.
of
Is a native of
phant Butte Irrigation district
graduated in the dairy course at
the Rio Grande project, has called
ELEVATER.
THE
the Montana College of Agricula meeting of farmers at the Temexliy F.Ioisc.
next
ture. He has had eleven years
ple of Agriculture here for farm
the
see
other
frock
this
'
you
Every
Mnndflv afternoon to form a
perience in various parts oftested
The elevater goes up and down
season is a canton crepe or crepe
and has officially
lonn nfMociatlnn In this valley.
Depending, how the elevater man west
some of the noted herds in the
"The federal farm loan board de chine. And practically every
werks it.
la exnncted to announce Its deci one you see is black. There are He starts it slow when he feels all country. Professor Martin of the
Montana college recommends him
sion in a shovt time regarding some few exceptions and
of
they are And rite.loans in the Mesilla valley," Mr.
It.
highly as a Judge and feeder
he
dont
he
when
Jerks
Brook said today. "Some assur worth mentioning. The color com
dairy stock.
Cow
Testing
The Mesilla Valley
ance has been given that action Dinations which are being worn
Wo will convey you to
the
will be favorable to a limited ex are so few that they are easily no It saves you wawklng meny steps association is affiliated with
associa
Tinreaii
Marketing
ticeable
account
to
of
the
tho
numerous
the polls.
On
and
want
among
If youre up
go down,
tent at least.
offices in
organization and overhead charges black models. This fetching little Or if youre down already ana want tion, which hns Its main
at Las
of
iB
Agriculture
frock
to
mat
afternoon
here
947
the
necessary
Temple
desirable
It
and
649
or
go
is
pictured
up
Telephone
made for made of dark henna colored crepe It Jerks Jest the other way round. Cruces,
be
association
one
only
Advertisement.).
(Political
combined with a light tan of the
the entire valley."
same material.
REIU'CF I RATE GIlAXTKTt.
or
16.
It is tho color combination more Some like to go up and down sud- - Kansas City, Sept.
din
has been received hero by A. I:o
than the stylo of the frock which
makes It distinctive. The tan crepe And some like to go gentle as a Hutchings, executive chairmancon
rose, and quick
forms the side panels which reach
the American legion national
i
from shoulder to hem. An inset of But watever your likes and dis ventton that a
the trunl
are.
likes
on
the tan is also used
the top
has been granted by
seam of the sleeve to correspond You haff to go like the elevater line association ot rauroaue.
goes.
with the rest of the frock. Both
4.
the side panels and the insets
on the sleeves are trimmed with All you haff to do is push the bell
Bhlny black cabachons cut square. And stand down tnere Dy tne gate,
This frock will make a very smart And if it comes rite down you step
rite in
outfit If worn with slippers, hose
and hat to match, or blond with And if it dont you Jest stay there
and wate.
the color scheme.
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TOLD NOT TO
ATTEND MEETING OF MJ
KLUX KLAN ON SUNDAY

(liy The Ajcluled 1'rau.)
Louisville, Ky., Sept 16. The
board of public safety today served
notice on all citizens to "remain
away," from a proposed meeting
of the Ku Klux Ivlan Sunday night
and warned owners of publio halls
not to rent their places to the organization.
"Should any attempt be made to
hold the meeting in defiance of
this order," the board's announcement says, "any person who attempts to .attend it will be regarded as an unpatrlotio citizen and a
law violator and will be dealt with
accordingly.
Mayor Smith recently declared
he would use every lawful moans
to prevent the organization of a
Klan In Louisville. Full page advertisements in a morning paper
announced that a Rev. Jtldley
would address a mass meeting Sunday on the purposes of the Klan,
which brousht the subject to an
Issue.

TWO ARE ELECTROCUTED.
18. EdMuscatine, la., Sept.
ward Kemper, aged B8; Sidney
Cozad, aged 47 a farm hand, and
Ernest Hintermelster, aged 13,
were electrocuted
shortly after
noon today at a farm south of this
city.

w
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Me
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EFORE and AFTER
CHILDBIRTH
Mrs. Williams Tells How Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Kept Her in Health
's
" Lydia E.
Overpeck, 0.
Vegetable Compound helped
me Dotn Deiora
and after my baby
was born. I suf
fered with backache, headache,
was generally run
down and weak. I
's
saw Lydi a E.
Vegetable
Compound advertiser! in the newspapers and decided to try it.
Now I feel fine,
take care of my two boys and do my
own work. I recommend your medicine to anyone who is ailing. You may
publish my testimonial if you think
CARRIE
it will help others."-M- rs.
Williams, Overpeck, Ohio.
For more than forty years Lydia E.
Knkham's Vegetable Compound has
been restoring women to health who
suffered from irregularities, displacements, backache, headaches, bearing-down
pains, nervousness or "the
blues. ' 'Today there is hardly a town or
hamlet in tho United States wherein
some woman does not reside who has
been made well by it. That is why
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is now recognized as the standard remedy for such ailments.
Pink-ham-

Pink-barn-

U5'

Youiftar ro save;
FRUIT JARS
Wide Mouth Jars, 12 gal.idoz
....$1.55
Wide Mouth Jars, quarts, doz
$1.20
Wide Mouth Jars, pints, doz
.$1.15
Mason Jars,
$1.25
gal., doz
95c
..
Mason Jars, quarts, doz
. .90c
Mason Jars, pints, doz
,.55c
Glass, tall or flat, doz
10c
Jar Rubbers, red or white, doz
SCHILLING'S COFFEE
DEMONSTRATION
SCHILLING'S EXTRACT, SCHILLING'S
FOOD COLOR
44c
Schilling's Coffee, Red Can, 1 lb
86c
Schilling's Coffee, Red Can, 2 lbs
Schilling's Extract, Lemon or Vanilla, 2 oz...... ,35c
.... .35c
Schilling's Food Color, all colors, 2 oz
NEW ARRIVALS
National Oats, new stock, family size. . . ..... . . .32c
National Oats, new stock, small size
.....13c
National Corn Meal, small package
...12c
National Corn Meal, yellow
.35c
sacks.,.
National Corn Meal, white,
sacks
35c
National Hominy Grits, small size
16c
Sunshine Graham Crackers, family size
29c
Sunshine Graham Crackers, medium size. , . .12V2c
Sunshine Graham Crackers, small size
6V2c
Sunshine Krispy Crackers, small size
.12V2c
Sunshine Krispy Crackers, family size
..29c
Sunshine Krispy Crackers,
64c
caddie..
FLOUR
Boss Patent OLD WHEAT FLOUR, 48 lbs.. . .$2.35
Boss Patent OLD WHEAT FLOUR, 24 lbs.. . .$1.20
Larrabee's Best OLD WHEAT FLOUR, 48 lbs. $2.35
Larrabee's Best OLD WHEAT FLOUR, 24 lbs. $1.20
Wolfe's Premium OLD WHEAT Flour, 48 lbs. $2.05
Wolfe's Premium OLD WHEAT Flour, 24 lbs. $1.05
Diamond M OLD WHEAT Flour, 48 lbs
$2.05
Buy Flour now when you can get Old Wheat Flour

Kerr
Kerr
Kerr
Kerr
Kerr
Kerr
Jelly

10-l-

b.

10-l-

b.

...

4-l- b.

is a strictly cash and carry,
Rosenwald's Groce-Tot- e
self service grocery. We do not deliver any sized
order for you. But, we do sell groceries to you at
such a saving that you can afford to have them
delivered by a transfer company and still have a
saving. Any sized order can be delivered anywhere in the city for 25c. We will save you many
times the transfer charge on any size order.
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JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS

Early

dm

REMEMBER

, YOU'LL

DO

one-ce-

KAHN'S
SELF-SERVIN-

109 North First Street

We have just received a large shipment of LOOSE-WILE- S
SUNSHINE Biscuits, Crackers and Confections. We are offering them for Saturday Only
Please compare these
at the following prices.
prices with those asked elsewhere.

SATURDAY

SPECIAL
Yum-Yum- s,

1

All Regular

15c-18- c

All Regular

SPECIAL

UU,n

.

Gold Bar Fancy

.if--

16 POUNDS OF SUGAR. This is the
every day price, not a special.;. .

07
&I

ITCHING

BURNING

Disfigured.

Cuticura Heals.

"My face was almost covered with
pimples which festered and scaled
over. They itchrd and burned so
that I could hardly stand them, and
my face was so disfigured I was
unable to go anywhere. I lost so
much sleep that I was about crazy.
"The trouble lasted two months.
I started using Cuticura Soap and
Ointment and after I had used two
cakes of Cuticura Soap and two
boxes of Cuticura Ointment for three
weeks I was completely healed."
(Signed) Miss Dorothy Danlelson,
Jackson, Calif.
Cuticura Soap dally, with Cuticura
Ointment occasionally, prevents
pimples or other eruptions. They are
a pleasure to use, as is also Cuticura
Talcum for perfuming the skin,
krVafl.
H, ttnin it. Mm "
eeorls.Dt.
wnera. aoapae. Kjmunmipi im we. Seidmry
lumm aM.

9QV
ttOL
...VX

BUY YOUR SOAPS AT KAHN'S
WE HAVE THE BEST PRICES IN THIS TOWN

We
Sell

New York

Festered and Scaled Over. Face

Uv
(1
tJ)XUJ

Saturday Special
Asparagus Tips, Only.

ft SON,

pkgs., only 10c

30c pkgs., Only... :18c

can, Only.

FERD. T. HOPKINS

PIMPLES ON FACE

This includes Brandywine, Multi Jr., Perfecto,
Philopena and others.
Saturday Special Regular family size
Ofi
Soda Crackers, 40c pk., Only.
AC
Saturday Special Large cartons
.. . .
Soda Crackers, Only .
Saturday Special Libby Pineapple,
OO
No. 2 can, Only.,..
Saturday Special Libby Pineapple,
No. 2Va

Send 15c tot Trial Sizm

SPECIAL

This includes Butter Thin, Vanilla Wafers, Delito
Sandwiches, Graham Crackers, Fig Bars, Scottie
Cheese Sandwiches, Clover Leaves, Perfecto, Matinee, Veronique, Soda Crackers and many others.

SATURDAY

Not A Blemish

the perfect appearance of fie
complexion. Permanent and temporary
kin troubles are effectively concealed.
Reduce! unnatural color and corrects
Sraaay skins. Highly antiseptic

-

Lemon
This includes Vanity Wafers,
Snaps, Graham Crackers, Takohoma Biscuits, etc.

SATURDAY

nun

.5c

All Regular 8c pkgs., Only

IMMEDIATE

DELIVERY

Ninety miles of standard railroad track almost new, equipment of
every description to operate the same, including two hundred freight
cars, twelve Baldwin locomotives, etc. Worth two and a half millions
Will Sell for FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND

Hm Hlftttet Grade Macaroni
Ert Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Preduets

This Is Albuquerque's Opportunity.

HUGO

.

A.

Opposite the Y. M.

FOR

5,

The elevater man has a uniform
Wile plane passengers have none,
Thurs everybody can tell ne s tne
elevater man
And not somebody Jest riding for
fun.

GROCETERIA

G

FROM ALBUQUERQUE TO SAH
JUAFI COUNTY, N. M., (SOW READY

nt

AT

BETTER

RAILROAD

HEAR IIAIiriA
The Moneyless Leader at
Armory, at 8 O'clock

MOIIDAY NIGHT
(Political Advertisement)

n Id like to he a elevater man
Getting free rides lor nuthing an
dav.
If I dident think It mite get mo- Doing It so continuous that way,
notonlss
IN VARIOUS
LOCALITIES CLAIM TO
HAVE SEEN WIGGINS

PERSONS

(Sped! CorrMpeadenoe te The Journal.)
Gallup. N. M Sept. 16. Several
persons have reported that they he
lleved that they have seen Joe
Wiggins, the fugitive who Is want
ed In connection with the killing
of two men at Allison, N. M., on
the night of Labor day. A small
Mexican boy reported to the town
authorities a few days ago that he
had seen the man' Just at the out
skirts of Gallup; that the fugitive
had called to him from the hills
and told him who he was and
asked him to go to a certain house
In town and ask his aged uncle
to come to the hills and talk with
him. Investigation showed that an
aged Mexican man lives In the
house described by the boy, who
gave bis name as Juan Jose eta
mora. He also stated that he was
an uncle of Joe Wiggins. He gave
his age as 183 years, and stated
that he has baptismal papers to
show that it is his actual age. Little
credence was given the story told
by the boy, as it was believed that
some man had perhaps told the
boy that he was the fugitive Wig
gins in order to irigmen mm.
It has also been reported by per'
sons living at Thoreau, N. M., that
a man answering the description
of Wiggins had appeared at a
torn near there. An effort will he
made to locate the fugitive it he Is
located any place tn mat section
of the county, with bloodhounds.
An effort will be made to employ
"Bed" Pipkin, who has l)ad considerable success In trailing fugi
tives, to take up the lead in a
search of the Thoreau county
Pinkin was formerly underv
sheriff of McKinley county.
sea-tlo- n.

TUBERCULOSIS
Olau Bat posttlv
hm it able to our
tuberonlatU by Inhalation
la any ollmata.
For further Information
addraaa THE T. F. GLASS
INHALANT CO., MASON
BUILDINO, LOS ANQ ISLES CAUFOBHU.
Dr.
proof

SEABERG,

RATON,

HEW

MEXICO

For an

abundance
of soft,

Times
Hard
Harding's
m
km
Hitting Our Homes Hard

luxuriant

hair. Glistening.

with beauty

and radiant'
wilhlife.us- e-

Nembro'slferpfcid?
Relieve baby's
itching skin

with

RESINOL
Soofhinq and Healinq

Has just the

cooling touch to

producecomfori
and permit steep
Does not smart or
6ling when applied

The Summit of Excellence.
Every possible method Is being
used in an endeavor to prepare effective remedies which are pleas
ing to the palate and pleasant in
effect. People now know that It
is cot necessary for a medicine to
be disagreeable or nauseous to the
taste or harsh in Its action in order
to produce the best results. The
modern remedy must be easy to
take and gentle in action; it must
soothe Instead of Irritate. The
point of perfection has almost been
reached tn the preparation ot
Chamberlain's Tablets. They have
harsh
superseded the old-tiin many homes and for constipation, biliousness and stomach
troubles art excellent.
,

A Republican Campaign Committee circular claims that Bursum got
Such claims does
$50,000,000 livestock fund and saved the industry.- conform to following market quotation facts
Denver, Colo., Sept. 13, 1920.- - Feeder lambs, $12.00 to $12.65 per 100
Denver, Colo., Sept. 12, 1921. Feeder Iambs, $5.00 to $6.25 per 100 lbs.
These are the quotations which include our New Mexico fall lambs.
and feeders, $7.10 to $10 per
Denver, Colo., Sept. 13, 1920.
& feeders, $4.25 to $6.25 per
Denver, Colo., Sept. 12, 1921.
These quotations covers the usual run of New Mexico cattle.
Cattle-stocke-

rs

Cattle-stocke-

rs

the
not

lbs.

100
100

Boston, Sept. 10, 1920. Scoured territory, fine and fine medium, $1.05 to $1.10
Boston, Sept. 9, 1921. Scoured territory, fine and fine medium, 6Qc to 63c.
Copper prices, Sept. 13, 1920. 18c to 19c per pound,
to I212C per pound.
popper prices, Sept. 12, 1921Zinc prices, Sept. 13, 1920. $7.75 per 100 pounds.
Zinc prices, Sept. 12, 1921. $4.25 per 100 pounds.
What, yes what, net benefit or relief does the distressed cattleman who
had borrowed even 75
(many of them had, or got more) on their cattle
In May, 1920,
basis?
prior to this year, get from a loan NOW on a 75
good yearlings were worth from $37 to $42. In May, 1921, the best yearlings
brought only from $20 to $21.
Remember that both branches of Congress has been Republican for more
than 2 years. What did they do? Why?

120

George A. Kaseman, (our local coal baron), signed said circular. If
the drop, as above, was caused by this $50,000,000 fund, might it not be
worth while to get Bursum during his remaining days in the Senate to procure a like fund in order that the present exorbitant price of coal might be
similarly affected (yes, we are serious in not only wanting, but needing the
present exorbitant price of coal materially reduced) and thus bring relief to
another desperately needy class and cozy comfort this winter for all. Who
Profits? Who Pays? With What Results?
Read page 13, Literary Digest, Sept. 17 How the Republicans are
the farmers and stockmen.
"gold-brickin-

(Advertisement)

g"

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Albuquerque Morning Journal
AN INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
Published
PUBLISHING COMPANY
MA
CARL C.
D. A. MACPHEHSON.
GEE,
President.
Secretary.
D. A. MACPHEHSON....
Business Manager
CARL C. MAOEE
REPRESENTATIVES
C. J. ANDERSON.... Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III.
RALPH R. MULLIGAN.. 48 E. 42d St.. New STork
matter at the postofflce
Entered a second-clas- s
of Albuquerque, N. Mn under act ot Congress of
March 17. 1879.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by carrier or by mail, one month, 85c;
9,00.
yearly. In advance.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation
ratine than Is accorded to any other paper In New
Mexico." The
American
Newspaper Directory.
The only paper In New Mexico Issued every day
In the year.
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
the use. (or republication of all news credited to
it or not otherwise credited in this paper and also
the local news published herein.
SATURDAY
September 17, 1921
by-jo- urnal

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

Senator Bursum has been an associate on the
national committee with many republican senators.
Many others he has become acquainted with at
national conventions. He was well acquainted with
almost every republican senator when he was sent
to the senate.
This acquaintance and a resulting confidence
in the soundness of his Judgment made It possible
for him to commence getting results Immediately
HS has procured
upon his arrival In the senate.
many benefits of Importance to New Mexico. Many
more things of moment are pending and will come
to early fruition If he is elected.
Judge Hanna is a stranger to the senate. He
belongs to the minority Instead of the majority. He
could make no party claims for recognition. Whatever he accomplished would be by personal prestige
and good will. This can come only by favorable
acquaintance. When the senate members came
to know him as well as a few of us do, they would
like him and trust him. But that would be three
or four years from now.
New Mexico needs a forceful and well known
member on the majority side of the chamber right
now to present and insist upon her needs.
In the face of this fact It Is pure political buncombe to argue the failures ot an administration
's
which is only six months old, as a reason for
defeat. The administration has not had time
enough to fail, if it wanted to do so.
I
Let us be practical. Vote for Bursum.
Bur-sum-

It seems to be the opinion of de Valera that
England hasn't made things safe enough for Irish
republicans.
LOAF.

The packers have made a great psychological
In inmistake, in the Judgment of the Journal.
stalling a system of labor representation in settling
controversies between the packers and their employes and in the general operative management
they have denied employes the right of representation by anyone but an employe.
Had they put this restriction on the general,
routine operating management only, the
There can
public probably would have approved.
be no possible reason why outside represenatlon
should interfere until there is a controversy.
But to deny the employe the right of presenting
his case through as capable a representative as he
can procure, is to require him to have his cause
presented less effectively than It might have been.
The packer procures the test legal talent in the
world to represent him in a controversy.
Should
any court deny him such a right, everyone would
consider it an outrage.
Public opinion will entertain the same opinion of the restriction Imposed
upon their employes by the packers.
The psychological effect will be to throw suspicion upon the good faith of the whole scheme,
oven though It be merltorlus In fact. Perhaps the
packers will see this later. It Is well to begin negotiations on such a basis as can be agreed upon, even
If not altogether fair. It gives a starting point
from which a fairer plan may be evolved by the
negotiations themselves.
A half loaf may supply the nourishment necessary to give the strength to exact the whole loaf
of Justice.
day-to-da- y,

If King George is hard up he should be able to
appreciate how the average man feels most of the
time.

THE NEW JUSTICE.
The Journal congratulates the governor and the
state upon the recent appointment of Stephen B.
Davis as a member of the supreme court to succeed
Judge Roberts, resigned.
Judge Davis Is one of the most capable lawyers
in the state. In point of the ability, fitness and
characaer of the appointee, this selection measures
up to high standards.
The Journal sincerely hopes that new standards
of fitness are to prevail in New Mexico. Such is the
commitment of the republican party.

It is proposed to increase the income tax exemption to 8400 for each dependent.
Bless their llttlo
hearts.

RUSSIA'S LESSON.
When modern harvesting machinery was Invented, whicU made possible and profitable the growing
of grain on a gigantic scale, and transportation systems were developed to carry to market the
products of the soli, it was felt that the world in its
enllgtened parts was Insured against a repetition "f
famine. Enough food was grown to feed all the peoples of the earth. It needed merely to be distributed.
Despite this we in recent years have heard much"
about people dying of starvation and our sympathies repeatedly have been appealed to in behalf of
the hungry. This is not because nature has refused the increase from the seed sown, but because
man, with total disregard of consequences, has seen
fit to produce a condition in which nature is not
permitted to do its work, Man must do his part
before nature can perform its function.
If man is
not permitted to sow, the grain will not spring up
in the fallow ground.
That is what is the trouble in Russia today.
That former empire has vast stretches of productive
soil capable of feeding hundreds of millions of people. But the husbandman, not being assured of the
reward of labor expended, has failed to produce the
surplus that is demanded on behalf of those who
have not. Therein is where man, not nature, has
failed. The instance is proof that rcan must have
security and be assured of possession of his own and
freedom to barter, if the world does not gu hungry.
More than that, too, he most have the means of
transportation. There must he connt .tlon between
the grower and the consumer for the protection of
both. Then the Russian authorities by tin disorder
they have promoted wrecked the railways they contributed to death of countless numbers in regions
where there was drought. The means of carrying
food to consumeres is not less essential than producing It.
The lesson of the situation Is that death lies in

THE MARKETS

RIPPLING RHYMES
By WALT MASON.

The Amoclutei

(By

THE BACK SEAT.

often rode with Stephen
Stiu?s, in his green super-eigh- t;
it
was a large and powerful bus, and
adto
was
and
date,
strictly up
mired by every cuss who marked
its easy gait. I do not like to beef
or knock, it doesn't seem refined;
but I would say, on every block,
"It aggravates my mind, the way
you turn your head to talk with
those who sit behind. The man
who drives a motor car should alA millionaire sugar magnate hanged himself. ways look ahead, and know Just
the culverts are, and shun
One naturally would think that life to him would where
the mudhole dread, or he may
have been pretty sweet.'
ditch us, with a Jar, and leave us
lying dead. The people in the seat
A post card mailed in Pasadena in 1913 has been behind would feel much better,
delivered in Salem, O. It requires time to gather up
Burleson's strayed letters.

I

s

too, If you would keep your feeble
mind on what you have to do, and
make your boat in safety grind,
until this Jaunt is through." But
Steve kept turning round to say
his bright and witty things, and
ran into a load of hay, and busted
all the springs; they took us homo
upon a dray, in plaster casts and
slings. And foolish Stephen Stuss
was hurt the Worst of all, 'tis said;
he landed squarely in the dirt upon his bony head, and ruined his
twelve-dollshirt, all striped with
green and red. And as I said to
that poor toad, I say to every gent:
When you are driving, on the road
keep all your glances bent, or you
may soon have your abode beneath a monument.
ar

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT

Congress has decided that beer is not medicine
at any rate, that it isn't going to be,

PRACTICAL- CONSIDERATIONS.

A HAL

orgies of governments like Russia is living under,
not death by the headsman's axe, though there has
been that, too, but death from hunger because there
Is not enough food produced,
Russia will have to
choose between orderly government, which protects the citizens in their industry and provides the
means whereby all may be supplies with those things
essential to comfortable living which they do not
themselves produce, but which may be had by fair
exchange, and ruinous policy of. the last few years.
There will be those who are hungry until transportation between those who have and thosewn-want, Is restored. The reaper and the railroad must
be made use of if they are to provide the insurance
of which they are capable. Man cannot destroy and
yet have. Russia Is an example of what lffck of security produces. The lesson should be effective.

September 17, 1921.

SIR. SPRINGER TO THE HERALD.
Editorial Note: The following
letter addressed to the Evening
Herald by Charles Springer, chairTHE WISE WOMAN.
man of the highway commission,
may be of service to voters in
She must be rich who can forego '
up confusion on the road
clearing
An hour so Jeweled with delight; "V
bond Issue:
She must have treasuries of Joy
ft
September 14, 1921.
That she can draw on day and night; r
Editor Albuquerque Evening HerShe must be sure of heaven itself.
ald, Albuquerque, N. M.
Or is it only that she feels
Dear Sir: In your editorial of
How much more safe it is to lack
Soptember 13 on the bond issue
A thing that fate so often steals?
stated
amendment
that
you
Sara Teasdale in Harper's Magazine.
amendment No. 11, if ratified,
would "make constitutional all of
the debentures authorized under
the various special tax levy laws,"
meaning the levies in astheset counties for special roads,
forth
in a separate article in the same
THE SADDEST WORDS.
There has never been a case of lock-jaissue of your paper.
reThe above statement is clearly
ported from congress. Daily Financial America.
erroneous, as plainly appears from
the
language of the amendment
DON'T POOL YOUR BILL.
A girl should not kick when a fellow lays his printed as part of your editorial.
The amendment does not "make
heart at her feet, Wayside Tales.
constitutional" any law whatever
O
except laws enacted by the last
BEEN BETTER IF WE HAD.
legislature which would not be
g
Feeding starving Russian is one of
constitutional without submitting
civilization's ways of minding its own business.
them to a vote of electors of the
Toledo Blade.

VERSE OF TODAY,

have to be submitted to the electors of the state. Therefore, they
are not affected or made constitutional by the amendment.
If any of these special levy acts
are unconstltutlon
for
any
reason, they will not be ratified
or made constitutional or affected in any manner by the ratification of amendment-No- .
11.
Your statement In that editorial
that "Amendment No. 11, in fact,

validates a whole flock of bond
Issues, the proceeds of which are
for local use, but for which the
credit of the state is pledged," is
likewise erroneous.
The amendment does not validate any bond
Issue except the one issue not exceeding two million dollars, and
the credit of the state Is not
pledged by any of the special laws
for local levies. Whether amendment No.
is ratified or defeated, the validity of those laws for
local special levies will be determined upon their own merits, and
the decision as to those local special levies which have been attacked in the courts, and those
which It is understood the Taxpayers' association intends to attack
will not be affected in any manner
by the vote on amendment No. 11.
state.
I know you want to be fair in
reThe
laws
county
special
levy
your statements to the public, and
WE CAN GET ALONG.
to
to
subnot
do
be
ferred
have
I
to this letter
you will
hope
The only trouble about congress being on a vamitted to the electors of the state. the same publicitygive
your gave to the
cation Is that it is a little hard to find anything to There
was
no
law
the
passed by
statements above referred to.
find fault with. Boston Transcript.,.
fifth legislature authorizing the IsCHARLES SPRINGER,
sue of debentures which would, in President State Highway
OR SAME OLD SKEE!
to
make
order
it constitutional.
If the armament conference runs up the S. O. S.
sign it will stand for Same Old Suspicion. Indianapolis Star.
make you let me alone?" asked
the bunny rabbit. Then the Fox,
I
A PRETTY GOOD ANSWER,
being very sly and cunning, said:
A schoolboy answering the question "What was
"Well, if you will give us each
the Sherman act?" replied. " Marchinsr through
a green leaf, without moving from
Georgia." Boston Transcript.
where you are sitting, we'll let
By Howard B. GarU
IT'S A nABIT ALREDY.
you go!"
It's all right for America to heln starvine-- EuroDe
Copyright, 1921. by McClure
The reason the Fox said this
and Asiatics but if we overdue the thing starving
Newspaper Syndicate.
was because he looked around the
may get to De a naDit with tnem. ivasiivlile Ten- nessean.
.
sandy bare place where Uncle
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
Wieglly sat, and the Fox didn't see
CLOVER.
a Rlngle green thing growing.
HURRAH FOR THE PROFITEERS!
"He can't find any leaves to
A millionaire doorman of a. famous New York
Once upon a time four bad anrestaurant has Just died, but all of Gotham's billion- imals, the Fuzzy. Fox, the Woozie give us." whispered the Fox to the
Wolf, "nnd if we meet a policeaire hat checkers continue to cling tenaciously to Wolf, the
Bushy Bear and the man afterward and he nsks us
life. Indianapolis Star.
met
in
Sklllery Scallery Alligator,
why we nibbled Uncle WiKgily's
the woods, not far from Uncle cars, we can say, truly. It was beDEPENDS ON WHERE THEY MARCH!
The Panaman army of 150 men is reported to Wisgily's hollow stump bungalow. cause he wouldn't give us any
"Have you nibbled any ears to- gropn leaves."
be on the march. Can nothing be done to prevent
"Right you are!" growled the
the Impending slaughter. News and Courier, day?" asked the Wolf of the Bear. Wn't.
"No; have you?" asked the
Charleston, S. C.
"Hum!" said Uncle Wiggilv
Bear.
The Wolf said he had not, and thoughtful like. "If I give earn
WELL, HER CHANCES ARE FLIMSY.
of
Fox
you a green leaf you'll let me
the
growled:
A New York woman who demands alimony of
go without nibbling my ears, will
"I haven't either!"
$5,000 a week claims her husband makes 815,000
"Nor
said the 'Galtbr, as I yo'i?"
a week out of films, Her story and her chances are call him I,"for Bhort,
"Yes," said the sly Fox, "but
though, really,
both rather filmy. Philadelphia Record.
he was quite long, especially his there must he a leaf for each of
us four leaves, you know!"
tail.
AND WHAT GOOD DOES IT DO?
"Then here you are!" suddenly
"I'll tell
what let's do,"
We can't recall Just who wrote it. But, any- rumbled the you
cried the bunny, and, reaching
Wolf. "Let's all
how, those disarmament conferees, when they as- together until we find Uncle keep under the place where he had sat
semble, should bear In mind the significant fact that
That rabbit has very long down, he pulled up a single stem
"a column twenty men abreast, marching sixty days ears, and there will be enough
for of clover the only clover growand nights that would be the parade of the dead each of us to nibble."
ing on the sandy place. "I guess
who fell In the great war on the side of thj allies."
"Fine idea!" barked the Fox. I can give you each a green leaf,"
VashvlUe Tennessean.
said Uncle Wlgcllv, smiling.
"Let's go!"
So the four bad animals set off
"Oh, trolley cars!" grumbled the
"Now he'll gn free!"
together to find the bunny rabbit Bear.
"No!" whispered the Fox. "A
and
nibble
ears.
his
gentleman
Now Just about this time Mr. clover has only THREE leaves and
Longears started1 out from his hol- there are FOUR of us! We've got
TEACHING THE TRUTH II HISTORY.
him!"
low stump bungalow.
Uncle Wlggily said nothing, but
"You want to be careful where
(From the Portland Oregonlan.)
you go," said Nurse Jane Fuzzy he twinkled his pink nose.
The new United States commissioner of educa- Wuzzy,
"Here Is your leaf!" he said,
his muskrat lady housetion is not alone in his desire that history shall bo keeper.
,
picking off one, and handing it to
Bear. "That's ONE. And here
the
taught truthfully and that it shall be made free
asked
Uncle
Wlggily.
"Why?"
from the kind of Chauvinism, for example, which
"Well, somehow or other I feel Is your leaf." he went on, handschool
of
in
fostered
minds
the
the
impression
long
as if
would happen this ing one to the Wolf. "That's TWO.
children that the war of 1812 was a. series of un- day,! something
went on Miss Fuzzy Wuzzy. And here is your leaf," he added,
broken victories for the raw troops of the United "Do be careful. Wiggle."
handing one to the Skillerv ScalStates over the seasoned veterans; of the enemy.
The bunny gentleman promised lery Alligator.
"That's THREE.
Similarly the disposition to gloss oyer the mistakes that he would, and away he hop- And here, is your leaf!" he laughof contemporary politicians and to mention only the ped, with his pink, twinkling nose ed, handing one to the Fox. ''That
achievements of statesmen has given currency to and his tall silk hat. He had not Is FOUR.
This was a FOUR-LEA- F
the myth that the past was far more glorious than gone very far, and he had Just
CLOVER! Ha! Ha!"
the present and that mankind is progressively de- reached a bare and sandy place
was.
so
The Fox didn't
And
it
Not only international misunderstandgenerating.
on the edge of the woods. Uncle know that. So each animal had
ings, but more serious domestic apprehensions Wlggily had, when, all ot a sud- a green leaf and they didn't dare
have grown out ot the practice of unwisely sup- den, out from behind a rock nibble Uncle WIggily's ears bepressing the unpleasant episodes of history.
the four bad animals the cause they had promised not to.
It would be worth sasnethlng to young students jumped
the
Fox, the And oh! Those bad chaps were
Bear,
Bushy
of today, for example, to know that In various pe- Woozie Wolf andFuzzy
the Sklllery as mad as hops!
riods of reconstruction and recovery from domestic Scallery Alligator with humps
on
Away hopped the bunny gentlecrises Americans have not only made mistakes, but his tail.
So this teaches us
man safely.
have also undone them; that our ancestors were not
four-leclovers are lucky,
that
cried
dear
Uncle
me!"
"Oh,
none
godj and goddesses, but only men and women
when he saw all these bad after all. And if the piece of pie
the less lovable on that account, and in particular Wiggily
chaps. "This is my unlucky day!" doesn't Jump In the cake basket
that what they did we ourselves may expect to do. and
he sat down suddenly in the to get a ride upstairs on the back
Recent textbooks of history Win .less commonly sand.
of the chair, I'll tell you next
in this respect than did those of a generation ago.
there!"
the about Uncle Wiggily ironing a
"Hello,
The real difficulty will be encountered, however, Bushy Bear, as he growled
over shirt.
when the necessity arises for distinguishing between to the bunny, "You'restepped
the one we
liberty and license In history writing. Once restric- are looking for! Ears we want and Chamberlain's Cough- - Remedy Is
tions have been removed we may expect a flood of ears we must have. We're going
.
Pleasant to Take.
propaganda of every sort in the guise to nibble yours!"
The flnet quality of granulated
of "truth in history." it will be well if in recountUnloaf sugar is used in the manufac"Oh, please don't!" begged
ing the errors of the past we are able also to inter- cle Wlggily, trying to hold his ture of Chamberlain's Cough RemHowever paws over his ears. But his paws
pret both wisely and sympathetically.
and the roots used in its prepmuch we may insist on truth, we need not discard were too small, or else his ears edy
a flavor similar to
our patriotism, and American history written from were too large. Anyhow his ears aration give it
synip, makingIs it quite pleasthe viewpoint of Americans still will be consistent stuck out in plain sight where all maple
This
of much Imant
to
take.
with the sound ethics ot education. There is a field the bad animals could see them.
when a medicine must be
portance
for a school historian 'whose Americanism is re"Yes, we are going to nibble given to young children. It Is fa;
flected in the common sense for which, above all
went on the Wolf, "so get moua for its cures.
other characteristics, our forefathers, with their you,"
ready!"
mistakes and all, were distinguished.
"Is there nothing I can do to
Journal Want Ads bring results.
4

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
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Bedtime
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For Little Ones
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EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

af

,

(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams

"REG'LAR FELLERS"

I'reu)
New York. Sept. 16. Prnfea.
slonal traders agajji'were in undls- tiuicu cun ii in or ine siock market
today, but the bullish or constructive members of that party encountered frequent opposition from the
short lnrerr,ata
Dealings were much lighter than
on Wednesday, when a new high
leumu ior several months was
reacnea. Tne movement, however,
embraced almost as many issues,
including many former favorites.
noiaDiy united states Steel, which
was among the leaders throughout
There were no developments of
outstanding
importance, dealings
Deing Dased mainly on increasing
signs of reaction in the money
mantel, call loans eased from 5
to 4V4 per cent on the exchange at
noon, with abundant outside of
ferings at 4 per cent. Pools were
most active in equipments, steels.motors and oils, the latter, how
ever, Deing most vulnerable to
Gross gains of one to
pressure.
two and a half points were much
impaired or entirely cancelled In
the obvious profit taking of the
laat hour. Sales amounted to
0
shares.
The feature of an otherwise con
fusing foreign exchange market
was a rally of about six points in
marks. Aside from the absence of
pressure in these remittances no
explanation was obtainable. Sterling was firm, but francs hovered
near their recent low quotation,
other continental
rates showing
further irregularity.
Liberty issues Imparted addi
tional strength to the bond market.
all but the
gaining from twen
ty to seventy points on the day.
Rails also continued to improve.
but the foreign group showed mixed gains and losses. Total sales,
par value. 815,250,000.
Closing prices:
SO
American Beet Sugar
27
American Can
&
36
American Smelting
Ref'g..
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 44
American Tel. & Tel
108
American Zinc
, 8
38 ii
Anaconda Copper
85 Mi
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio
38,
65
Bethlehem Steel "B"
California Petroleum
Zl
Canadian Pacific
...112
28 V
Central Leather
66
Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 26
25
Colorado Fuel & Iron..
Crucible Steel
62
8
Cuba Cane Sugar
18
Erie
Great Northern pfd
7614
34
Inspiration Copper
.' 10
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
20
Kennecott Copper
Mexican Petroleum
115
21 '4
Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
., 19
Montana Power
, 4SVt
New York Central
71H
77 H
Northern Pacific
Consolidated
Ray
Coftper.... 12
71
Reading
63
Republlo Iron & Steel
20 M
Sinclair Oil & Refining
77
Southern Pacifio
21
Southern Railway
76
Ptudebaker Corporation
.
Texas Company
.. 35
69
Tobacco Products
120
Union Pacific
79
United States Steel
49
Utah Copper

higher with December $1.29 to
81.29
and May 81.33 to $1.32
Corn finished
c
unchanged to
c
lower, and oats unchanged to
higher. In provisions there were
net gains of
to 20c.
At first the wheat market show.
ed considerable weakness
owing
largely to a sharp break In sterling
exchange. Complete ending of the
Argentine drought counted also as
a bearish factor, and so too did an
apparent lull in export demand,
later, however, sterling turned-upwar- d
again and more confidence in
the foreign financial outlook was
shown, especially after information
was received which gave promise
of better business conditions in
Bullish sentiment was
Germany.
fostered likewise by advices which
emphasized rain damage to wheat
in shock in the northwest.
Corn was easy throughout th
day, but bulk of the crop being
sare rrom frcst. prospective better
export call tended to strengthen
oats.
Higher quotations on hogs gave
a lift to provisions.
Closing prices:
Wheat Dec, $1.29; May, $1.33.
Corn Dec, 63 c; May. 58 c.
Oats Dec, 39 c: May, 43 c.
Pork Sept., $17.90.
Lard Oct., $10.87; Jan., $9.55.
Ribs Oct., $7.62; Jan., $8.15.

2c

600,-00-

3s

....

BRADSTREET'S

REVIEW.

Now

's
York, Sept. 16.
tomorrow will say:
A widening circle of improvement in trade' and industry is reflected in reports. Part of this, as,
for instance, the generally more
active conditions of Jobbing
south, west and east, seems
along more or less strictly seasonal lines, the apparel trades bulk,
ing large In this direction.
The better tone of the building
and related trades, notably lumber
and hardware, and the cheerful
trend- of ndvices from iron and
steel and their subsidiaries, notably
cokemaking, are, however-- , not
features.
seasonable
necessarily
The former is a reflection of the
growing activity, aided by settlement of many strikes, in construction lines due to the pressure for
new housing, while the strength in
iron and the slight but apparently
significant advances in steel, copper and lead are regarded as evidences of the Increasing exhaustion of stocks on hand of some of
those metals.
Brad-street-

distrl-butlo-

n,

WOOI

BOSTON

Boston, Sept.' 16. The Commercial Bulletin tomorrow will say:
"There has been a fairly good
business accomplished in wool this
week, although the trade has not
been very evenly distributed. Prices
keep firm and low grades are inA
clined to strengthen slightly.
better tone, also, is reported in the
goods market.
"The foreign markets are all

stronger."

Scoured basis:
Texas Fine 12 months, 65
75c; fine 8 months, 60 55c.
Territory Fine staple choice,
half blood combing, 68
8085c;
blood combing,
72c; three-eight60 55c;
quarter blood combing,
fine
and fine medium
3540c;
clothing, 60 63c; fine and fine
medium French combing. 6570c.
Pulled Delaine A, 85c; AA,
70c.
76 if? 80c; A supers, 60
Mohair Best combing, 27 30c;
best carding, 22 25c.
CHICAGO BOARD

OF TRADE.

Chicago, Sept. 16. Wheat developed a little strength today,
helped by word that a new German
credit was being arranged. The
at the
market closed unsettled
same as yesterday's finish to

BUSINESS CHANCES
Full

bAL.K tiuraKo.
btrsi locution
in
town.
Phone 879.
SALE
Small grocery store, doing
good
1301
business;
cheap rent.
North Arno.
FOIt SALE One of ihs best busing
properties In Albuquerque. !H South ;

full

UENEKAL MERCHANDISE store and,
stock In progressive town on the coast
New York. Sent. 16. Cotton fu lines
party wishes to leave on
tures closed easy. Oct., 18.67; accountrailroad;
of death In family; will sacrl- will handle.
about
Address
16,600
19.00;
Dec,
Jan., 18.85; March, rice;
Nale S. Who, Grants, N. M.
18.80; May, 18.65.
A
BRICK rooming bouse
between business center and railroad
LIBERTY BOXDS.
corner lot; 18 rooms.
shops, on
them furnished; a money maker;
New York, Sept. 16. Liberty 10 of tor
house, lot and furniture only
price
bonds closed: 314s, $87.82; first 4s, tn.SOO;
terms. Address P. O. Box
$88.30 bid; second 4s, $89.00: first 485. City.part
$89.10:
$88.90; second

4s,
third

$89.14;

4s.
$92.88; fourth
4s,
VicVictory 3s. $99.06; 4s,

FOR-Pouh-

WANT

1WO

Sod TO

WrtlYt SOME.
M

CDV

SEtfTtUCiTS

j

nr

frSES oOrAjrv,.

of some, booh!
--

v

Ce-jfc-

T
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makc
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4S,

the late dealings. Sterling demand,
$3.71; cables, $3.71.
NEW YORK METALS.

yggt

PERSONAL
TO LEARNBPANISUT
BEE J. C. ESPINOSA, No. 8, WMtlng

DOyOUWAST

Phone

building.

455,

1212c.

Jones. 112 Cornell,

$26.60.'

pbone

J.

Iron Steady and unchanged.
WHAT WORRIES lOUt
LEARN to make things come your way,-ILead Steady. Spot, $4.60.
health or money; no long, tedl
love,
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis spot,
ous lessons, but Just what you need now.
$4.154.20.
send your blrthdate and your free
Just
Antimony Spot, $4.50.

J.

offering. Prof. Coffmaa, Dir.
North Second street, Albuquerque

will

1224

KANSAS CITY FRODCCE.

New

Mexico.

DRESSMAKING

Kansas City, Sept. 16. Butter,
eggs, and poultry unchanged.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Sept. 16. Cattle Re
ceipts 4,000, Market mostly steady.
Bulls weak to lower. Choice me$9.65;
dium
"Steers,
weight
steers.
9.00;
beef
$6.75
bulk
cows
6.50;
$4.25
and
fat
heifers,
cannors and cutters. $2.653.60;
bolognas. $4.254.75; veal calves
mostly $10.3514.00.
Hogs Receipts 15,000.. Market
10c to 25c higher than yesterday's
and heavy
average on packing
butchers:
fairly good clearance
bulk
light and
early. Top, $8.65;
light butchers. $8.205 8.50; bulk
7.10;
sows, $6.7
pigs
packing
steady; bulk desirable, $7.25 7.75.
Fat
11,000.
Sheep Receipts
lambs steady to 15c higher. Choice
westerns, $10.25; top natives to city
butchers,
$10.00; bulk, $9.50
6.50; fat sheep
9.75; culls, $6.00
and feeder lambs steady; top fat
ewes, $5.00;
bulk, $4.004.75;
feeder lamb top early, $7.26; best
late yesterday, $7.50.
Kansas City livestock.
Kansas City, Sept. 16. Cattle
Receipts 1,200. Beef steers strong
to 15a higher. Fresh grassers,
$5.1 5 6. 80; no fed lots offered;
canners strong, bulk around $2.26;
calves steady to weak; top vealers,
$10.00; common to good heavies,
$3.506.60; other classes steady;
cows, $3.00 4.75; common grass
heifers, $4.00 4.25; few feeder
steers, $5.10 8.10; stockers, $3.50
5.00.

strong to

UHESSMAK1NU of all kinds; expert lady
tailoring. Beading and embroidering
a specialty.
Phone 701-PLEATING, acoordlun, side ana box;
mall orders. N. Crane, Hi NortH
Seventh: Crane Apartments, phone 114.
HEMSTITCHING and afi Ends ol;
pleating and braiding dona at the
Williams Millinery, corner Broadway and,,
Onid. nhone 1073--

FOR SALE OR TRADE
erty. ideal country home, close In, ten
acre ranch, located on main ditch, and
in American neighborhood; marly ntW
five-roohouse, with large front porch
and sleeping porch, pantry and closet;
good outbuildings and fences; alfalfa
small fruit trees, shade, pries $3,860(
cars Jour
small payment Address
nal.

MONEY TO LOAN
iiO.N'ETY

'TO

LOAN

On

walcneal

guns and everything valuable.
ill South First.
on diamonds, watche
liberal, reliable, con
Beer, lot North First,
CONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diaJ
monds, watches. Liberty Bonds, planoa,
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rothman's, .
117 South First.
Bonded to the state.

Mr. B. Marcus,
MONEY TO LOAN
and gold Jewelry;
Identlal. Gottlieb ft

Houses

WANTED
WANTED

Four-roo-

convenient to shops; no sick.

Phone

5403-J-

WANTED Immediately, a seven, eluht
or nine-roofurnished house. Will
rent It for nine months. Address House,
core Journal.
WE WANT houses to sen; If your price
Is right we will find a buyer for you;
results count and we get them. J. 1.
?11 West Hold.
Phone 410
Keleher.
Mostly

-

Hogs

Receipts 1,800.
10c higher, spots more.
to
weights to

pmsrnNoTicr

Best 190
packers and shippers, $8.30;
UILDERSLEEVB ELECTRIC CO.
averages, $7.60; bulk, $7.50
sows
stock
and
8.25;
packing
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
WE CAN save you money on electrical
pigs steady.
service Call up and get our estimates.
Sheep Receipts 1,600. Limited
sheep and yearlings 1720 West Central, phone I720-offering;
shorn
5o
Fed
around
higher.
SEWING MACHINES
yearling wethers, $6.00; best native
ewes, $5.00; no western lambs on SEWING MACHINES
repaired
cleaned; parts and euppllee for all
sale; few decks common to meC.
H.
all
work
guaranteed.
makes;
best
$8.50,
dium natives strong,
420
Lead.
718.
240-pou-

300-pou-

West

Morehead. phone

MATTRESS RENOVATING
$3 SO and up.'
RENOVATING.
re
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,
stoves
Pbnne
repaired.
packing,
471.
Brvln Bedding company

MA'ITHESS

VOTE

for II AMI A

Vote

Early

We will convey you to

the poll.
Telephone 649 or 947
Advertisement.)

(Political

FOR RENT
rnn

RENT

Miscellaneous

Oarage.

Phone laut J
K23 North Third.

iood Advice.
When you do not relish your
food and feel dull and stupid after
eating, take a dose of Chamber-laln'- fl
Tablets.
They will cleanse
and invigorate your stomach and
bowels, make you feel like a new
man and give you an appetite like
a twelve year old boy.

By' Gene Byrnes

NT

Howi-m- s

y

TO. r UOrli
stNTtwce.

v Btfowi y

"'

i

PHRENOLOGIST Have your face, head
New York, Sept. 16. Copper
learn for what you are.
and hand
spot and best fitted; read;
Steady.
Electrolytic,
your trouble! may be due to
nearby, 12c; later,
the shape of your head. "Know thyself."
Tin Steady., Spot and futures, How to succeed taught "dne lesson. Bar
218(l-M.

I

LON4 StMTMCE.

l",M!';ir'

''

SALE

pL-

fVBocrr

;

Five dozen aprlng chickens
$99.06,
tory
at a bargain. Phone 3916-FOH SAL3 Pure bred Khode Ielanti
NEW YORK MONEY.
5
a pair.
Jtedi, four months old,
Phone 1928-J- .
New York, Sept. 16 Prime mer FOR SALE Nice fat fryers, large, 853
cantile paper, 6
to 6 per cent;
pound; dressed fryers, 40o pound; also
hens, 30o pound. Phone 1815-J- , 9)B
exchange irregular; sterling de fat
North Second.
mand, J3.70; cables, $3.70.
SALK D reused springs, 3 So per
FOii
Time loans Steady, Sixty and
pound; hens, J 8c. Over five live
90 days, 5
cent; six months, springs
per
to on& party, 30c. Delivered. SIT
5
per cent.
South Arno. Phone 852-Call money Steady. High, rul BABY
CHICKS
ing rate and offered at, 6 per cent;
J00 egg Whit Leghorns, Golden Buff
low, closing bid and last loan, 4 '4 and Brown Leghorns, A neon as, Buff
Orpingtons, Barred and 'White Bocks
per cent.
Rates were generally higher in Enoch Crews, Beabrlght, California,
FOH

"T
HOMC VlOfeK.

Inquire at 6avoy Hotel of.

First street.

Patent Office)

U. S.

Ranches

SALE "Oil Uj.ST Small raucii,
i'huno 2402-J.
Full SALE A- -l alfalfa and dairy rancU."
inquire J3 west uoia.
"
tun WALK '1 raUefive-roo-or rent, eighty-acr- e
house: fin .
ranch, water,
place for chickens; seven miles east of:;
town.
Phone 1730-tFOll SALE ElKht-acr- e
ranch, une and,
one-ha- lf
miles west of Barelas bridge.
on main ditch, new adobe bouse and
mile
garage, water In houpe.
J
from school house. Phone 2404-JFUR BA1.E
ranch, n ,
and' one-hamiles from Los Lunaa, N.
M. ; all fenced and under ditch: part in ;
tn pasture: good,
cultivation, balance
house, four large rooms down stairs, up- - ;
one
in
room; good out. buildings:
jtalrs
bearing fruit trees, all kinds; also grapes ',
and berries: two good wells of water, una ;
and one-hamiles to depot; will give .
reasonable term. Address Los Lunaa, N. '
M
ri" S

flee

NEW YORK COTTON.
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Trade Mark Registered

FOR SALE
full
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BRINGING UP FATHER.

Botany

.

Copyright
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Oversize and

Overservice
The best tire for
money in the state.
t
Tire Kepairing

TJ HE & RUBBER
WORKS.
Broadvrai and Gold. Phono 230

"

H

adobe plastered, with
sleeping poroh, also large front
porch, this little HOME is completely furnished and is all ready
for some one to move right in and
enjoy, tho balance of the purchase
price can be paid for at the rate
of $35.00 per month. Situate North
Socond street, clone to car line. Call
A, C, STARES,
Real Estate and Insurance.
318 V. Gold Ave.
Phone IBS.

$4,800 BUYS.
four room brick
house, glassed sleeping porch, hot
water heat, bullt-t- n features, extra
large front porch and the location
is ideal. Tor terms see.
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
Realtors.
180 S. KVMirtri.
Phone 414.
A

ranches
We have some verv fins to
food
close in. located close
and can bo .bought
ve?y good ter.ua. If In the mar.
ood ranch, tther
ket fort a
us show you
large or small, let
what we have.

Phone

LEVERKTl'-ZAP-

"lone

& CO.

F

modern
bungalow. Hardwood
floors. Garage, Nice place on
,
West Iron. Very easy terms.
.i

.

pebble--

dashed

FOUR-ROO-

M

RESIDENCE
HIGH ST.,
4

house
en West
good neighborhood
Irop. This place can be had on
terms that will surprise you.
$$,$00

A, GURULE

ADDITION
Now on the market:
Located south of Eastern addition. South Highlands, near end
of South Edith street car line.
these
Jilr. Gurule is offering
choice lots for sale, ranging from
$50.00 to $225.00.
Will sell on terms.
e
ranch with good
Also a
sanitary spring water; will sell
for reasonable price.
.About 12 miles due east of Albuquerque close to mountain.
Two other pieces of land one
south of city 1 3 miles, other
same distance north, containing
2 acres each,
both Improved;
fruit trees and alfalfa. Will sell
reasonable also terms.

r

Pond. & Michener,
Phone 607.

117 W. Gold.

160-acr-

FOR

SALE

FOU SALE

Miscellaneous

young pigs. Phone

2409-R-

evening!.
FOR SALE" Set double nunieas, at Bell a
t.lvery Barn.
FOR "SAtK fhiesiiing""" machine,
7.
P. O. Box 412, City.
TUT BODDyS MILK.

Phone

BEST IN TOWN.

8413-R-

SALE 'Airedale
DUDDies.
Vivian, phone 3404-JSALE
Water mutor.
114 8, Second. I'hona 669.
inquire
Morning Journal office.
FOR SALE
Small iramor, new condi- tlon. J. Korber 4s Co,
FOR RENT Dwellings
SALE EeoeoU-hani- J
wagons an3
,
- FOR
light Has. cheap. 1203 North Arno.
Three-roo.e1t furnished
JJ"OB BENT
n
Thirty-galloFOR SALE
barrels, new,
home, 835. 1201 South Walter.
43. no eacn.
Houtnwestern Junk Co.
five-rooRENT
Unfurnished
JTOR
if
SALE
OH
buggy,
ae new';
Baby
good
103 West Iron.
28 a month.
houee,
used short time. 711 West Marquette,
modern house,
fOR RENT Four-rooSALE
University book aifd young
unfurnished, and garage. Call at til FOR
man s clothes. Phone 334 or 610 West
South Second.
.'
Copper,
Two-roorVOH RENT
out tag
with
Moore's
hot blast
glassed sleeping porch, furnished, 614 FOR SALE One
1015
Bast Santa Fe.
heater; good as new; reasonable.
South
Edith,
Four-rooJ'OB "RENT OR BALE
i'OR
BALE
Hamilton
In
house,
Call at
player piano an4
highlands.
111 South Elm.
roils: alto one tool box, complete,
thirty1441-Phone
FOR RENT New house, furnished, two
diamond ring; will
Oepuln
rooms ana sleeping poroni tiigniana. BARGAIN
saeriflo for eastt. Address "R. H"
phone 2058-car
Journal,
FOR RRNT On, rnflia furiiishedoottRSre.
'OR SALE
Cheep, good team, wagon
with sleeping poroh. Phone HIS-and set of double harness. Inquire at
er call 1203 East Copper,
203 West Silver.
fxm RENT Leverett-Zap- f
a, Co. give
aeooaa fpH "SALtf Best strain of English "wolf;
special attention to rentals,
hound pups, . C T. Bender, East
end Gold, phone 640.
Vaughn, N. M.
RENT
One. two. and one threeFOR
1 ONLY,
1301 South
room house,
lease. Write
furnished.
holds 30 acre-o- il
Walter. Call In rear.
for particulars,- - W. M. Stephenson,
San
Five-rooTexas.
Antonio,
"lurnlshed house.
JfOR RENT
two screened-l- n
lot per FOR SALE Two 3'3x4 U. S. Royal Cffrd
porches,
month. Apply at 333 south Amo.
tires at a bargain; never been used.
Four-rooJfOil RENT
cottage, fur Inquire lei 0. Walter;
A. B. Winer, APPLES Last' of the apples for sale.
In Highlands.
nished.
west Central avt.
119
Friday and Saturday, at 134 North
fcoR RENT One-roohouse, with Third, i. 60 per bushel. w
SALlC-17brand-neFOR"
furnished,
sleeping porch, completely
player
piano. Will take 1350 cash for it. Ad
light and water, 111 per month. Phon
M.
car
dress
Journal.
K.,
JfOR RENT
partly furnished FOR BALE 1120; rich tone grafonola for
rrron
folk casn; in good condition,
house, fine ehade, excellent location
In Fourth ward. Apply 619 Mortis I'M'' 1S91-call at 1029 Forrester.
teenth.
the"
CJUN
season
BUT "TOUR"
before"
and rifle
te
J'OR ItBNt Modern three, four, five
opens i fifty shotgun
and
apartments and houses; select from. 11 West Gold.
"
W. H. MoMllHon, I0
fine locations.
n
Home-growJ'OR' "SA'LE
fur
eltron
West Gold.
making cake ana preserves. Phon
fOR KENT Furnished modern four- - 3417-RP. R. Bentson ranch.
room house, sleeping porcn ana Dain, FOR BALK Combination gas and coal
garage, University Heights. Inquire 334
rango; praotloally nw; also llnolouto
Bnuth Ed in.
and shaoes. 113 Bouth Harvard,
Three-rooVOR RENT
house, com- FOR SALE Large alio mahogany
a,
oletelv furnished: bath and pantry and
oost 13o, sacrifice for 75, with
elilcken yard and house; hot and cold a few reeords. 621 East Oentral.
water, 721 South Edith.
SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot
t,ORJREN"t--Bungal6brand new, nice- FOR
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
ly furnished; four rooms, glasaed-l- n
lots.
Swayn' Dairy, Phon ltll-li- .
Bleeping porch, Areola beating system,
mer
FOR SALJi Stock of flrst.clas
IK 10 East Gold.
chandise, amounting to soo, for less
fioUSEa FOR RENT List your vacant
114
Cedar.
North
wholesale
than
price.
We give
houses with us for rent
FOR SALE Bake oven; never used; can
them special attention. Lsvsrett-Zap- f
be used over on or two burners; 6.60,
Co.. phone 340.
Call at garage on Vassar, south- of Coal,
FOR RENT Several nice modern
rugs, th
sleep TOU WILL find our Navajo
cottages, with glassed-i- n
Cheapest and beat. 323 North Elm,
ing porctees, on car line; rent reasonable.
313B-HT
North
and
Mulberry,
phon
Apply at 1218 Boiitn Kditn,
1730-- J.
'
mnfern house wHh phon
Toh RENT
Three" compartment.
FOR
SALE
with
furnished;
newly
sleeping porch;
suitable
steal
tank,
nice neigneornooq
gallon demountable
Of without garaget
for us an wagon or truck tor haultng of
adult only Inaulr 304 North Walter.
oil or gasoline. Prion t3.
' R1CNT
water,
Five-roomodern
house,
Sor
cab-ifurnished, with sleeping porch. In FOR SALE 136 for mahogany cas41
s;
Call
phonograph, Ilk nw, with
hlxhlands. at 184 North Mulberry.
332T-also sewing machine with all at.
at 1013 North Twelfth, phone
South
330.
Broadway.
tachmsnts,
Ill
modern a5ob
Iron RENT Four-roosot heea-rnomodern apartment, SOFT" SPOTS Hel and arch ousrrlons
113.80. 3. H. Peak, Insurance, Loans and
prevent fallen Instsp. euros all font
eas,
trouble, II. Thomas F. Kelehar, Leather
Bentall, 714 West Central, pnone
tonn rjwMTl A aithnrban ' three-rooCo., 403 West Central. Phon 1067.J.
, bunealnw. furnished:
fine piece of
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
to
right GOOD for. all kind of roofs, II per gal(ground, all fenoed; reaaonabls
117
Call
pnone
lon.
McKiniey,
Th
Manaano Co., 110 South
party.
U34-- J.
bouse, Walnut, phon
Ina biCMTUndarn aoartmeut screened
Try a built up
roof, will last a long a th bulldlPf.
seven rooms and bath, two
tnrflhea. Mil furnished and eloM In, IB- oulre John Lehner, room to, ArmJlo
building, phon 477.
FIT nundrtd shar
ot City
FOR SAL
Elsotrlo Railway, below par. Dr. B.
sSenr a ail-- i t7illMn
U Hust, M, T. Armljo bulldlnf,

GURULE & SANDOVAL

"OR

I

1
T

nil

I

efSuTgSiTLTblny'SoVdn

.aretot

tmi city, owner piesee can si
Co., corner Third and
v tral, and Identify same. -

II

o

Cen-

ilisB Vfi'LVl

d

R"o6f-anlh6rJ paikIt".
Roof Koteri Roof Cement, atop leaka
1 FOUND
A hay mare, with whit
face Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
white' left hind leg and whit feet Paint I Valspar Enamels, for gutomobll;
.the mar carries a peculiar bar brand Homestead Floor Pslnt, Satlafsotlnn
(owner notify Justjo of the Peso Duel assured. iThos,,J". Keleher Leather Co.,
106J-J- ,.
60S .wait Central, pnon
.
oano Moaioya M countjr courf souse.

f,

m

$3,750,

REAIVTY

Prices right.

i

Franklin & Company,
REALTORS.
Third and Gold.
Phone 857.

I

Ih'l

.Hill

mm

CONCUR

SALE
L

grapes.

Miscellaneous
Ji.uQ

box.

NEAR UNIVERSITY
$6,500
modern, heat
$5,250
modern, heat
modern, new,,, ,,$4, 760
modern, new.,,. $3, 160
modern, hear. .. . ,$2,750

HOME AND INCOME.

Tour chance to buy a well built
three apartment dwelling in a
desirable and close in location
near city park. Live in your own
home and the rent from the other apartments will pay y4u 15
per cent net on the entire In-

J. A. HAMMOND,
834 E. Silver,
rtione 1622-R- ,

vestment: $2,000 will handle and
easy terms on the balance.
Don't overlook thin opportunity

J.

1J.

Phone 410,

KELEHER.
Jill W, Gold.

A

$2,000

W. Gold. Ph. 443J,

Was sold. Here are some just ss
good. Five room, furnace heat,
hardwood
floors, garage la,u
Seven rooms large lot, shade trees,
garages, $8,000, Some line lola.
W. H. McMILLION,
209 Went Gold.
BUY

m

in Highlands.

brick,

close

bungalow In
University Heights.
Seven-rooIn
brick
Third ward.
IS, 750 S"ive rooms and sleeping porch, frUme, Fourth
ward.
Four rooms and two
$2,500
sleeping porches, new
frame. In Highlands.
We have several ranches foi
sale or trade for city property

f 5,700

CO..

D

BARBER-MAITLAN-

SOME-OTHERS- .

Surprised to find them selling
ho fast. Don't
deiay uut Kot
yours today.

& Company

Ai0ME

GENERAL AGENTS.
A good room brick mquhs wltn an or. me Second Street and Gold Avenuo
built-i- n
features In a good location.
Terms reasonable. Also a
brick house in Second ward, extra
lot and furniture for $4,500. A barA BARGAIN
gain.
Lots and Ranches for
Five rooms,
bath and sleeping
SaleRentals.
If you want to buy, sell, trade, or porch, front and back porches,
good
range, shades,
rent, gee
etc. Only $3,700, terms.

In a town that's growing?

REAL ESTATE.
Phone

10 S. Third.

Mcdonald

354--

&

Guthridga&Beli,

Phono 1023.

Finishing a new bungalow each
Oak
week until Pecembsr.
feafloors throughout, built-i- n
tures, glassed sleeping perches;
all brick houses; Ideal location
prices right; terms arranged.
BARBER-MAITLAN-

D

THE HOME
Four
you want to buy In I. una district:
room,s, very large porch, garage; a piece
of land 30 ft. by 234, with all kind of
had tree
Priced to sell.
R. HoCLUQliAN, 204 W. Clold. fh. 443J.
Real Eitate, Loans, Auto and Fire
Good Houses to Rent.

CO.,

J18 S. 4th St.
Phone 744.
"Let Us Show rou,"

AUTOMOBILES
FUR SALE
camp

814 W. Gold

Phone

Ford
Chummy

White Stucco,
Living room, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, glassed-i- n sleeping
porch, large bath, storeroom,
large closets, cupboards, fireplace, nice floors, shades, elec-tri- o
fixtures range Included.
Adobe garage, 14x26 feet, plastered Inside and out; chicken
house, barn,
eight fruit and
shade trees; all on a lot with
100 feet
frontage in Fourth
off carllne and
ward, Week
paved streets. Only few minutes
from good schools.
Price J8,300, Terms
If You Like.

& Company

Leverctt-Za- pf

REALTORS

Phone

640.

Real Estate.
Insurance.
Second Street and Gold Avenue.

Roadster.
roadster,

Cavalry

'jtiii'.vi

i'ui uieiiod

Rooms

JOHJI W. W1LSOV,
Attorney.
Rooms IS, 17 and 19, Oromwell Building.
Phon 3153--

room,

Copper.

olti

Wt

'

For

123-ac-

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

FOR RENT
I' Vh

WILL EXCHANQE my
farm, which is free of any
encumbrance, located near Denton, Texus, for Albuquerque
property. What have you f Address R, cars Journal.

worsham.

Real Estate and Insurance.
Phone flUa-108 S. Third.

Five-roo-

m

Beautiful Spanish Type
Home, Adobe Throughout,

6-

J, 1. PHILLIPS,

$6,800

None better than University
Heights Lots $10.00 down; $10
per month.
THEY ARB SELMNO DAILY.
YOU WILL BE LIKE

Leverett-Za- pf

FOR RENT

Beautiful brick home on East Sil
StJDbEN SERVICE.
Tb Red Arrow (all over the Weat) ren, ver avenue on lease, $85.00 per
ders audden aervlce on Kodak finishing month. This Is a. beauty with Iswn
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before 11 a. m. mailed same day garage, etc.
Work In before I p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work t
& Co.
Leverett-Za- pf
THE RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
Second Street and G4d Avenue.
(We want a representative In TOJM
Phone 840.
territory.)
Five-roo-

Savings Account and
Investment
,

THE LAST ONE

CO..

To hear from owner-- of moderately priced homes who want
to sell for cash. Address
Investor, care Journal.

FOR

304

R. McCLUGHAN,

$4, 750

In

Five-room

MODERN
ON SOUTH

REALTORS,
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Notary Publlo.
309 W. Gold Ave,
J'hone 670,

I
--

Seven-roomodern house with
two sleeping porches, large basement, steam heat, corner lot.
Owner Is living in house and Is
over
$100.00
per
receiving
month in rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
12 per cent on your investment.
A. Ii. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Lords.
223 W. Gold
Phone 156.

And sit under your own vine and
fig tree? Then buy a lot In our
New "Anderson" Fourth street
addition. Let us show you and
explain why It Is cheaper than
paying rent.
Only $20 down r4 $10 per
month.

n

See us.
DIECKMANN1

garage.
Flve-roor-

Want to Own Your Home?

house, full
Buys a good
tza lot. aha da and fruit trees, good
etc.. located on North
'
PLACE HOMB.
street. The terms are right.
room. Eighth - H. F. G1XMORE
besides breakfast
I rooms,
tie West Cold Ate, Hardwood floors, bullt-lfeatures, baseTtal 1'stnte and Insuranoe.
ment, furnace, garage; up to the rhlnutei
Vbont)
If you want a real house, see this one, 914 W. Gold.

range go with the house, also
shades to all windows; outbuildings, trees, sidewalks, city water; sewer, lights; this is a very
desirable place. Close to Central avenue, Terms if desired.

Fruit, close to Fourth street,
modern In every respect, with
$4,000

SELLS "EM"

large rooms, bath, screened
front porch, extra large sleeping porch; coal range and gas

house on West

$3,750

REAL ESTATE.
Loans and Insurance.
Phono 907-HO W, Gold.

1

IMI

II

4--

Phone 640 to Sea It.

kTnGSBURYi

THET,

L

SiELLEITMSALTYCt.

Has three apple trees, two shade
alfalfa. In
trees,
trees, cherry
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addition. Price only $650. $20 cash.
acthen $10 rtor month. A savings
'
count and investment.

i
WANTED
on good first mortgage.
Tell us what you want we my
have it.
.

115 S. Second.

1ZS--

THIS BEAUTIFUL LOT

$6,000

D.-T-

INVESTMENT,

"SHELLEY

GILL & WDOTTOX.

0.00

....$50.00

acres, good stucco Adobe, all
kinds of fruit and flowers, chicken
houses and yards, barn. This is
an ideal country home and can
be bought worth the money on
good terms.
S

see

..$75,00

furnished

DO YOU WANT AN

m

.
$40.00
furnished
- Room apartment,
furnished
,V'r"-2SRoom house, furnished. $27.
Lowlands,

.,..$(

RANCH HOMES

6 acres on main
ditch, fruit
garden, alfalfa, chicken house.
cottage, There is no better land any where
We have ft cosy, four-roois strictly an American neightwo nice porches, good lot, plenty and
of shade, garage, a homey little borhood. Good terms.
home to offer you at $3,100, Terms

5-

furnished

SHELLEY'S BULLETINS.

brand new

COSY COTTAGE

FOIt RENT,
llltrhlnndi.
house, hot water heat,
completely furnished, . ,$85,00
- Room apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
- Room apartment

apartment,

I

I

t Knurs.

apartment,

II

furnace

heat; tire place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front
porch, screened; large screened
back porch; walks, shade and
in good repair. This house is
located .close in, in Third ward,
and can be bought for dnly $5..
000, with good terms.

apartment,

CASH

$1050,00

Four-roo-

A REAL BARGAIX.

furnished

and

HIGniiANL

epenBe.,

4-

the least

Retreadtnr.

,

3-

e

ments made by us.

Mi

DtSTiMG?

)

'tar

I

AMOvHW

1EAVIXG THE XWITED
STATES.
Seven rooms, modern! dope In,
in Fourth ward; extra larfee lot.
This property must bo sold at
once and tno Itrst $3,000 cash
gets it.
A GOOD BRICK nOUSE
Six large rooms, modern small1
basement; three good porches;
garage; full sized lots. This
property is located just' two
blocks from Central avenue;
sloso In in the highlands, and
ran be bought right for a quick
sale. This place will make a
dandy home or can be made into
two apartments, with very little

Eight rooms, modern;

NOTICE
Tires sre a seven
tire; all adjust-

MAJESTIC

ItENT Vurnlslied room." elose in.
304 South Walter.
FOR RENT Furnished
housskeeplug
rooms,
eui Doutn Arno.
OR RE,N'T--Tw- o
large auy sleeping
r corns 707 Bouth Arno.
RENT
Furnished rooms. Til
Uuuth waiter, phone 1667-t"OU RENT--Nat- ly
furnished
goom.
clos
In.
317 South Third.
foil RBNT-Tbr- ee
furnlahtd
rooms;
modern. 1011 North First.
FOR RENT Front room sullabi for two
gentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
i li.NlellliD
rooms; hot water beat; no
sink; no children. 414 West silver.
FOR" RENT furnished " rooms;
balu.
nhone; no children. 414 West Oold.
FOR RENT Furnished room, furnace
heat; no sick. 807 South Walter.
FOR KENT Beautifully furnished room
In modern home.
333 North Becend.
FOR PENT Furnished room; gentl- man preferred. 413 North Fourth
FOR RENT On
to
four unfurniebed
new.
134 South Edith.
rooms, ilk
o.
FOR
nousekeaplng
603 8outh Second.
nd sleeping rooms.
FOR RENT Lovely
furnished
room;
gentleman preferred. 120 South Walter.
Ullc:i-enettFOR RENT Furnished, room and
1724 West Central. Phon 351.
FOR RENT Two front room
for light
housekeeping; no children. (03 Weat

'

Ai'rottisava.

'

bit.

PHYSICIANS
AN O
h. U m itro.N,

'

StJHOfcOMS.

t'iseasee or ua Biomacis,
Suite. 8. Harnett Building.
UB. fl. C. CI.AKKE,
and Throat.
Eye, Ear, hn
Barnett Building.
phon 333.
Office llours
y
to It a. m., nd 3 to S p. m.
""
DR. MARGARKT CAliTHKIGH T7
Offlc Grant Bids., Room 13. Phon (Tt
Residence 1133 tfest Central.
Phone 471.

cheap.
2408-Jwith Board Phon 1478-For Rent-Room- s
W, M. SHTRlDAN, M. D,
FOR SALE Banjo. Cottage 47, Presbytor
BUICK
sale, or trade (or smaller
HELP WANTED
terian Sanatorium.
Practice ninUed to
with board. 60k
Kooro.
FOR RUNT
car. 114 North Edith,
GEN1TO. CKINKY
West Silver.
REAL, MEXICAN enchiladas, krs. Born- OISEASES,
WILL pay spot cash lor Fords and oth.ir
hnch 2181,
AND
DISEASES
Majo.
OF THE SK1V
silver.
ffOH liKN'K Sleeping porch and Prrt
light cars. 615 West Central. Phone 4.14.
A Doilge
Wasserman Laberutury to Connection.
auto
mechanic
tuli SALE New While "rotary eewing WANTED
3Q7
East
Central
o
FOR
Butck touring car,
Karber'a Auto Dept.
Citizens Rank Blttfr.
Phone 88(1.
, machine, purchase price 3126. will sacels
All
condition. Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
i'AR'r NuW. Young Men's curisuau VAULE Board Phone
rifice for 350. 608 East Coal.
1478-West
city.
Fruit,
CHIROPRACTORS
Association Auto Repair School. Lna
3E.NHHUN, TROOP A One
pair H4 I
with
FOR liK.NT Room end sleeping vurch. FOR SALK Stripped Studebaker
E. I. CABMEN,
Hanan officer's riding boots, like aewX Angeles.
light true body: will trade. Phone
with board. 13 East Central.
WANTED
IS. . .,...,c ...oi.-.- ,,
(Tbiroawaetor.
Strong young man, with some
420.
wvcmngii.
for
OBod
room
and
RENT
board,
atova. FOR
experience, to work In
It and 30 Armljn Building.
FOR BALE New Homestead portable Address
SALIC
333
no
South
usea
Some
extra
cars.
Edith,
rutt
sick.
two:
B.
goo
H.
New
Mcx.
Kinney, Tokay,
oven and coffee urn; suitable for res-S, bMifc, 1), C.,
easy terms. Mcintosh Auto Co, g
porch with" board West
taurant, hotel or sanatorium; also cash 50BM BINDER MAN, want an expert FOR RUNT-eieePlFhone Connection. '
Chiropractor.
Centrsl.
and room, garage. 623 South High.
enced man to operate a corn binder for
303 Wssi C.eirai.
relglster, have tie use for theBe articles
kaom 33 and;8t.
1U21 liuilson sport model.
SALK
FOR
and all are priced to sell. Phone 420. thirty days. Apply at pneo at 2408-Ra.
GOOD liDME COO KIN
sleeping porcu.
worth t',:00,
will
sell for 11,350.
VVANtED-lM
1037 unrreetcr.
WANTED
iscellaneoua
frunt room, BO lok.
Sales manager to take charge
eao-FOR SALE
of small business: small amount of FOR RENT Room ana ooard, with fnone
MEN'S WASHINU to tak horn. Phon
FORD
DltlVERLJisa
required. Address B, care Jourord, ig 303 SOUTH BROADWAY, phone 1073-leaping poroh l Ilrsl-ola1343-FOR SALE
brick house, on money
nal.
ast Centra).
North Edith. Phana 3401-Rdriver'
llcenss required.
To huy "reclining wheel chain
WANTED
WANTED
to
distribute
Boys
rooms
RUNT
FOR
furnished
with
circular!
Nicely
FOR SALE Residence, 111 worth Four- Phttne 680-WANTED TO TRADE Vacant lot for
must have school bags; 20 ceals an
first-clas- s
table hoard. Phon 1327-teentll Street; nice looatloa. Inejulre hour. Call
Three-inch- "
WANTED
light touring car or roadster. Address
farm wagon and
Saturday 13:30 p. in., 401 110 Snulh Arno.
within.
K. ,care Journal.
Weat Lead.
complete set single buggy harness.
MIRAM0NTES ON Tlili MESA
8403-JFOR bAI.ia Five-rouPhon
modern stuoco W A N T E D A loek and gunsmith; good
In good condition, will trade
ROADSTER,
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
house, at a bargain. Call at 823 South
WANTED
(or city lot or will sell on easy term. Sliver.
Watches, clocks and Jewelry
position for the right mas. Writ
Phone 3400-j- i.
Arno.
Address "Roscater," care Journal
to repair, 117 South First, phon 81I-FOIt RENT TCrnlshsd room (or light
Harry T. Johnson, 111 North Fourth, Al- JAMGriON'S RANCH
Ideal location lor FOU SALE Two Buick
FOIt SALE By owner,
the
Watch Man,
Brassfleld,
modern buquerque, N, M.
710
Jills
bath.
housekeeping,
light alxsa,
adjoining
fsw reservations now
healthsechers;
WAN'teD-i-Monehome; fine location. In Fourth ward.
flrst-claa- a
y
real
models, 17(0 and f SBii ; ford speed West Lead.
on
WILL conduct all "house furniture available.
Phone 2338-J- .
n
one-toPhon 8361-33D;
Ford truck, 1190;
ster,
sales at AUCTION, for a I per cent
estate, 11.800, (I.OOO, 33,600,
S,000.
room. bath,
FOR RENT Furnished
RANCH
VlBW
GUAMU
worm
west
Ooiu.
208
drive,
Ford
H.
C.
W,
truck,
West
Oold,
W.
lis
commission.
MeMllllon,
FOR BALE Seven-roomodern huuse,
SUTHERLAND, CITY THB)
phone; well people; ao children. 418
place to recuperate! modern ao- - FOR SALE Nice
fine neighborhood; large trees; price AUCTIONEER, phone 313 at vJ3
West
Wfil.DINlJ AND CUTTING "of ffletali;
touring West Oold.
3407-HPhone
commodatlon.
1331
373
avenue.
reasonable.
West Roma.
ieim&l
oar, 1817 model,
down, balance tli FOR RENT Two nlc clean rooms tur
also welders' supplies and carbld for-salthe month or per month. Don t miss this bargain.
N. M. SI eel Co., Inc., phone HOi-- J.
A long-terfarm tenant for BOARD AND ROOM
FOR SALE In Fourth ward, good brick WANTED
front
housekeeping; also on
larg
week, at th rat of 4 a month, in
Com see It. 313 West Central. Phuqa mom.
403
Iron.
home, at a bargain; either for cash or
farm and grailng land, la ex
West
BARCIAIN STORE, at til South MAX
1 IIS.
2l
er
West
434.
phon
Silver,
terms; priced to sell. Call 299;
cellent mountain valley 24 mile from quire
First, will pay th highest price for
FOR RENT Nice sleeping room with
MX DIATOiV" SPECIALIST
build
K1SNT
W
second-hanRoom
It'OR
and
Five-rood
catpuitti.
sleeping
hon your
FOR BALE
bath and telephone privilege,
and
cement bunga-to- t Albuquerque!, good opportunity for
clothing, shoe
With board for eonvaleeoents; gentle
peetal radiators for speedster, put 1338-furnltur. Phon 188.
303 North Edith.
19 by 3UU; tle would consider desirabl convalescent
low; strictly modern;
3143-tf- v
"
It.
In
or
new
men
cere
eld
one,
Phon
horn.
your
only
repair
private
1
garages; cash or time. 1431 West Ceo- If a capabl orchard man; would also
FIN'lSiilS'O
KODAK
BETTER
ROOMS
clean
It
IMPERIAL
room;
Nie.
Auto and
rent either of two good house on land. V'UR RliNT Nice room with deeping W 4 welding, (iuaranta
tral.
batter. Return postage paid on mall
rates by day or week. Over Pastlms
O. K., McCabe,
at
Radiator
Company,
order
porches with board, for convalescents. 319 worth
Th Barnuro Studio. 31t
FOR BALE Four-rooWest
West Central.
frame Address H. B, Hammond, giving refermo&ern
Theater, til
Tnira, pnone iistu-j- .
Reed, til South Broadway, phon
bouse; best condition; good location; ences and experience. Box 358, Albu- Mrs.
FOR RENT Two rooms and sleeping Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
323.
Fourth ward. Address J. J, O., car querque, N, M,
HIGHEST oash price paid for seoond- FOR RENT Apartments
porch, furnished for light
Journal.
REAL HOME forh'earth-seeker- ,'
hand bicycle. Bring us your old wheela
private
with gas. 808 West Silver.
tenia).
oe per FOR
xamny, university iieignts,
and get cash. Bread Ulcycl and TradFOR SALE A three-roohouse, partly WANTED
bedroom i private en
213 North Seventh.
Front
RENT
FOR
A
ments,
at
care
Women
month.
J
Mr.
saleslady
oompelenl
preferred.
788.
ing 00 320 South Second, phon
furnished, with (leepliw porch and
once.
rano
The Economist
adjoining bathi 4 employed
Journal,
"OR" RiiNT Furnished heated " apartlarge front porch; good clirxJteo lot, (01
RU3 CLEANERS
'
no
Seventh
alck.
South
tin
mant
333
WANTED
d
In.
Middle-ageFifth.
North
Baat Grand,
HOME SANATORIUM
ment, olo.e
woman fur
MATTRESSES
33.64 and op,
renovated.
FOR eonvaleeoents; Ideal place to get tfOR
housekeeper. Phone 2403-- 3 3.
i'OR SALE Owner leaving town; good
RENT Two smalt upartments, FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnishedor
furnltur repaired and packed, stoves
for light housekeeping! no alck
five-rooMP P"
well best ot everything;
renetrsd. Ervln Bedding Co.. phon 471.
eomnletely furnished, 1001 West Cen small
house;
porches; modern; WANTED Girl to cook and do small month.
children. 83 North Fourth.
M.
K.
Tulsrosa,
tral.
amount cleaning far ouDle. Phon
basement; newly decorated; garage; lot
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing.
house- 1B33-36x143. Apply '14 South Arno.
FOR 'REMT Nlc
ion RENT Large, 111airy (runt room,
Twice dally service. Remember, satta- apartment, t'OR RENTtwoFurnished for" 'light on
car
with
large front rooms,
two.
sultabl
keeplng,
017
week,
nr
(or
clos
in
and
brick bungalow. WANTED
reasonable,
FOR SALE Four-rooh
Bpaa-tsSend your flnl,hlng
inquire
(sotlos
guaranteed.
Experienced saleslady,
1353-702 North Third, phon
line.
to a rsllable, aattbllshed firm.
porch. 414 South Broadway.
Uanua
glassed sleeping poroh and two screen
speaking. New Koflf jobbing Store, good hoard) also sleeping
1578-an?
rooms
HOTEL
ELGIN
South High, phon
two-rooSleeping
ed porches; completely turnlsbed; gar- 115 Bouth First.
Hanna.
Master
FUH RENT Nlo furnished
Photoarapher.
housekeeping apartments, by th day
age, u C, cars Journal.
WANTKD--Ulr- I
or woriianfor genera DELlQlHt'UL SLEEPINCI PORCH- and
apartment, with sleeping porcn and week
80314 west central.
or month.
FOR SALE Furniture
bath. 810 South Walter.
FOR SALE By owner, five-roobedroom, with board, In furnace-nsatframe
housewcrk; no oooklng. Grand View
f"OR "RENT
One
desirabl room" In
d home; reasonable; also table board. AT THE WASHINGTON
stucco; ha fireplace, bullt-l- n bookomso. Ranch, phon 340T-R1003 West Cen
FOR SALE
Iron cot and mattress; goud
ohina closet, lawn and trees; Third ward. WAITED Girl
1433
private home, clos in; employed genas new, 817 South Arno.
al Sllvr. Fhon 1438-tral, small apartment, furnished. Ca II tleman
for housework, half days",
preferred! no lck. 807 Wst Gold. FOR SAl.fi
pnone 1803-at apartment No. 1.
small apartment; only two In family. OoolTWvWri'af.'StElLTlltSElSkERiJ
Dining rmi table, lx chair
OR SAtE Nice home, furnished;" oor- - Address R. C. B. ear Journal.
W will reduce eur rates, September FOR RENT Furnished apartment, four FOR ItENT NIC larg room In modern
ana sineDora.
:'ivest Iron.
furnace
ner lot, 100x143; a good buelnes goes
home, convenient to me!;
room and bath, 401 South Seventh,
per month; modern
WANTED
FOR
Medium larg
SALE
Stenograpgher,' girl with of. 16, to too and 6I
1th III 13.000. Address Bunsalow. car
181
10,
vacant
South
Room
heat
Sept.
1844-(irst-cia- s
Doaro
ana
accommodations
prigT
UK
fic
new, or trails for smal e else.
experience; stats salary eipected.
Journal.
With nurse
eivtcei make reservations ("OR KENT Furnished apartment, four Arno.
Address Box 10, care Journal.
Apply 804 North Fourth.
"ventilated
FOR BALE By owner, modern eight- well
Nice,
RENT
FOR
Oold.
613
ae
large,
Casa
West
Pro.
Bow.
reomsi modern; no sick; adult, not
room house. Fourth ward: a good buy WANTED Clrl to take'eara of baby and
room! privet entrance ; adjoining bath, FOR SALE Dining ta, I. and six chair.
Furnlshea Worth 8cond.
do small amount of housework. APP'r tOH HITiALTHSEEKERS
Itugs, rockers, bed. crib and other arror nam or investment; priced right;
in modern house; a tick; no children.
203 North Walter after t p. m.
rooms with sleeping porches, not and FOR RENT
ticles. Phon 873-819 West Haseldlnc.
w
rooms
terms. J027 Forrester.
for
rurntstied
Phon 1114,
f
month sold running water In ach room, stum
FOR
SALE
sick. (OR RENT Nlc
aaultsi
Furniture for seven rooms.
g
housekeeping!
light
FOR BALE Five -- room house, ' modern, BARN BOARD Room and tie
housekaep-Incall
excellent
service,
board,
haL
tray
734 Bouth Second.
while attendlni school; catalogu free.
to cooking utenslle: house
glassed sleeping porch, two screened
apartment, close In; ao sick; no fordraperies
Business College, SOS
rent if furniture If sold. Address
South bells, larg sua hath house; trained nurs
porches, garage and lawn; owner leaving Mackay
small children, tit West Lead, phon
reasonable. Lasa fOA RENT Two n large room, kltohenIn attendance, price
Main Street, Los Angslea
car
Journal,
Bsrgaln,
eo
ana
v
U
porcn,
giassoo-i3001-oy. est mast uentrai.
sleeping
da Oro, 30 and (11 West Gold.
SALE
Weat Iron, phon 3880-WANTED
Col
Young
trong American girl fo5 JtBNT
FOR 8ALKr-- At
. wonderful
heating; stov ur
motKIoh,
new houso, FOR
Furnished
RENT
FOR
room,
rooms,
(urnlthsd
Kloely
to
assist
home
three-rooana
with
modcoi rnnie; aiso tew pieces or rur-nlthousework; good
SENT Desirable
Hava you 15,800 oash. for a 87.600
location, furnace heat; sultabl
with or without bath-- ; lust across irorn FOR
Brussels rug: bargain If
rn furnished apartment i beat rest- - forgood
modern nomei an conveniences; close ,n ana excellent training tor the right girl. th postofficti hot water heat for wintwo reasonable; board convenient sold at and 3x131208
370,
Phone
Central.
West
West Central, phon
enc.
no terms. Aosjea j, A., car Journal.
llll
Phen 838-ctlon.
118 North Maple.
ter! best of horn cooking, served family deno
ttaa-M- .
WANTED
to
Woman
and
Furnished" apartment; FOR RENT Clean, comfortable, light
FOU BALE A
keep house
RENT
modern bouse,
stylet room and board I'D to Mi per TOR
eook for three or four men (officials) month
SALE
FOR
Ceutlonal
bookcase. Ivory
on fifty-forooms
or
lot. In Fourth ward; has
bain.
wltn
week
ticket;
thre
Albuquerque
by meal,
and airy furnished rooms; reasonable
ss
accom meals, ttboard
furnltur, roll-to- p
dsk, china caM- features, lawn, walks, In coal mining town. First-clafireplace, built-i- n
cent. 410 West Oold, phone Hotel. 31t North Second.
on
block front Santa F shops. net,
rates!
some.
a
for
and
modations
coal and
chiftorobe,
case,
goad
place
dressing
318-garage, etc.! prio I4.TB0, on terms, J.
FOR RENT Three-roonicely furnished 820 South Third.
gas ranges, guns, rifles, revolver, vio
A. Hammond, phono 1B38-hod, Address B. II. Kinney, Tokay, N,
with
apartment, modern, except Heat,
furnistock
of
used
lins,
FOR
large
furnlehed
good
RENT
ad
room,
Nicely
FOR
TOR SALE Beautiful
new alx.roan
sleeping poreh. 638 South Arno,
joining bath; good location; private ture. 828 South First.
modern pressed brick home: earner
Twe-roofurnieU-- 4
MENT
modern
FOH
111
WANTED Position
homei
preferred,
lot: hardwood floors thrniiehnut hlt,.
old mare 1310 North Twelfth.
partmnt no ilok. HIT West North Sycamor.
in feature) furnao. gss, lawn and fruit WANTED Position nurslug.
411 West
lALE-Iw- o
Three-roocowa 142 Ksnt on block west Poblnson park. milk
RENT
iOR
fresm
brick oottage,
Santa
F.
uece, lermai owner, esi wesi silver.
and a onFOR RENT A three-rooIn rear, well furnished, partly modern,
ueorge
South Broadway,
iaa.
sanatoroom furnished
modern.
FOR SALE University
Inapartment,
no tick,
clos
Heights, one BARBER will work In home or S307-$28
month,
In;
per
reasonable
first
rOR SALE BJi horee,
.TIME CARDS
mree-roorlums; reasonable. Devlin. Ph.
natn ana sleeping porch,
tlotsl Savor aulr 301
Iron.
orrar taiccs aim, Jfoana, ism norm lOt South first, Inqulr
furnished, 3,t00, Terms; on four.room WANTED Lady teacher wants" position"! First.
offls.
Hlgh-ela- a
RENT
north,
FOR
room,
flrst-grad
stucco house, breakfast
l
certltloat.
room, hath.
experienced
RENT Nicely furnished apartmejt
south and east axposur; outn sleep
I'OR SALE Saddle pony and wok FOB.
leeplpg porch, front
porch, 11,300; Address P. B , Var Journal.
ot three rooirs und bath; gas. water,
horse.
W. J, Rice, phone 341,
Inquire C. Becker, nail mile light and heat; 880 a month. 881 North ing porch; private home In best reslterms,
CHECH. OPEN,X!LOSE and
WglAUDWr
dentlhl district, fhon 310.
Old Town.
office.
Phone 30tW.
WILLIAMS 43 ZANt, north of
Sevnth
keep book.
FOR RENT Good pasture fur horse "or JfOft" ftljNT
"' aultabl
furnished. 010
FOR SALE Nw modern bungalow, room I Melinl building. Phon 701-Newly
for WOODWORTH
Apartment,
cows: Plenty af running water, 33
clean rooms and ponsekeeping apari- Fourth ward; flv room and deeping POSITION
three room,
twa er thre persons;
WANTED For experience
or
month. Robinson, Old Town, phone
week
moolh.
Reduced
menta
per
by
wnsTuoUNU-si- 'r.
porch, lawn and tress, two large elosets
day,
otfc help, bookkeepers, stenographs? 138S.
modern, nicely furnished! porches. Phon
ummer rate, til South Third.
and linen closet, fireplace, large screened ana
'
Arriv. Depart.
typisis. Apply at r. w. u. a is itAUBITS Eat more rabbits; young, fat 1432. M, 1183 ICsst Oold,
Train.
new
or
oft
without
with
kitchen,
Second, from I to 10 a. m., and
w modern furnish
?orch
FOR ItENT Furnished light houeekeep-In- g No. 1 Th Scout... t:30 pm 8:80 pm
On
(TOH RENT
nvsr used by lok reason-s- North
Juley rabbits far sale, 30o pound, un.
is it z p. m.
room: larg, neat and oomfortable; Na I Calif, Limited 10:40 am 11:18 am
glaased-l- n
larg
apartment,
sloping
oar
take
easy
terms;
aeuverea,
or
40o
might
price;
dressed,
pound dressed;
WANTED Man "with twenty year
porch; oonvenetent to aanatorlum. Ap- private ntranoei clot IBI lultahl for Na. T Fargo Fast. II tit am 11:48 am
for part first payment. ' Phon 1047-Phon 1401-No sick. 311 West No, I Th
1811 East two ladle or couple.
outlv txperlenc In general
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
Navajo. 13:41 am lilt ass
iore-Koi
desire
COR
SOUTHBOUND.
po
wentrai, pnon
automobile
BAMS
Holstsln
Seis
hull,
Marquette,
and
business,
P
"WAKltBCIlSalesmen
ffice
om
18. 1330, sir Klug lR-RENtO1:1S pm
Can Invest
No. 39 El Paeo Ex
calvsd
sition.
money.
May
Mans,
Twit
TlTRVf.TTnfiipn
hT.
inn
Rooms
SALtJliAitJ oovVr ocal terrftJry" ei
n:sv am
17 El Paso Exp.
Ssgl of th Mann, dam Jessie PerfecBxperleno, ear Journal,
ooms, vitn giassea-isteeping, rooms No,
Gaaranteed
a No. )l p L irSJHKN'i'" 6tilJoe"youms, J ovr"
Ing dealer.salary of
EASTBOUND.
tion P Kol
alo
ana water pam; ns No.
sna
garage
100 week for right man.
ngni
Th Richas
nsw
cream
Val
1 3 H
I Th
I:li Pm, 3:48 pm
separatori good
WANTED Apartments
Wst Central.
sick; no chlldreni rent ratonbl. 1011 No. 4 Calif. Navajo..
ards Co., 800 Fifth ave.. New Tork, N. T.
Limits) l:0t pm 1:40 urn
bargain. A 3, Strong, Albuquerque, N, rOR'UENT Offloe ronflUi
and
WANTEtCTModeraU-prlce- d
furnished
North
or
Second,
hat
M.
WANTED
No, t S. F. Eight.. 7:18 pm 1:04 im
Saleaman and solicitor for an
watr abov Mslson's store, Central
unfurnished apartment with furnao
. . tt0 em
No. 10 The Soout
old and well established real estat and
tilt a3
deavenua
3.
Auto
Xorbar's
Inquire
and
clos
man
good
wife;
CARPENTERING
heat,
In)
FROM SOUTH.
Insuranc agency; a good chance (or tin
Phon
children
partment.
as
healthi
permanent,
oar
t:38
Paso
El
Addres
No
3l
From
pm
Insuranc,
right man,
PHONE 1HW, for carpenter work, C No. 30 F run V Paso f:o am
30.
Journal.
yirst-cla- a
P. Roberta 811 Bast Santa F.
UO WEST GOLD avenue,
Storeroom
No, 10 annnaot at Beiaa with Ha, II
71.
Phon
'
u 8 ODU '"
man,' for Clnvla, Peeoe Valley, -- ansa City asd
i V6
printing servlc.
TYPEWRITERS
WANTED Agents
b OR A EN T Deslrahie etore room, cor-- . 'flf'F
1S7I-- J
'
work.
Phon
An
kind
of
Gulf Oast.
ner Fifth and Central; also entire upAh makes overhauled WAITED
lieeponsibl
people all ovJ
Tif livv'illl Una Ribbons
WANTED Ranches
connect at Bslsn with No, It
OR ROOF
No, :
PAl.NTI.NU;
stairs consisting of nln room. For par FOlV HOUS.
th West to represent th Red Arrow
fur every ma.
and repaired
and saatk
first. orsss work; reasonable price. from Ciovls and points
ticular Inquire P. V, McCanna, ground
Kodak- finishing service. Aflares A1BU
ohlne.
Typewriter
Albuquerqu
jQeorg T, Brown, 1020 South Broadwt. St Clevis.
Hour Cromweit Pulrjung.
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)x
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ART
Today a Limited Amount of Home
Grown Celery, each 15c

A

color miniature on
ivory, painted by

Colombo Hall

Otto Paul Merkel
is being shown at

Good Sized Stalks.
10c to 15c
California Lettuce, by express
,
Home Grown Kks Plant.
Home Grown Squash: Turnips;
Beets, and Carrots. Nice Slicing Tomatoes, Cantaloupes, and
sweet Watermelons.
15o
Just a few nice large Colorado Peaches, lb
25 boxes Oranpres received yesterday,
all the 52c size. California Grape Fruit: King David and Johnathan Apples, Ripe
Olives. Green Olives, Stuffed Olives, Sweet Pickles.

Always best for dancing.
Music by

S.T.VANN'S,
Tho Jeweler.

Step Lively
Syncopators

American Shoe Shop
First Class
Shoe Repairing expert shoemaker. We call for and
deliver. Phone 980-J.112 SOUTH SECOND ST.
.

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE

ARMY GOODS
Special Tills Week
at the

ROBERT JONES

H. WARD.
S15 Marble Avenue

HOMER

Coal and Booth Walter

Pbone -

Phone

Sept. 17th, Last Day

S76

Army & Navy Store

We will

We
Sell

put in genuine Factory-mad- e
Main Springs and guarantee
them for one year for
$1.00

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

Skif?ner

Wiseman's Watch

other Macaroni Products

Shop

Army Pillows, per pair.. 75c
Army Bed Sheets, each.. 7!c
Reclaimed Blankets
$2.23
Army Wool Socks.
25t

.

215 South Second Street.

la

Army & Navy Store
S23 South

APPLES

lets co

Last of the apples for sale Friday and Saturday, $1.50 per
bushel.
324 North Third.

I

pflSTIHiE

45

An AI. Christie

With

By MAX MARCIN
ALSO

Fresh, No Slake, No Core, Any
Quantity,
Prompt Deliveries.
SUPERIOR WHITE LIME CO.
'
Warehouse

Multiple needle.
SUSAN CHITTENDEN.
Electric Needle Specialist.
Art Aseptio Beauty Parior,
411 East Central.
Phone 971W.

COAL SUPPLY COMPANY.
Phones 4 and 5 or 817--

D. E. Morgan, 6on and two daugh-

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45 am"
Arrivese In Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
Leaves Santa Fe
4:80 pm
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:30 pm

Singer Cigar Store,
210 West Central

BLANKETS

SOME

Music and Jewelry Store
117 S.

Your Trunk Hauled for

First

St.

Pbone

Ar. Estancla
Ar. Mountainalr
Lv. Mountainalr
Lv. Estancla
Ar. Albuquerque

RANCH

917-- J

Taxi & Baggage

DRESSMAKING

EAT AT

BRACY'S

r

CAFETERIA
Special Chicken Dinner Sunday
Corner Fourth and t tnlrul.

FOGG, The

Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
903--

122 S.

J.

All

4th St.

MRS. B. R. SCBEETS
Teacher of riano, Ili.torr and Harmony. Conservatory certificate, spa-ciwork wttta aeveral noted muil-cfan- a
and eompoiera. Twenty years'
successful teaching-- .
Limited number pupils. Ml South Edltb. l'hope
1334--

500 pair Field Shoes
$1.95
O.
I5reeches
$2.00
O. D. Shirts
$1.25 uiul up
.
.
.
i
$8.95
Navy Blankets
Wool Underwear, suit
$1.50
Khaki Breech..'3
$1.00

f.

117 N.

irlespeople who can speak good
English. Men, women boys and
girls; experience preferred but
not absolutely necessary. If you
think you can give goods away
apply at once.

INTEREST

YOU

Yankee Beans in packages, the finest navys packed.
Monarch Sweet Potatoes Johnson's Babv
Edu
Monarch
Red Pitted
cators.
Cherriefi.
Crystalized Ginger
Monarch Spinach.
Monarch Tuna
Monarch Kirlnev T?fnns
Monarch Salmon
These items are the very finest quality and our
guarantee of money back if not satisfied with every
purchase.
FRUIT AND VEGETABLE DEPARTMENT
You will find our fruit and vegetable
the most complete In the city and our department
quality the
best and prices the lowest. A trial will
convince
you where to buy your fresh vegetables.
Kenwood Ammonia, 12 oz. bottle
14C
Thanksgiving Cleaned Currants, 15 oz. pkg..." 27c
Lea and Perrins Sauce, small bottle
37c
Lea and Perrins Sauce, large bottle.
.
.
66c
'
A-l Sauce, bottle
f
37,.
Kitchen Bouquet, bottle
. . . . ! !
37c
Paper Picnic Sets, package
V.,.,.
10c
Come in and let our Specialty Sales
tell you
the merits of Dr. Prices Baking Lady
Powder.
For twenty-si- x years Skinner's have been known for
their high quality foods and low prices.
We Deliver Orders Over $8.00 FREE
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c.

phone

We

805-- J

4

Trustee In Bankruptcy,

..

b.

.,.

.

.,....S2o
390
. , ,73o

Unexcelled for heaters and furnaces.
Yields the most heat
and burns to a pure ash without Clinkers.

4

Albuquerque stores Co., Incorporated.
No Mall Orders Taken.

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

MEATS

GO

Pork Roast, lb.
Pork Chops, lb
,
Sugar Cured Picnic Hams, lb
Bacon, lb
Veal Roast, lb
Hens, lb
Spring Chickens, lb

OUR STOCK IS GOOD AND
OUR PRICES BETTER

Satisfaction! or your money back is our way.
Fresh Vegetables, and Fruits for canning.
Sugar, 16 lbs......
$1.00
;. . ,;
Potatoes, 8 lbs..
..25c; 35 lbs
$1.00

Carry

"HIGH

DRY"

AND

Mermaid Comedy
REGULAR PRICES

Two-Pa-

rt

..V

DAIRY

FARMERS!

DAIRY

ALBUQUERQUE

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The LEAST EXPENSIVE COAL
More heat units per pound. More pounds per dollar
That's what You Find in

BROS.
208 South Second St.

No.

K.

CERRILL0S
IIAIIN

MARKETS

1

EGG

COAL

COAL

Place your

COMPANY

Phone 91

No. 2

North First
Phone 29-- J

501

Round

ASSN.

421 South Broadway

Phone

839--

OUR LAST CALL

SATURDAY SPECIALS
Loin, or
Steaks, lb.......

25c

ne

Pork Sausage, lb
t.A........
Rex, or Repeat Bacon, lb..
Shoulder Pot Roast, lb.. .m.

........20c

Rib Boiling Meat, lb
Hamburger Steak, lb. . . .

u.r....-..-

.

...15c

. .vin

10c
20c
. 25c

Fresh Barbecue, lb..
.
..v. . . . . .
Sweet Potatoes. . .;..-.- .
.10c
,:. . . .
.
.
Cabbage .,
,3c
10c
Honey Dew Melons .
Fresh Roasting Ears, per doz.. ..
,.n.... 40c
Fresh Fancy Tomatoes, 3 lbs. for
25c
The O K. Markets Where Cash Beats Credit
T. H. DUNCAN, Proprietor.
"CALL ME TOM"

...

People who have up to this time neglected this
Great Money Saving Shoe Sale and who would like
to "get in on it" will have to get ;busy, for the Sale
will positively be at an end when we close our
store tonight.
We sound this last note of warning for we dislike
to hear our customers say I am so sorry I did not
,buy these shoes while you ; were holding your
special sale. There are plenty of good shoes left,
for men, women and children, but the time to buy
them at Cut Prices is growing short. Better buy
them now, than wish you had I
;

Can You Stay Away From

These Prices

.

;
'.

We Are Going to Give You What You

Want.

Watch the Highland Market.

Loin and Porternouse
Round Steak. . .

...... 25c
....... . . .

Steak....

and up
,20c to 30c
Shoulder Steak. . .
n. 15c to 25c
Pot Roast.
, .
, vp2.;.j,x. . .15c to 25c
.i
Rib Boiling Beef, 3 lbs. for.......
'.25c
. 30c and 35c
Spring Chickens
Hens. . . .
tee
iJie4 ' ext. tee .25c and 30c
Belgian Hares
40c
A full line of Heinz Bulk Pickles.
"If It Is Good We Have It"

.....

......... ......

$10.00 Shoes, now only
$9.00 Shoes, now only
$7.50 Shoes, now only
$6.00 Shoes, now only.;.
$5.00 Shoes, now only.
$4.00 Shoes, now only.
$3.00 Shoes, now only.......
$2.00 Shoes, now only.
$1.50 Shoes.'now only

fi. .

.$8.00
,$7.20

V. .

.$4.80

'

$6.00

$4.00

.$3.20

.,
. .

,.$2.40

.. .$1.60
$1.20

I

i

Grocery

GEO. D. HAMMOND, Prop.

Corner Coal and Arno.

20c and 25c
30c and 35c
23c
lt..30c and 35c
25c
'. . u....;,.30c
.'.
35c

FARTHER

"THE CASH AND CARRY" IS THE ANSWER.

Cash and

ADDED ATTRACTION

Highest Market Prices Paid for Butter
Fat and Your Check by Return Mail.

PHONE VS YOUR ORDERS

......

NOW IS THE TIME TO MAKE
DOLLARS

ADVENTURE"

GREAT

PHONES 5
Truck's Bring Comfort to Your Rome

--

Phone 138

Skinners

Lionel Barrymore in

ATTENTION

0.

M.)

Those Wild, Wild Women Just Scared Him to
He Couldn't Come Back to "Life"!
Death!

A

COAL SUPPLY COMPANY
Let Our

II P.

FROM 1 TO

LAST TIME TODAY

Arnold Bennett's Great Comedy That
Tickled the Ribs of Mother Earth

COAL

.. fl.SO

BROADWAY CENTRAL GROCERY
Comer Broadway and Central.

H

In times" of sunshine prepare for cold.
order today.

Me

Sell SKINNERS other
Macaroni Products

j

REGULAR PRICES

"THE

PURCHASE

to purchase this tea at a bargain. Price per lb.
can. . . ... .,...,..
Snowdrift,
,M. Jt. . . .
Snowdrift,
can.,.
.m.iw.-.hv..ui.
can. ii'bb .w.:.y.-Snowdrift,

Highland

'

TARZAN"

OF

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

FRANK W. GRAHAM,

We have been fortunate In purchasing several hundred
pounds
of Moyune Gunpowder Tea, which li guaranteed to be of the
highest quality. We are giving you a wonderful opportunity

YOUR

lt

j

LYRIC THEATER

SALE

the assets of the COLLEGE INN. including
restaurant, soda fountain and confectionery equipment,complete
furniture, etc. All modern. Also a" line of groceries and supplies
Will be sold to the highest bidders.

Phone 470.

REAL

"THE SON

All of

MARI

WILLY-NILL- Y
205 South First Street

PUBLIC

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 10 A. M.

GO.

Are you from any of the following states? Michigan, Maine.
Mississippi, Missouri. If you are call between 2 and 4 p m
on Saturday and get twenty-fiv- e
per cent off on all the goods
you purchase. Don't forget the time.
2 lbs. Fancy Belleflour Apples,
only
' 25c
2 lbs. Bananas
i
25c
A Splendid Broom, made In Albuquerque
!!!!!!! 80c
These are guaranteed to sweep clean. Why not buy one' and
help Albuquerque grow.
Jtanchcrs, we pay BOo per dozen for fresh eggs.
Please call and see us.

We
Sell

f

M

1

Weiller & Benjamin

B0SWELL GROCERY

A

ft

M

ATTRACTION

ADDED

BRILLIANT

SWASTIKA,

QUALITY

First Street

m

Phone' 35.

Prompt attention to Mall orders

NEW ARRIVALS THAT SHOULD

J. A. Skinner

SUGARITE,

212 West Central Ave.

Liberty Army Store,

cano sr

itm

df

ftt
f

GROCE-TOT- E

DAWSON

100 Salespeople

612 North Fifth

Liberty Army Store
SPECIAL

,

J.

1342--

Jeweler

Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
Phone

Phone

Vw

RLACrtE

'Ft'
pf.

Ml

J
uP6ewsiBeertfiiyy

fHtA&ERT

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY,

n

FOR WALL TINTING and all
kinds of painting call WR1GUT

S
B

When exposed to the weather becomes slack and loses
large amount of Its heating quality. Order your coal froma
us and get It direct from the cars or from
You will soon see the saving in your fuel billsweatherproof bins.

We have got to have E0 English
salespeople, also 50 Spanish

Phone 2407-R- 2
Postoffice Box 406

Cutting and fitting. Gowns and
Suits designed and made.
PARLOR MILLINERY
114 N.Edith St.
Phone 2278W

158

10 a. tn
Noon
7 a, m
9 a. m
13 Noon
Transier Co.

WANTED

C. C. SHIRK

SCHOOL OF

chorus?

HASUtfCHANDLECttWILUAM D IAI&
"iiii. r- CMttTes e

COAL

Inc.

25 Cents

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone 543.

IT?

nvlf
Bfc

WOTJT OF Tim

Coffee

ROSENWALD'S

......12

Office Springer

Seven acres of the best
high sandy soil in the
valley, on main ditch, five
acres in cultivation,
mile from paved road.
Terms.

Roth man's

We Are on the Job

If

Estancia Stage Co.

AH Sizes nnd Colors.
Mnko Your Selection Now foi
Christmas and Save Money.

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL, OFFICE

31.1

Free Demonstration All Week

STAGE

INDIAN

future.

TRIED

TRUSTEE'S

ALBl QUERQUE
ESTANCI.4
Packard Stage Service
Dally Except Sunday.
Lv. Albuquerque, Springer Transfer Office,. 104 West Gold
hone 4 J
.7:30 a, m.

SINGER
TAXI
Office

Navajo

Company.

Rear of 315 S. Second. Phone

Schillings

Tickets of six baths, Including
body massage, for $10, for balance of this month.
Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TERI11 DEAMER, Prop
5084 W. Centra I. Phone 685--

Phone 600

coming winter.
Harry Schoup moves into his
new home on Stanford avenue today.
Mr. W. T. Dlnnick has moved
Into his temporary residence on
Cornell avenue. He intends to begin the erection of a swell Spanish
type adobe bungalow in th,e near

.

Presents

Thomas Creamery

(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set by
experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTHERS
At Rupne's Drug Store.

AH Sizes

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Prices on

ters, of Artesia, N. M.
Ruth, Esther and Willis Morgan
of Artesia, N. M.. expect to attend
the University of New Mexico tho

REALART

delivery.

25c

YOU

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAYi

One gallon and half gallon lots
of ice cream packed for city

S3c

GALLUP,

STAGE

REDUCED

Prof. Charles F. Coan has leased
his new mission type home on Ha',
vard avenue for the winter to Mrs.

158

RAZOR BLADES
or
Send
bring your dull blades for

Medicated Turkish Bath

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

SUNDAY
at 4 o'clock. Every member expected lo ettend.

West Central Ave.

HAVE

LAST TIME TODAY

S. SECOND ST.

LUMP LIME

permanently removed.

JIMMY AUBREY In "THE DECORATOR"

1801

J.

Superfluous Hair

REGULAR ADMISSION

'

feet from Central Avonuo.

107 So. Fourth Street.
Srd door north of Postofflea.

T. ROY BARNES

at

Weiller & Benjamin
212

Double Etlgo
Slnglo Edge

THEATRE

ORDER OF STAG

salespeople who can speak good
English. Men, women boys and
girls; experience preferred buT
not absolutely necessary. If you
think you can give goods away,
apply at once.

Large Young Hens for table or
laying 28c; Broilers 38c; Frys
35c; Leghorn and Ancona laying hens, J1.25 each,
l'hono 1K15-915 N. 2nd St.

Herbert C. Schultr,
JEWELER.

LAWYER"

MY

"SEE

of the

We have got to have 60 English
salespeople, also 60 Spanish

POULTRY

DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.

Comedy Drama

Six-Re- el

First Street.

There Will Be a Meeting

100 Salespeople

Wings of the Morning

'

AIR COOLED.

WANTED

DAIiCE TORIGHT

water

September 17, 1921.

Phone 328

"

HIGHLAND MEAT MARKET
Phone 185
JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS,

